
ABSTRACT

CHANG, HO-YEN. On Real-Time Intrusion Detection and Source Identi�cation. (Under
the direction of Dr. Shyhtsun Felix Wu.)

This thesis work consists of two distinct parts: a study of real-time intrusion

detection on network link-state routing protocol attacks (Part I), and a study of source

identi�cation for spoofed IP packets (Part II). These two parts could be united into a

common framework consisting of an intrusion detection system and an intrusion response

system. However, in many ways they are distinct and self-contained.

In Part I, a real-time knowledge-based network intrusion detection model for a

link-state routing protocol is presented to detect di�erent attacks for the OSPF protocol.

This model includes three layers: a data process layer to parse packets and dispatch data, an

event abstractor to abstract prede�ned real-time events for the link-state routing protocol,

and an extended timed �nite state machine (FSM) to express the real-time behavior of the

protocol engine and to detect the intrusions by pattern matching. The timed FSM named

JiNao Finite State Machine (JFSM) is extended from the conventional FSM with timed

states, multiple timers, and time constraints on state transitions. The JFSM is implemented

as a generator which can create any FSM according to a description in a con�guration �le.

The results show that this approach is very e�ective for real-time intrusion detection. This

approach can be extended for use in other network protocol intrusion detection systems,

especially for those with known attacks.

In Part II, a security management framework, the Decentralized Source Identi�ca-

tion System (DECIDUOUS), is presented to identify the \true" sources of network-based

intrusions. The premise of this approach is that if an attack packet has been correctly au-

thenticated by a certain router, the attack packet must have been transmitted through that

router. It utilizes IPSec security associations to dynamically deploy secure authentication

tunnels in order to further trace down the possible attackers' locations. We present the al-

gorithms to support the tracing of multiple attacks launched from di�erent locations, even

across several administrative domains. Our results show that the DECIDUOUS system is

reasonably e�cient, exible and robust. Our approach could serve as the basis for future

research on di�erent tracing strategies for di�erent types of attacks in large-scale networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When evaluating networked computer systems, we tend to concentrated on perfor-

mance impacts, system complexity and cost; however, security is usually ignored or given

the least priority to be considered. Because performance directly contributes to the bottom

line of computing while security provides only indirect bene�ts, even the inconvenience of

security limited its use. However, as the world becomes more tightly interconnected and

the interest surges in the Internet, the explosive growth of networking security technol-

ogy continues to rede�ne the rules for maintaining the privacy and integrity of electronic

data [26].

A comprehensive network security plan must encompass all the elements that make

up the network and provide �ve important services: Access, Con�dentiality, Authentication,

Integrity, and Non-repudiation. Sound security often comes at a high price, so naturally, it

is desirable to minimize the associated costs [37]. Moreover, an e�ective plan is also built

on a thorough understanding of security issues, such as the potential attackers, the needed

level of security, and the factors that make a network vulnerable to attack. In particular,

the security mechanism should not degrade quality of service (QoS) too much.

Because building and maintaining a perfectly secure system, if not impossible,

could be both technically di�cult and economically costly, network intrusion detection

devices are used to detect and call attention to odd and suspicious behavior. An Intrusion

detection system (IDS) detects attacks or anomalies against computer systems and networks,

by monitoring the usage of the system or tra�c in the systems. Moreover, we would like

to detect the intrusion in real-time so that we can respond to the potential attack before

the activity completes. One advantage of real-time online detection is that we don't have
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to store the data for all of the tra�c, which can be voluminous. O�-line detection is also

valuable when retrospective analysis is needed. However, the real-time algorithms generally

can also be applied to o�-line analysis by just modifying the input interface. In this research

we will focus on real-time intrusion detection algorithms.

Our work here consists of two distinct parts: a study of real-time intrusion detec-

tion on network link-state routing protocol attacks (Part I), and a study of source identi-

�cation for spoofed IP packets (Part II). These two parts could be united into a common

framework consisting of an intrusion detection system and an intrusion response system.

However, in many ways they are distinct and self-contained.

1.1 Real-time Protocol Analysis for Detecting Link-State Rout-

ing Protocol Attacks

In Part I, a real-time knowledge-based network intrusion detection model for a

link-state routing protocol is presented to detect di�erent attacks for the OSPF protocol.

This model includes three layers: a data process layer to parse packets and dispatch data, an

event abstractor to abstract prede�ned real-time events for the link-state routing protocol,

and an extended timed �nite state machine (FSM) to express the real-time behavior of the

protocol engine and to detect the intrusions by pattern matching. The timed FSM named

JiNao Finite State Machine (JFSM) is extended from the conventional FSM with timed

states, multiple timers, and time constraints on state transitions. The JFSM is implemented

as a generator which can create any FSM by constructing only the con�guration �le. The

results show that this approach is very e�ective for real-time intrusion detection. This

approach can be extended for use in other network protocol intrusion detection systems,

especially for those with known attacks.

Part I of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 �rst reviews the state-of-

the-art intrusion detection systems (IDS). It describes two types of IDS: Behavior-based IDS

for anomaly intrusion detection and Knowledge-based IDS for misuse intrusion detection.

However, none of the intrusion-detection approaches described here, alone, is su�cient to

catch all intrusions. It is recognized that a successful intrusion-detection should incorporate

several di�erent, yet complementary, approaches. The JiNao1 project [47, 48, 98, 17] as

1Jinao means a \chicken brain" in Chinese.
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presented in Section 2.2, undertaken at MCNC/NCSU, employs a comprehensive approach

of attack prevention and intrusion detection.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the OSPF routing protocol. Section 3.2 de-

scribes OSPF attacks and their implementation. These attacks are used to evaluate the

performance of IDS for OSPF. Chapter 4 describes our approach in real-time protocol anal-

ysis for detecting OSPF protocol attacks. Section 4.1 describes the JiNao Protocol Analysis

Module (JPAM) in general, while Sections 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 present its application to the

OSPF protocol and the IDS implementation. Section 4.4 also covers and evaluates our

experimental results. Finally, the summary of Part I is given in Section 4.5.

1.2 Decentralized Source Identi�cation for Spoofed IP Pack-

ets

Recent denial-of-service (DoS) attacks have highlighted the need to quickly and

e�ciently trace the sources of the attacks. In particular, tracing attacks with \spoofed"

source IP addresses has proven to be extremely di�cult. Thus, in Part II, a security

management framework, the Decentralized Source Identi�cation System (DECIDUOUS),

is presented to identify the \true" sources of network-based intrusions. The premise of this

approach is that if an attack packet has been correctly authenticated by a certain router,

the attack packet must have transmitted through that router. It utilizes IPSec security

associations to dynamically deploy secure authentication tunnels in order to further trace

down the possible attackers' locations. In this part, we �rst describe the characteristics of

network spoofed DoS attacks and review some related research work on this area. We then

present the algorithms to support the tracing of multiple attacks launched from di�erent

locations, even across several administrative domains.

Part II of this document �rst introduces di�erent classes of network attacks in

Chapter 5 and the traceback problem in Section 5.2. We then review some existing ap-

proaches for DoS attacks in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 describes the concept of authentication

tunnels and the state-of-the-art IPSec technology and dynamic security association. Sec-

tion 7.3 provides an overview of DECIDUOUS.

Chapter 8 demonstrates our approach for intra-domain tracing and inter-domain

tracing on spoofed IP packets. Section 8.1 introduces the concept of the CutSet topology
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translation and also describes the algorithms for tracing within a domain and the algorithms

for tracing multiple attackers. Section 8.4 provides a collaboration protocol for inter-domain

tracing. Section 8.5 presents the design and implementation of the DECIDUOUS frame-

work, and experimental results are shown in Section 8.5.1. Chapter 9 describes di�erent

tracing strategies and compare their performance. We discuss several important issues relat-

ing to our approach and provide algorithms for improving the performance. Section 9.6 also

presents an algorithm for tracing the droppers of given dropping attacks. Our results show

that the DECIDUOUS system is reasonably e�cient, exible in supporting di�erent tracing

strategies, robust against certain attacks and failures directly on DECIDUOUS itself, and

correct in determining the true sources of attacks even when the attacks are coordinated.

Our approach could serve as the basis for future research on di�erent tracing strategies for

di�erent types of attacks in large-scale networks.

Finally, we present the conclusions and future work of this study in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 2

Intrusion Detection Systems in

Routing Protocols

In today's Internet, routing protocols (e.g., RIPv2, EIGRP, BGP, and OSPFv2)

and network management protocols (e.g., SNMPv3/ng) form the very heart of the secure

network infrastructure, and, thus, the security of routing protocols is of the utmost im-

portance. Until recently, the security of these protocols has not been fully emphasized.

However, there is a growing awareness of the potential consequences of attacks aimed at

the infrastructure, particularly at the routing protocols [91, 99, 95, 10, 94].

Two classes of routing protocols are used on the current Internet: distance-vector

and link-state protocol. In distance-vector based protocols, nodes keep tables of the best

paths and associated metrics for all possible destinations and periodically exchange the

contents of the tables with neighbors. That is, a router will tell all its neighbors about its

connections to the whole world. On the other hand, in link-state routing, every node keeps

a \map" of the entire network which is used to compute shortest paths to all destinations.

Each node contributes to this global view by periodically distributing (via ooding) link

state updates (LSUs). An LSU reects the current status of all the incident links of a

given node. That is, a router will periodically announce to the whole world its relationship

with all of its neighbors. Link-state routing has been considered more secure than distance-

vector protocols in many ways [42, 37], so here we are only concerned with link-state routing

protocols.

Many insider attacks on link state routing protocols have been found [70]. Here,
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"insider" refers to a trusted entity participating in the routing information exchange process

or an outsider with the capability of intercepting and modifying the information exchange

channels. For example, in [91], a new OSPF insider attack has been discovered and imple-

mented which allows the attacker to control the network topology for one hour by injecting

a small number of bad OSPF protocol data units (PDU). This attack is due to an im-

plementation bug on many commercial routers. One particular major router vender has

recently responded to our discovery by providing us a new version of their router software

which makes the attack less e�ective.

Some of these insider attacks can be prevented by digitally signing the exchanged

routing information. For instance, in [70], the link state advertisements (LSA) are signed by

the LSA originator to prevent a vicious intermediate router from tampering with the link

state information. The objective of the preventive approach is to guarantee the integrity

and authenticity of the link state information. However, the preventive approach has been

rejected by the IETF OSPF working group for both technical and political reasons. These

reasons include: complexity, high overheads, backward compatibility, and political concerns

among vendors.

The JiNao project [47] at MCNC/NCSU takes an intrusion detection approach

to defend routers against insider attacks. This may be relatively more acceptable to the

industry as it requires no changes to the routing protocols themselves.

2.1 Intrusion Detection System

Because building and maintaining a perfectly secure system could be both tech-

nically di�cult and economically costly, network intrusion detection devices are used to

detect and call attention to odd and suspicious behavior. An intrusion detection system

(IDS) detects attacks or anomalies against computer systems and networks by monitoring

the usage of tra�c on the systems.

In 1987, Denning [22] proposed an intrusion-detection model based on the hy-

pothesis that security violations can be detected by monitoring a system's audit records

for abnormal patterns of system usage. Since his work, many IDS prototypes have been

created. Several surveys have already been published [57, 58, 69, 31, 12], and a partial

bibliography of current IDS can also be found in [81].

A general intrusion detection system (IDS) is depicted in Figure 2.1. Depending on
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Figure 2.1: A General Intrusion Detection System

the technique used, the IDS function investigates the monitored objects, either through o�-

line detection (from audit trails) or by online, real-time detection (from network packets).

Once IDS detects a potential intrusion, it can either display a warning message or directly

inform the intrusion response system (IRS) to react to this intrusion. IDS can be con�gured

to the monitored environment. Through this con�guration, IDS can be tuned for improved

performance or better sensitivity against di�erent intrusion techniques. A good taxonomy

of IDS has been presented in [21].

There are �ve measures usually used to evaluate the e�ciency of an intrusion

detection system: accuracy, completeness, performance, fault tolerance, timeliness [21]. Ac-
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curacy indicates the ratio of correctness in detection results. Inaccuracy, also referred to as

false positive, occurs when an IDS ags a legitimate action in the environment as anomalous

or intrusive. Completeness indicates the sensitivity of an IDS. Not all the attacks may be

detectable. Incompleteness occurs when IDS fails to detect an attack. This is also called

a false negative. Good IDSs will have the lowest false positive and false negative possible.

Performance indicates the rate at which audit events are processed. Poor performance lacks

the ability of real-time detection. Moreover, to remain e�ective anytime, an IDS should it-

self be fault tolerant to resist attacks, particularly denial of service attacks. Timeliness

implies that the IDS's response or the reaction to an attack should be as soon as possible.

If an IDS cannot process and propagate the information of the attack as quickly as possible

and enable the security o�cer to react before damage has been done, then the attackers

could have a chance to subvert the audit source or even the IDS itself. A good IDS should

also have extensibility to di�erent problems, be dynamically con�gurable while in real-time

detection, and have portability to other systems.

Current approaches of intrusion detections can be broadly classi�ed into two

trends. Anomaly detection systems, or so called Behavior-based IDS s, and Misuse detection

systems, or so called Knowledge-based IDS s.

2.1.1 Behavior-based IDS: Anomaly Intrusion Detection

Behavior-based intrusion detection systems monitor and build a reference pro�le

of the normal behavior of the information system by using statistical methods and try

to detect activity that deviates from this normal behavior pro�le [22, 45, 4, 23]. Anything

that does not correspond to a previously learned behavior is considered intrusive. The main

advantage of this approach is that it can detect attempts to exploit new and unforeseen

vulnerabilities without a priori knowledge of the security aw of the target system. That

is, it could automatically discover new potential attacks.

However, although a Behavior-based IDS might be complete, its accuracy is ques-

tionable since this approach su�ers from a high false positive alarm rate because the entire

scope of the behavior of an information system may not be covered during the learning

phase. Also, legitimate behaviors may change over time. In order to maintain the accuracy

of IDS, the behavior pro�le needs periodic online \retraining", resulting either in unavail-

ability of the IDS or additional false alarms. For example, the information system may
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undergo attacks at the same time while the IDS is learning the behavior, and as a result,

the behavior pro�le may contain intrusive behavior which is not detected as anomalous but

considered as normal behavior, resulting in future false negatives.

Several techniques have been proposed in the Behavior-based IDS.

� The Statistics approach is the most widely used technique to build a behavior-based

IDS. The approach devises metrics indicative of intrusive activity and learns the nor-

mal pro�le to detect statistically large variances on these metrics [22, 45, 4]. The

best known statistical pro�le-based IDS is the \Intrusion Detection Expert System"

(IDES) [45].

� Threshold detection, or the summary statistics approach, records the occurrences of

a speci�c event, and detects when the number of occurrences exceeds a reasonable

amount that one might expect to occur within a speci�ed time period. The di�culty

of this approach is to identify the threshold number and the time-interval of the

speci�c event. These could be based on security-relevance or the historical number of

occurrences. Examples of possible events to be monitored could be the number of �le

deletions, the number of login failures, or the number of I/O errors.

� User Intention Identi�cation models the normal behavior of users by the set of high-

level tasks they perform on the system, and re�nes them into actions of each speci�c

task. Whenever an action occurs that does not �t the task pattern, an alarm is issued.

� The Computer Immunology technique attempts to build a model of normal behavior

by short sequences of system calls executed by running processes. Attacks that ex-

ploit aws in the code are likely to go through execution paths that are not usually

taken [23].

2.1.2 Knowledge-based IDS: Misuse Intrusion Detection

Knowledge-based IDS s accumulate knowledge about the attacks, examine tra�c,

and try to identify patterns which indicate that a dangerous or suspicious activity is oc-

curring. This approach can be applied only against known attack patterns and needs to

update the knowledge base frequently. An example of such an approach is a virus checker.

Any action that is not explicitly recognized as an attack is considered acceptable. However,

a majority of break-ins or intrusions are the result of a small number of known attacks, as
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evidenced by reports from CERT. Hence, knowledge-based IDSs with signature techniques

are attractive to today's implementations, especially in commercial products, because of

their very low false alarm rates and very high accuracy. Also, the expressive power of this

technique makes maintaining the knowledge base easier for the security o�cer.

Several techniques have been proposed in Knowledge-based IDS.

� Expert systems use if-then implication rules to describe the conditions requisite for

an attack, and the inference engine draws conclusions using these facts and rules.

This technique separates the control reasoning from the formulation of the problem

solution, and increases the abstraction level of audit data by attaching a semantic

to it, which can symbolically deduce the occurrence of an intrusion based on the

available data. Rule-based languages are usually used to model the knowledge that

experts have collected about attacks,. These rules allow a systematic browsing of the

audit trail in search of evidence of attempts to exploit known vulnerabilities.

� Model-Based reasoning intrusion detection [32] actively searches for intruders by look-

ing for the activities which would be consistent with a hypothesized intrusion scenario.

That is, the IDS describes the knowledge of the behavior of an attacker by his goals,

the actions he takes to reach those goals, and his usage of the system; and then the IDS

scans audits for the evidence of these actions and transitions. With this approach, the

models of intrusion can be used to determine what speci�c data should be examined

next; it allows the system to predict the actions an intruder would take if he were

following a particular scenario.

� State Transition Analysis [44] models penetrations as a series of state changes that

lead from an initial secure state to a target compromised state. The penetrations

can be represented by graphical state-transition diagrams which identify the critical

events that must occur for successful completion of the penetration. The diagram

forms a rule-based expert system called State Transition Analysis Tool (STAT) which

was used in USTAT, a host-based IDS; and NSTAT and NetSTAT [93], which are

network-based IDSs to detect the known penetration actions.

� Keystroke monitoring uses user-speci�c keystroke sequences to determine the occur-

rence of an attack. However, the drawback of this technique is the lack of semantic

analysis of the contents, and aliases of key bindings can easily defeat it.
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� Signature analysis is a very e�cient technique for commercial IDSs because the se-

mantic description of the attacks is transformed into information in a straightforward

way, for example, the sequence of some abstract events, or patterns from an audit

data. This method decreases the semantic level of the attacks description.

� Color Petri Nets [56] are used to represent signatures of intrusions. The main bene�ts

of this model are its generality, portability, and exibility. However, matching a

complex signature against the audit trail may become computationally expensive, so

some possible optimizations are needed to speed up the matching process.

In a distributed environment, users could hop from one machine to another, pos-

sibly changing identities during their moves and launching their attacks on several systems,

making the task of IDS even harder. Thus, to manage diverse attacks across networks and

time, local intrusion detection systems may need to cooperate with other network IDS by ex-

changing information with its peers. However, \cooperation" of homogeneous components

requires some way to co-manage intrusion detection and response systems, such as stan-

dardizing formats, protocols and architectures. Common Intrusion Detection Framework

(CIDF) was devised recently to deal with these issues [85, 49, 97]. Arti�cial Intelligence

techniques, such as learning, induction, and information reduction, could be used in IDS [31]

to improve the performance of the intrusion detection.

None of the intrusion-detection approaches described above is su�cient alone to

catch all intrusions. A successful intrusion-detection should incorporate several di�erent

approaches. In particular, in order to increase the di�culty of penetration, the JiNao

project [47] at MCNC/NCSU employs a novel approach of the usage of a combination of a

statistical pro�le method and a knowledge-based method.

2.2 JiNao Intrusion Detection System

The JiNao distributed intrusion detection system is comprised of security man-

agement agents (i.e., JiNaos1) that collect and analyze tra�c measurements as well as

other agents that perform the higher-order analysis functions. The communication inter-

face among these two types of JiNaos is SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) for

interoperability. Each agent o�ers a set of abstract MIB (Management Information Base)

1Jinao means a \chicken brain" in Chinese.
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variables for global and higher-level network management applications. By coupling local

and global observations, the collection of agents and management applications can detect

and react to correlated attacks on the network infrastructure.
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Figure 2.2: The JiNao IDS Architecture

The architecture of JiNao is shown in Figure 2.2, which de�nes an integrated frame-

work. Three modules consisting of an administrative-rule based approach, a statistical-

based approach, and a protocol-based approach play complementary roles to achieve in-

trusion detection. The Prevention Module, with its administrative rule checking (like a

�rewall), will detect events that are in clear violation of certain network security guidelines

and are deemed too dangerous to allow to pass through to the protocol engines. The Sta-

tistical Module will be able to detect any intrusions that have signi�cant impact on certain
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statistical signatures of the network infrastructure|even those that are not anticipated

by the protocol-based mechanisms. The statistical-based mechanisms may also provide

information on the locations of the potential \hot spots" for intrusion where installation

or enhancement of the logical analysis mechanisms should be considered. The Protocol

Analysis Module will be able to detect the targeted intrusions with relatively low latency.

It also provides additional information for source identi�cation of the intrusions and some

security guidelines for the Prevention Module to adjust its administrative rules. In addition,

the protocol-based mechanisms will provide \hints" on the expected changes in network to

help the Statistical Module to adjust to new conditions. This paper focuses only on the

presentation of the Protocol Analysis Module in detail. For the details of other system

components, please refer to [47].

The network faults or malicious attacks typically result in a number of timed

events. In this protocol-based analysis module, we are interested in correlating these ordered

events to determine whether the protocol's behavior is normal or abnormal. This problem,

referred to as \event-correlation," is a fundamental issue in many network security and fault

tolerant systems. JiNao Protocol Analysis Module (JPAM) applied and extended the �nite

state machine model [41] to capture both good and bad behavior of a link-state routing

protocol engine. The extended FSM model, which will be discussed later, is called JFSM

(JiNao Finite State Machine). It has been de�ned and implemented to make the FSM

model more expressive in dealing with the timing issue. Independently, we implemented

three OSPF insider attacks (maxseq, maxage, and seq++), which were all tested on both

NCSU's and MCNC's routing testbeds and demoed in the Air Force Base Rome Laboratory

in November, 1998.

As will be presented later, the results show that this proposed methodology is

e�ective in detecting these real-time routing protocol attacks. Additionally, the system

described here may serve as the basis for an extended study of real-time intrusion detection

modeling for other network protocols.
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Chapter 3

Link-State Routing Protocols and

OSPF Attacks

3.1 Link-State Routing Protocols and Autonomous OSPF

Routing

Routing protocols are used by routers to create a map of the network, so that

the routers can determine how to progress from one point to another. Link-state routing

protocols create the map in three distinct phases. First, each router meets its neighbors and

learns about its local neighborhood. Second, routers share that information with all other

routers on the network by exchanging information. During this phase, a router learns about

neighborhoods other than its local one. Finally, each router combines the information about

each individual neighbor to get a \map" of the entire network (as depicted in Figure 3.2),

from which it calculates routes.

OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) [67], based on link-state and SPF (Shortest Path

First) technology, is a routing protocol which is classi�ed as an Interior Gateway Protocol

(IGP). This means that it distributes routing information between routers belonging to a

single Autonomous System (AS) in which a collection of many computer systems, routers,

and other network devices share a single administrative entity.

The three stages of OSPF are as follows,

1. Meeting the Neighbors

The �rst step is the creation of adjacencies. A Hello Protocol is de�ned to establish
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and maintain the neighbor relationship. That is, every OSPF router periodically

sends Hello packets to discover its neighboring routers (as shown in Figure 3.1). Three

components in the Hello packet header keep information about the status of routers.

The hello interval indicates how frequently the sender should retransmit its hello

packets; the router dead interval tells how long it takes to declare a router unavailable,

and a list describes the neighbors that the sender has already met. Once neighboring

routers have \met" via the Hello Protocol, they go through a \Database Exchange

Process" to synchronize their databases.

2. Share the information by ooding LSA

In the second step, the information about a router's local neighborhood is assembled

into a Link-State Advertisement (LSA) and is broadcast (via a reliable intelligent

ooding scheme) to all other routers. The combined information makes up the link

state (LS) database for the network. In a broadcasting network, like Ethernet, a

designated router may be elected to advertise for the whole network.

3. Calculate Shortest Routes based on LS Database

Once all systems have an up-to-date link state (LS) database, each router can use the

Dijkstra algorithm to calculate a shortest path tree with the router itself as the root

node and then form a complete picture of routing in the network.

In a dynamically unstable network, routers may restart, network cost metric may

change, and links may fail. All three phases of OSPF occur in parallel, and they all take
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place continuously to maintain a well-functional routing environment.

To reduce routing tra�c and the size of the topology database the protocol re-

quires, OSPF proposes a two-level hierarchical routing scheme within an Autonomous Sys-

tem (AS). The hierarchies include the backbone and areas. All systems within an area must

be connected. An area is a collection of networks, hosts, and routers. A backbone serves as

the hub of the AS, and all other areas in the AS must connect to the backbone. Each area

runs a separate copy of the basic link-state routing algorithm. This means that each area

has its own link-state database. The topology details of an area are hidden from the outside

of the area. Conversely, routers internal to a given area know nothing about the detailed

topology external to the area. This isolation helps to reduce routing tra�c as compared

to treating the entire AS as a single link-state domain. One thing to be mentioned here is

that an attack which occurs inside an area may not disturb the outside world. Conversely,

an internal router in an area may not be inuenced by an attack which occurs outside of

the area.

There are �ve types of OSPF packets. The Hello packet is used by two adjacent

routers to maintain a neighborhood relationship. The Database Description and the Link

State Request packets are used to synchronize two routers' databases when an adjacency is

being initialized. The Link State Update and the Link State Acknowledge packets are used

to broadcast LSAs (Link State Advertisement). All OSPF routing protocol exchanges may

be authenticated.

3.1.1 Link-State Advertisement (LSA)

Once a router meets its neighbors by exchanging Hello packets, it distributes that

information to the rest of the network. To do this, it oods an LSA throughout the network.

All LSAs share a generic header, which is shown in Figure 3.3.

LSA format

The �rst 16 bits store an LSA's age. The age starts at zero and is incremented on

every hop of the ooding procedure. LSAs are also aged as they are held in each router's

database. When an LSA's age reaches 3,600 (one hour), it is considered out of date, and

should be purged from a router's database. If one router decides to ush an out-of-date LSA

from its database, it also re-oods it as a signal for other routers to remove it so that every
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Figure 3.3: LSA header format

router will have a consistent view about the network topology. The Option �eld indicates

which optional capabilities are associated with an LSA.

The LS type �eld dictates the format and function of an LSA. LSAs of di�erent

types have di�erent names (e.g., router-LSAs or network-LSAs). The Link State ID �eld

identi�es the piece of the routing domain that is being described by the LSA. TheAdvertising

Router ID �eld speci�es the OSPF Router ID of an LSA's originator. This 32-bit number

uniquely identi�es each router within an AS. It can be assigned to one of the routers' IP

addresses.

The LS sequence number �eld is a signed 32-bit integer. It is used to detect old

and duplicate LSAs. It starts at 0x80000001 (0x80000000 is reserved by OSPF) and is

incremented each time a router originates a new instance of the LSA. When an attempt is

made to increment the sequence number past the maximum value (i.e., 0x7fffffff), the

LSA must be ushed from the routing domain. This is done by prematurely aging that LSA

(with maximum sequence number) to 3600, which is the maximum age, and re-ooding it.

As soon as this ood has been acknowledged by all adjacent neighbors, a new instance can

be originated with sequence number 0x80000001. As shown in Section 3.2, some routers

fail to comply with the protocol due to implementation bugs. An intruder can block routing

updates for up to one hour by simply injecting one bad LSA. The LS checksum �eld contains

the checksum of the complete contents of the LSA, except the LS age �eld. The LS age

�eld is excluded so that an LSA's age can be incremented without updating the checksum.

The Fletcher checksum, which is also used by ISO connectionless datagrams, is used for

this �eld.

Here a distinction must be made between an LSA and an LSA instance. An LSA

is associated with a particular link or network. For example, there is a link connecting
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router A and B. Router A is responsible for originating an LSA to tell other routers that

it has a link to router B, while router B will use another LSA to tell others that it has a

link to router A. An LSA instance gives the state of a particular LSA at a particular time.

For example, router A at time t1 may broadcast an LSA instance saying the cost for its

link to router B is 10. After a while, say at time t2, the status of the link changes. Router

A should broadcast a new LSA instance telling the new cost for this link. In a network,

there may exist more than one instance for a particular LSA. The LS type, Link State ID

and Advertising Router ID uniquely identify an LSA, while the LS sequence, LS age and

LS checksum �elds must also be considered when talking about an LSA instance. Unless it

will cause confusion, the single acronym LSA is used to represent both the LSA and LSA

instance, since most of the time the meaning can be easily derived from context.

Exchanging LSA

A router should originate an LSA whenever the status of its direct links changes

(e.g., link up/down, new neighbor, etc.). Also after a prede�ned timeout, a router should

re-advertise the links to keep their \freshness".

An interesting issue to mention here is the \�ght back" phenomenon in a link

state routing information exchange. Assume an intruder injects a bad LSA into a routing

domain to impersonate a good router (assume the authentication option has been turned

o�). The other routers will compare the bad LSA with the good one in their database. If

the bad LSA is older, it will be discarded, causing no harm at all. Otherwise, the good LSA

will be purged out, while the bad LSA is placed into the database. To make sure all other

routers share the same view of the topology, the router, which has accepted the bad LSA,

will forward it to all its neighbors (except the one from which it received the bad LSA). So

the bad LSA will spread all over the routing domain. Finally this LSA's legal originator

(victim) will receive the bad LSA! Now the originator of this LSA �nds something wrong;

it will increase the sequence number, reset the age, and broadcast a new LSA back into the

network. This is called \�ght back" phase. This \Fight back" phase will continue until the

attacker quits.

Table 3.1 gives some rules and constants according to the OSPF standard [67, 68].
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OSPF Hello

Constant Default Value Action of OSPF Router

HelloInterval 10 seconds For how frequently sender re-transmit Hello
pkts.

RouterDeadInterval 40 seconds For how long it takes to declare a router un-
available.

LS Age

Constant Default Value Action of OSPF Router

MinLSArrival 1 second Maximum rate at which a router will accept up-
dates of any given LSA via ooding.

MinLSInterval 5 seconds Maximum rate at which a router can update an
LSA. (not allowed to update an LSA in less than
5 seconds)

CheckAge 5 minutes Rate at which a router veri�es the checksum of
an LSA contained in its database.

MaxAgeDi� 15 minutes When two LSA instances di�er by more than
15 minutes, they are considered to be separate
instances, and the one with the smaller LS Age
�eld is accepted as more recent.

LSRefreshTime 30 minutes A router must refresh any self-originated LSA
whose age reaches the value of 30 minutes

MaxAge 1 hour When the age of an LSA reaches 1 hour, the
LSA is removed from the database.

LS SequenceNumber

Constant De�ne Value

InitialSequenceNumber 0x80000001

MaxSequenceNumber 0x7���f

Table 3.1: Some rules and constants in OSPF for LSA
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3.1.2 Good Fault-Tolerant Properties of OSPF Protocol

In general, protocols can be made fault-tolerant by three \standard" techniques [35]:

appending sequence numbers to messages, discarding received erroneous messages, and tim-

ing out. Sequence numbers can be used to detect and correct all occurrences of message

reorder. Checksums can be used to transform each occurrence of message corruption to an

occurrence of message loss. Timeouts can be used to detect and correct all occurrences of

message loss (provided that there is an upper bound on the time-to-live for every trans-

mitted message). The direct approach to the timeout scheme is to provide some kind of

\global clock" for synchronization. However, this approach complicates the protocols and is

usually very expensive. OSPF uses the hello protocol to maintain \aliveness" information

and \Age" to provide \freshness" information.

By combining the \age" and the \sequence number" protocol, OSPF can achieve a

good property of so-called \Self-stabilization," in which a system can automatically recover

from arbitrary transient faults in a bounded period of time without any external interven-

tion [25]. This property forces attacks to be persistent in order to be successful. Recently,

self-stabilization has become an important issue for the fault-tolerant distributed systems.

Surveys and papers can be found in [80, 40].

Through ooding and LS database synchronization, OSPF can have topology-

independence detectability. That is, the router can observe all the LSAs' behavior in the

same area, even from other originating routers. This property helps IDSs sit on only one

location and detect a whole area's intrusion status at a certain rate of accuracy.

Although OSPF is considered a more secure routing protocol, several vulnerabil-

ities have been found because of software engineering aws [91]. This will be discussed in

the next Section.

3.2 OSPF Attacks: Mechanism and Implementation

3.2.1 Attack Implementation on FreeBSD

In order to validate the proposed approach, three OSPF insider attacks were im-

plemented for the FreeBSD platform [91]. FreeBSD provides a mechanism called divert

socket which can be used to intercept OSPF packets from the kernel and divert them

to a user process. The attacks themselves are implemented in that user process, and the
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tampered OSPF packets are then re-injected into the kernel which will deliver these pack-

ets to either the routing daemon running on the same machine (incoming direction) or its

neighbors (outgoing direction). The architecture of the attack implementation is depicted

in Figure 3.4.

GateD
Daemon

OSPF Attack
Implementation

divert 5000 OSPF
from any to any IN

divert 5001 OSPF
from any to any OUT

FreeBSD
Kernel

Network

ipfw

orig
OSPF
PDUs

attack
OSPF
PDUs

attack
OSPF
PDUs

orig
OSPF
PDUs

Seq++
MaxSeq
MaxAge

divert
socket
setup

Figure 3.4: OSPF Attack Implementation

3.2.2 Attack 1: Seq++ Attack { A Simple Modi�cation

When the attacker receives an LSA instance, it can modify the link state metric

and increase the LSA sequence number by 1 (i.e., Seq++). The attacker also needs to

re-compute both the LSA and OSPF checksums before the tampered LSA is re-injected

into the system. Because this attacked LSA has an increased sequence number, it will be

considered \fresher" by other routers. Eventually it will be propagated to the originator

of this particular LSA. The originator, according to the OSPFv2 speci�cation, will \�ght

back" with a new LSA carrying correct link status information and an even fresher sequence

number.

This attack causes an unstable network topology if the attacker keeps generating

\Seq++" LSAs. For example, all routers at one point will think the link cost is in�nity
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(the link is down), but then the �ght-back LSA from the originator will tell them the cost

metric is much smaller (e.g., 2).

3.2.3 Attack 2: Maximum Age

When the attacker receives an LSA instance, it can modify the LSA age to MaxAge

(i.e., 1 hour), and re-inject it into the system. This attacked LSA, with its untouched

sequence number and corrupted maximum age, will cause all routers to purge the corre-

sponding LSA from their topology database. Eventually, the originator of this purged LSA

will also receive the MaxAge LSA. The originator, according to the OSPFv2 speci�cation,

will \�ght-back" with a new LSA carrying correct link status information and a fresher

sequence number.

This attack also causes an unstable network topology if the attacker keeps gen-

erating \MaxAge" LSAs. For example, all routers at one point will think the link is not

available, but then the �ght-back LSA from the originator will tell them the link is actually

there.

3.2.4 Attack 3: Maximum Sequence Number

When the attacker receives an LSA instance, it can modify the link state metric

and set the LSA sequence number to 0x7FFFFFFF (i.e., MaxSequenceNumber). The attacker

also needs to re-compute both the LSA and OSPF checksums before the tampered LSA is

re-injected into the system. Because this attacked LSA has the maximum LSA sequence

number, it will be considered the \freshest" by other routers. Eventually it will be prop-

agated to the originator of this particular LSA. The originator, according to the OSPFv2

speci�cation, \should" �rst purge the LSA (setting MaxAge) and then ood a new LSA

carrying correct link status information and the smallest sequence number: 0x80000001.

The e�ect of this attack depends on the particular implementation of the OSPF

protocol. If the protocol is indeed implemented correctly, then the e�ect is similar to Seq++.

On the other hand, many routers do not implement the MaxSeq LSA handling correctly:

the purging of the MaxSeq LSA is not implemented. This implies that the MaxSeq LSA

will stay in every router's topology database for one hour before it reaches its MaxAge. In

other words, the attacker can control the network topology database for all the routers for

one hour.
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Chapter 4

Real-Time Protocol Analysis for

Detecting OSPF Protocol Attacks

4.1 JiNao Real-time Protocol Analysis Module (JPAM)

Although the Behavior-based IDS, such as the statistical module in the JiNao

project, has complete detectability, it su�ers from many false alarms and a longer learning

period. JiNao Protocol Analysis Module (JPAM), which is a Knowledge-based IDS, was

designed to overcome these de�ciencies and to complement the JiNao statistical module.

The idea behind the JPAM is that malicious attacks or faults often result in a set

of possible alarm event sequences of some special events which can be described as input

strings to the �nite state machine. Good behaviors as well as known bad behaviors are

often \predictable" (there are several attacks we are already aware of). We can identify

the current behavior as good or bad based on the protocol speci�cation and according to

the order of packet events. In general we observe the sequence of events to determine what

kind of attacks occur or the status of the router's behavior.

Figure 4.1 shows a conceptual view of our approach. The upper part represents how

the model of normal behavior and known intrusion patterns could be created o�-line. The

on-line detection process of the lower part relies on the assumption that when an attack

exploits vulnerabilities in the system, either a new sequence of events which deviate the

normal event sequence will appear or some known intrusive pattern will be matched. The

protocol analysis machine (PAM) obtains the network packet from the interception module,
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Figure 4.1: IDS by pattern matching of FSM

�ltering the packet to eliminate irrelevant packets that are not related to the protocol we

monitor, and then dispatches the packets to Event Abstractor (EvtAbs). EvtAbs basically

does the translation job to abstract the prede�ned event from a given packet. Based on the

sequence of events it observed, the Pattern Extraction (PatExt) will record the patterns

into the IDS database. This can be used as a reference for constructing FSM by the system

security o�cer for on-line intrusion detection. After constructing the FSMs, each of them

can do the pattern matching for di�erent known attacks simultaneously and output the

alarm information when something bad occurs.

Pattern matching in intrusion detection must be done with the \follows" semantics

rather than the \immediately follows" semantics [56]. That is, any two adjacent sub-

patterns within a pattern could be implicitly separated by an arbitrary number (possibly

zero) of events of any type (i.e., \:�" in Unix regular expression syntax). For example,

pattern \ab" speci�es that event \a" is followed by event \b" with some (or none) intervening

events (\a: � b"). In other words, JFSM was designed to detect pattern \ab" not only from

\bcabaa" but also from \acecbcca".

Many attacks come with timed properties; for instance, in order to attack suc-

cessfully, a special sequence \abcd" must be �nished within 10 minutes but the \bc" sub-

sequence cannot be performed before 2 minutes elapses (i.e., \bc" cannot happen too soon)
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Figure 4.2: Di�erent pattern matching in the JPAM

since this may violate some protocol rule. Without these timing constraints, this attack

will fail. Since JFSM extended with a timed automata, it is able to deal with the real-time

information related to these kinds of attacks. Another complication arises since there could

be multiple intrusion patterns interleaved in a long event sequence string. For example, if

\ab" and \adc" are two known attack patterns of event sequences, there could be a sequence

\bcaecdebce" containing these mixed attack patterns. As shown in Figure 4.2, JPAM was

designed to be able to detect all of them at the same time.

In terms of detectability, although its completeness depends on the regular update

of knowledge about attacks, JPAM uses signatures and the FSM approach which allows

an exact representation of the attack patterns. This makes it easier for security o�cers

dynamically tuning the IDS to take preventive or corrective action. In terms of accuracy,

JPAM has a potentially very low false alarm rate, and thus is an attractive approach to

many applications.

4.1.1 Overview of the JPAM Architecture

JPAM uses routing tra�c and knowledge about the protocol engine to detect

when an intruder is attempting an attack. When the JPAM detects such an attack, it sends

an alarm message to the Local Decision Module describing the attack and containing the

sequence of messages (events) used to determine that the attack took place.

The generic architecture of JPAM can be described as having the following three
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Figure 4.3: Three abstraction layers of JPAM

basic abstractions shown in Figure 4.3:

The Data Process Layer This layer, incorporated with the interception module, pro-

vides a low-level data interface to monitor computer or network system. It contains

packet parsers which can translate each packet to correct protocol data structures.

Based on the protocol-dependent input packet, this layer dispatches each output in a

protocol-dependent format, for instance the packet header, with a timestamp to the

corresponding event machine for abstracting events.

The Event abstraction Layer This layer provides the representation of events and gen-

erates the general domain of the inputs for the JFSM. It contains a universal event

generator which can generate the event abstractor machines for di�erent protocols

based on di�erent con�guration �les. All event de�nitions are put into these �les so

that dynamic adjustment is possible. Each event machine may generate a di�erent

sequence of events based on the system data or network packets provided from the

lower data information layer.

The JFSM Pattern Matching Layer This layer detects the matching patterns based

on the sequence of events or signatures from its corresponding event machine. It con-

tains a JFSM generator to generate di�erent �nite state machines based on di�erent

con�guration �les.

This abstraction provides the ability to adapt alternative solutions to each layer

without changing the interfaces between the layers of this model. The JPAM maintains
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a collection of Event Abstractors for each protocol JiNao is capable of monitoring. Each

event abstractor can have several JFSMs to detect multiple intrusion patterns at the same

time. Each JFSM is used to detect either one kind of intrusion or the good, expected

behavior. Each JFSM could be constructed o�-line and stored in a human-readable �le.

The main bene�ts of this model are its extensibility, portability, and exibility through

dynamic recon�guration. The generic JFSM generator can create any FSM based on the

transition table in its con�guration �le. By dynamically changing the con�guration �les of

event abstractors and JFSMs, this model could potentially be applied to other systems or

even di�erent mixed protocols.

JiNao Protocol Analysis Module

Interception Module

Data Packets from Media

Decision Module

... ...

... ... ...

...

(PAM)

(EvtAbs-0) (EvtAbs-1) (EvtAbs-N)

... ... ...

JFSM-N

Protocol Analysis Machine

Event AbstractorEvent Abstractor Event Abstractor

JFSM-1 JFSM-MJFSM-2 JFSM-0 JFSM-0 JFSM-2 JFSM-3 JFSM-P...

Figure 4.4: Architecture of JiNao Protocol Analysis Model

The architecture for the current implementation of the JiNao protocol analysis

module for OSPF/LSA is described in Figure 4.4. The upper part, \Protocol Analysis Ma-

chine (PAM)" can be speci�ed by a con�guration �le which contains all of the information

about the construction of \Event Abstractors (EvtAbs)" and \JFSM s". The �le indicates

which LSAs are relevant to this module and which JFSMs are used for analyzing each LSA's
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behavior.

Each EvtAbs is responsible for one particular type of LSA and has several JFSMs

to simultaneously analyze this LSA's events. Every JFSM is associated with a con�guration

�le which contains all of the states and transitions to construct this JFSM. Each JFSM

could observe one speci�c behavior or try to match one known pattern. All JFSMs of the

same EvtAbs must work simultaneously to catch all the suspicious patterns. To analyze an

LSA, one EvtAbs does not necessarily have identical JFSMs to other EvtAbs. EvtAbs' are

constructed independently and could have a di�erent number of JFSMs to analyze their

target LSAs. The prede�ned event types of an LSA will be described in Section 4.2 in more

detail.

Conceptually, when an OSPF packet comes from the interception module, the

PAM records the time-stamp of the local machine time, and dispatches each LSA to the

appropriate EvtAbs. When an EvtAbs gets the LSA, it �rst analyzes three �elds|LS-

checksum, LS-age, and LS-seq|to determine if the prede�ned events \InvalidLSA", \Max-

AgeRefreshLSA" or \MaxSeqLSA" occurs. It will then check for the \BigJumpSeqLSA"

event. If none of these events occur, EvtAbs will regard this as a normal LSA update and

input the \UpdateLSA" event to JFSMs. Otherwise, it sends the corresponding event to

its JFSMs and then continues to process the next low-level LSA from PAM.

As shown in Figure 4.4, there is a basic JFSM for good or normal behavior, and

other JFSMs for each known attack pattern. JPAM tries to catch the attack through the

use of historical patterns. These FSMs will work together to determine the actual status

of the routers' behavior and to detect the intrusion occurrence accurately. In theory, the

composition of these JFSMs could be a big non-deterministic FSM. Starting from an initial

state, each JFSM will record a \currentState" variable and decide to which state it will

advance based on the event string it received and the transition table in its con�guration

�le. If a known attack happens, at least one of the JFSMs should raise an alarm, and report

to the higher decision module or security management module which, in turn, decides the

appropriate action for this attack. If the JFSM cannot handle the input event from the

current state, it will send out a message indicating the execution status of this JFSM. If all

the JFSMs fail, JPAM will conclude an unknown attack pattern occurred and report the

entire input event sequence of this attack.
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4.2 JiNao Event Abstractor for OSPF LSA analysis

In order to catch events from OSPF packets, some abstract events were prede�ned

for the value change in several �elds of the LSA header based on the protocol speci�cation,

as shown in Table 4.1. Each event is time-stamped such that we can identify the order of

the events and the duration between di�erent events.

Two categories of events were in our implementation: Incoming events (i events)

from other neighbor routers and Outgoing events (o events) from the router itself. The

JFSM model is a variant of the Timed I/O Automata [61]. For each incoming and outgoing

LSA, we save the current and previous values as variables: i prevLSA, i currentLSA,

o prevLSA, and o currentLSA, such that comparison and analysis between them can be

made. This kind of hierarchical event abstraction and category could make the intrusion

sensitivity adjustable when setting up the JFSM.

We assume that the event sequences of good behavior and bad behavior are distin-

guishable. In other words, if s0s1s2:::sn is de�ned as a bad sequence, then there is no other

correct operation with the same sequence. The JiNao �nite state machines were built based

on good behavior according to the OSPF standard. Each known attack pattern was also

modeled in a �nite state machine. Normally, routers should behave correctly by the OSPF

protocol speci�cation and issue the updated LSA each \LSRefreshTime"(default 30 min-

utes). The correct behaviors should comply with the rules listed in the Table 3.1. The event

sequences resulting from the bad behaviors are abnormal and should not happen based on

correct protocol implementation. The most probable reasons for observations of these bad

behaviors are an incoming attack, a software implementation bug, or a router system fault.

The event abstractor should produce all the events which form the input domain

of the JFSM, and the JFSM does the pattern matching by processing its state transitions.

This paper provides only the related concepts in the JFSM components. More details on

automata theory can be found in [41, 61, 60], and timed automata for real-time systems can

be found in [79, 78, 2, 3, 59, 62]. A general framework and algorithms to solve the alarm

correlation problem based on a probabilistic �nite state machine have also been proposed

in [73].
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(InvalidLSA)
i InvalidLSA
o InvalidLSA

indicates that the LS checksum of received an LSA (incom-
ing or outgoing) is wrong and contents in the LSA may have
been corrupted during ooding. The corrupted LSA will
be discarded by the router, in hopes that the retransmitted
LSA from neighbor will be uncorrupted.

(MaxAgeWithMaxSeqLSA)
i MaxAgeMaxSeq
o MaxAgeMaxSeq

indicates that the router has received an LSA (incoming or
outgoing) with MaxAge and MaxSequenceNumber. It is a
purging LSA for \�ghtback" purpose if from originator

(MaxAgeRefreshLSA)
i MaxAgeSameOutSeq
o MaxAgeSamePrevOutSeq

indicates that the router has received an LSA(incoming or
outgoing) with MaxAge and the same sequence number of
the current outgoing LSA. It is going to refresh the current
LSA it originated if it is outgoing.

i MaxAgeRefresh
o MaxAgeRefresh

Incoming or outgoing LSA with MaxAge but without meet-
ing any criteria of the above \MaxAge related events."

(MaxSeqLSA)
i MaxSeq
o MaxSeq

indicates that the router has received an LSA with MaxSe-
quenceNumber but without MaxAge. It could naturally
reach the maximum sequence number, or it could be a sus-
picious attack or error by software aws.

(InitSeq)
i InitSeq
o InitSeq

indicates that the router has received LSA (incoming or out-
going) with a minimal sequence number (0x80000001).

(BigJumpSeqLSA) indicates that the router has received an LSA with a very
di�erent LS Sequence Number from previous one. For in-
stance, if the di�erence are greater than MaxJumpSeq, an
user-de�ned threshold value. MaxJumpSeq is de�ned as
0x00000010 in our model.

i BigJumpSeqIncr
o BigJumpSeqIncr

Incoming or outgoing LSA with a very large increment on
sequence number compared to the previous outgoing (origi-
nated) LSA.

(SeqIncrLSA)
i SeqIncr
o SeqIncr

indicates that the router has received an LSA (incoming
or outgoing) with a larger sequence number than previous
outgoing (originated) LSA.

o UnNormSeqDecr Outgoing LSA with an abnormal decreasing sequence num-
ber compared to the previous outgoing (originated) LSA.

(UpdateLSA)
i Update
o Update

indicates that the router has received a regular Link-State
Update packet with a normal LSA. (i.e. LSAs without Max-
Age & MaxSeq & incorrect checksum & BigJumpSeq . . . )

HelloClockTick an internal event always happens when the router receives
any hello packet which has a newer timestamp than current
time. It is a mechanism for FSM to update its current Timer.

i HelloClockTick an event occurs when the router receives any incoming Hello
packet which is at least 1 second later then previous Hello
packet.

Reset an internal event always forces the system back to its initial
state.

Table 4.1: The Abstract Events for LSA
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4.3 JiNao Finite State Machine

One of the chief goals of the JiNao project is to provide extensibility; that is, it

should be easy to adjust a IDS to the types of intrusions that are tracked. This requirement

has the following implications for the JPAM.

1. The JPAM should be recon�gurable at run-time. In particular, users should be able

to add (and remove) JFSMs as new types of intrusions become of concern and old

types cease to be.

2. Adding JFSMs should not require recompilations of the JPAM.

To accommodate these concerns, we use a table-driven implementation of FSMs together

with a generic driver routine. A new JFSM is added simply by de�ning a table for it in a

�le and then loading it by reading this �le into the JPAM. The driver routine (which will

be compiled into the JPAM) would then handle the \execution" of the JFSM.

Moreover, for modeling temperal relations among events, timing information is

introduced into the JFSM's state transition diagram. A state transition will depend not

only on the event identity itself but also on the time at which the event occurs. In order to

catch an unexpected behavior within the time limit, the JFSM also contains several timers

to identify two special categories of the JFSM internal events: Alarm and Deadline. An

Alarm designates that something has happened within a time constraint (i.e., the event

probably occurred too soon). A Deadline designates that something has not happened

within a time constraint (i.e., the event probably happened too late or may never happen).

This section describes each of these concepts in turn.

4.3.1 A Simple Conventional FSM

De�nition 4.3.1 (Conventional FSM Generator [41]) A Finite State Machine is a

5� tuple:

M = (Q;�; �; q0; F );

where Q is a �nite set of states, � is the alphabet of events or input symbols, � � Q���Q

is the transition function mapping Q� � to Q. That is, �(q; a) is a state for each state q

and input symbol a. q0 � Q is the set of all initial states and F � Q is the set of all �nal

states.
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Occasionally we will omit the set of �nal states|this means that any state can be a �nal

state (i.e., F = Q).

The basic concept of an FSM [41] is simple: the machine contains a speci�c number

of distinct internal states, of which one represents the possible active state. A �nite set of

input symbols is mapped to a �nite set of output symbols by each state; an input symbol

is given to the FSM, which returns an output symbol before making a possible transition

to a new state.

In a traditional tabular representation of an FSM, each row in the table represents

a state, and each column represents an input. If the (i; j)th element of such a table is k,

that condition means that if the FSM is in state i and input j arrives, the new current state

should be k. States are usually encoded as integers in the range 0; : : : ; N � 1, where N is

the total number of states.

For example, the FSM in Figure 4.5 which has three states and six transitions can

be represented as the table in Figure 4.6. Each element contains an output symbol and a

new state in the form O/S. In fact, the FSM also can be constructed by the transition table

such as in Figure 4.7.

0 / A

0 / C
1 / D

1 / B
1 / F

0

2 1

0 / E

Initial State 0

Figure 4.5: Simple FSM example

Statesninputs Input 0 Input 1

state 0 A / 0 B / 1

state 1 C / 1 D / 2

state 2 E / 2 F / 0

Figure 4.6: FSM as the Table

Current States Input Symbol Output Symbol Next State

0 0 A 0

0 1 B 1

1 0 C 1

1 1 D 2

2 0 E 2

2 1 F 0

Figure 4.7: FSM as the Transition Table
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When processing a new input symbol, the FSM checks the transition table and

looks for a suitable transiton in the currently active state which can handle this input and

then advances itself to the next state. If the FSM, shown in its various forms in Figure 4.5

through Figure 4.7, gets `1' as an input, it will advance to the next state; otherwise, it

will stay in the current state. In this report, we use an extension of the transition table

approach shown in Figure 4.7 to construct an FSM. For example, if the initial state is 0,

the input sequence string \110101" will be mapped to the output string \BDEFAB," and

the �nal state is 1.

4.3.2 JiNao Real-Time FSM Speci�cation

In real-time modeling, a timed automaton accepts timed words; that is, each of

them is associated with an occurrence time. The most common way to introduce timing

information in a process model is by associating lower and upper bounds with transitions.

Examples of these include timed Petri nets [96], timed I/O automata [59], timed transition

systems, and timed assertional proof system [78]. The timed assertional proof system also

shows a simple proof system by just introducing state variables of the last event occur-

rence time and the event deadline time but does not use a \current time" variable as the

other models do. Real-time properties are stated using traditional assertions based on the

temporal logic.

Most of these systems deal with the \discrete-time model" instead of \continuous

dense-time model". [3, 2] proposed a timed �nite automata to annotate state-transition

graphs with time constraints using a �nite number of real-valued clocks for the dense-time

model. Unlike other approaches, a bound on the time taken to traverse a path in the

automaton, not just the time interval between the successive transitions, can be directly

expressed.

The JiNao Real-Time FSM (JFSM) model is a variant of the Timed Automota

model [2] by associating each real-time state with two time variables, Tin and Tlast, and

associating each real-time transition with a conditional guard with time constraints. Tin

of each state indicates the time when the JFSM enters this state, and Tlast of each state

indicates when the very last transition happens in this state. Tcurrent is used in the JFSM

to record the current event time. By this design, the JFSM can easily inspect di�erent time

constraints between states and between transitions to comply with the protocol speci�ca-
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tion.

De�nition 4.3.2 (JFSM M) A JFSM (JiNao Finite State Machine), MJ , consists of 8

tuples:

MJ = (Q;�; �; q0; F; FSMid;ReportInfo;EffExtQue);

where Q is a �nite set of real-time states, � is the alphabet of events or input symbols,

� � Q � � � Q is the transition function mapping Q � � to Q. That is, �(q; a) is a real-

time state for each real-time state q and input symbol a. q0 � Q is the set of real-time

initial states and F � Q is the set of real-time �nal states. Furthermore, the construct of

MJ also contains three more components related to intrusion detection: string FSMid to

identify MJ , ReportInfo to represent the message which will be sent out when an intrusion

is detected (i.e., when it reaches a critical transition), and a queue EffExtQue for

recording the e�ective execution.

As mentioned previously, we sometimes omit the set of �nal states. That is,

F could be empty here because once the JFSM detects the intrusion, it will respond to

the decision module and reset itself to the initial state to continue monitoring for other

intrusions. We could also build a mechanism, on top of the JFSM, to record the invalid

pattern which is not recognized by the JFSM.

De�nition 4.3.3 (Input Events of JFSM) The input event ei is a 2-tuple:

ei = (ename; etime);

where etime is the timestamp for the occurrence of ei, and ename is the event identity as

de�ned in Table 4.1.

We did not di�erentiate the \Input" and \Output" actions as in an I/O au-

tomata [61]. However, in our implementation, the pre�x i and o of ename are used

to identify whether it is an \outgoing" or \incoming" LSA event. Furthermore, events can

be sorted in partial order by their values of etime �elds.

De�nition 4.3.4 (Real-Time Timer Function) A real-Time timer ti is a 2-tuple:

ti = (val; !);

where val 2 N+ represents the value of ti; and ! is the timer function, ! : N+ ! N+,

which indicates how to calculate the timer value val.
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Because the JFSM is dealing with the discrete event model, the time space here is in the

integer-valued space. Of course, in physical processes, events do not always happen at

integer-valued times, and continuous time must be approximated by choosing some �xed

quantum. This could limit the accuracy with which physical systems can be modeled [3];

however, this model could be extended to the continuous time space (i.e., R+-valued)

without too many modi�cations. Furthermore, the timed JFSM is event-driven, so a global

variable Tcurrent is kept updated to the newest event time whenever an event happens.

SP N
Evt_jEvt_i

Evt_k

T_last T_last T_last

T_in T_in T_in

Figure 4.8: state of JFSM

De�nition 4.3.5 (Real-Time State of JFSM) Each real-time state RtSs in the JFSM

is a 5-tuple:

RtSs = (sID; Tin; Tlast; �; RtT );

where

� sID is RtSs's identity in string,

� Tin is the time when the JFSM was entering RtSs from another state RtSp such that

RtSs 6= RtSp,

� Tlast keeps the very last time the event happens in the current state RtSs,

� � is the set of timers for this state RtSs ( i.e., any ti 2 �),

� RtT is the set of available real-time transitions for this state RtSs.

According to the above de�nition, when the JFSM is entering a state RtSs from

another state RtSp (where RtSs 6= RtSp) as a consequence of the input event ei, RtSs:Tin

and Tcurrent will be updated to the timestamp of ei, ei:etime. If a new transition occurs

from state RtSs to itself, then RtSs:Tin will remain the same. That is, as long as the JFSM
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stays in the current state (i.e., it loops back into the current state), RtSs:Tin will not be

changed|only RtSs:Tlast and Tcurrent will be updated. The elapsed time during which

the JFSM has stayed in the \current state" can be computed by (Tcurrent � RtSs:Tin). In

this way, a local timeout for this speci�c state can be de�ned. Furthermore, the inter-LSA

arrival time is (Tcurrent�RtSs:Tlast), and the elapsed time since the speci�c pattern began

from the initial state is (Tcurrent �RtSinit:Tlast), given that RtSinit is the initial state.

On the other hand, if a new transition occurs from state RtSs directly to a di�erent

state, RtSn, (where RtSs 6= RtSn) as a consequence of input ej , RtSn:Tin will be updated to

ej :etime, whileRtSs:Tin will remain unchanged. Therefore, (RtSn:Tin�RtSs:Tin) represents

the amount of time the JFSM spent in RtSs. In other words, there is no time lapse for

transitions, and the time the JFSM exits the current state RtSs is equal to the time the

JFSM enters the next state RtSn (i.e., RtSs:Tlast = RtSn:Tin.)

In our current implementation, three timers T1, T2, and T3 were calculated by the

functions,

T1 = Tcurrent �RtSs:Tlast ;

T2 = Tcurrent �RtSs:Tin ;

T3 = Tcurrent �RtSinit:Tlast ;

where Tcurrent is the current JFSM time; RtSinit is the initial state, and RtSs is the current

state. T1 is the elapsed time from the very last event (i.e., the event inter-arrival time) in

the current state; T2 is the elapsed time since entering this state, and T3 is the elapsed time

since this pattern began from the initial state.

Whenever an input event occurs, the JFSM takes that input and checks to see if

there is a transition available for handling this input and determines whether it can advance

to the next state or not. Transitions in the JFSM can be conditional, that is, one input

event may have more than one transition that can handle it. The JFSM will process the

�rst one which satis�es the given conditions (e.g., time constraints).

De�nition 4.3.6 (Conditional transition) A conditional transition is as a 5-tuple,

�i = (RtSfrom; ein; ; RtSto; Condi);

where

� RtSfrom is the \from" state in this transition,
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� ein is the input event which triggers this transition,

�  is the output result accompanied with this transition,

� RtSto is the \to" state after this transition,

� Condi is a Condition or Guard for this transition. When an input event occurs, only

if the condition Condi is true, can the JFSM execute this transition to advance itself

from state RtSfrom to the next state RtSto.

Condition Condi can be represented in a complex way by using a temporal logic language.

The set of JFSM transitions is one kind of the conditional transition which only considers

the conditions related to time constraints (e.g., several timeouts in a protocol) with simple

semantics to describe it. When a transition �i is available in the current state, the current

input event ecurrent happens such that ecurrent = �i:ein, and all of the conditions are valid.

That is, all of the time constraints on this transition are satis�ed in this state at this speci�c

time.

De�nition 4.3.7 (Time Constraints of JFSM) Each time constraint for a timer ti is

speci�ed by a 2-tuple, (Tmin; Tmax), where Tmin and Tmax represent the lower and upper

bounds for the value of the speci�c timer ti

De�nition 4.3.8 (Real-Time Transition of JFSM, RtT ) Each real-time transition RtTi

in the JFSM is a 5-tuple:

RtTi = (RtSfrom; ein; ; RtSto;�);

where

� RtSfrom is the \from" state,

� ein can be either a real input event triggering RtTi , or a special NULL event e�,

�  is the output result,

� RtSto is the \to" state,

� � is the set of timer constraints for this transition RtTi.
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Three timers used in the current JFSM are T1, T2 and T3. T1 is used to count the inter-

arrival time between current and previous events. This ensures that, in the same state,

transitions must happen neither too soon nor too late. �1 = (T1min, T1max) represents

lower and upper bounds (integers in seconds) for the value of T1 = (Tcurrent�RtSfrom:Tlast),

and �2 = (T2min, T2max) represents the lower and upper bounds (integers in seconds),

respectively, for T2 = (Tcurrent�RtSfrom:Tin). In other words, in order for transition RtTi

to occur, the time that the JFSM spent in RtSfrom must be higher than T2min and lower

than T2max. Furthermore, T3 = (Tcurrent � RtSinit:Tlast) could specify that the whole

pattern must happen within the constraint �3 = (T3min, T3max).

For simplicity, we will represent each transition as a 10-tuple

RtTi = (RtSfrom; ein; ; RtSto; T1min; T1max; T2min; T2max; T3min; T3max):

This representation will be used in the remainder of this document. Note that in our ap-

proach, the JFSM time constraints are associated with transitions, and timers are associated

with each state. There is a uni�ed clock in the whole JFSM, but there could be several

timers in each state. It is not necessary to reset timers because they will be updated while

still in the current state.

Furthermore, a transition RtTi is e�ective if RtTi:RtSfrom 6= RtTi:RtSto. That is,

it can change the JFSM to a di�erent state. If the pair value of (T imin, T imax) is (0;1),

then the timer Ti does not matter, and the JFSM will just ignore it.

timeout_RESET

alice

chris

bob

*-, if T2 < 30

e_hello, if T2 < 10

e_hello, if 11 < T2

e_0, if T2 > 31

Automatically Reset

Figure 4.9: An example of JFSM Transitions

In the JFSM, we can have two di�erent transitions from the same state on the

same input event. For example, as shown in Figure 4.9, we have:

RtT1 = (RtSalice; eHello; 1; RtSchris; 0;1; 0; 10; 0;1);

and,

RtT2 = (RtSalice; eHello; 2; RtSbob; 0;1; 11;1; 0;1):
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Here, we do not care about the frequency of two successive event transitions and the total

elapsed time since the pattern began from the initial state. We only consider the time

elapsed in the current state, RtSalice. If the eHello event occurs less than 11 seconds after

the JFSM entered RtSalice, then RtT1 will happen and the JFSM will advance to RtSchris.

Otherwise, RtT2, an e�ective transition, will be triggered and the JFSM will enter RtSbob.

The following special case represents an e�ective transition in which if no real event

occur, the JFSM will only remain in RtSalice for at most 30 seconds and then advance to

state RtStimeout.

RtT3 = (RtSalice; e�; 3; RtStimeout; 0;1; 31;1; 0;1)

The JFSM uses a event-driven time system, that is, the local time is updated to the newest

event time whenever an event happens. In case no event occurs within a period of time, we

assume that there is a never-stop clock engine generating etick regularly every short (�nite)

period. This period is not necessarily a �xed interval because of the discrete event driven

property. For instance, etick could be the HelloClockTick event in OSPF.

If no transition is available for current events, an internal transition will trigger

the system to a special fail state RtSfail and output this new sequence of events from the

initial state as well. This situation occurs when the JFSM �nds a new pattern that it

cannot handle. This sequence of events, serving as a new learned pattern, can be added to

the knowledge-base. The JPAM can either create or enhance a JFSM to handle this new

pattern. In the RtSfail state, the JFSM will automatically reset itself to the initial state

such that it can continue monitoring for other intrusions.

To eliminate unwanted event transitions, the JFSM can use a wildcard \��" to

represent all other events except those in the available transitions. For example,

RtT4 = (RtSalice; �
�; 4; RtSalice; 0;1; 0; 30; 0;1)

represents the situation where if any event occurs which does not match the other available

transitions (RtTi, i = 1; 2; 3) and T2 is less than 30 seconds, then the JFSM will stay in

RtSalice.

For reducing false alarms and monitoring continuous intrusions, a special \reset

state" can also be used. If a state name has a \ RESET " su�x, this state is considered

to be a \reset state" which will immediately reset to the initial state automatically once

the JFSM reaches the reset state. For example, \N RESET " could represent the \Normal
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RESET" in which the JFSM performs a valid reset, while \A RESET " represents the

\Alarm RESET" in which the JFSM has detected an attack and restarts itself to the initial

state to keep monitoring future intrusions.

De�nition 4.3.9 (Critical Transition of a JFSM) A critical transition Cti is the tran-

sition by which the JFSM should print a warning message and report the related information

to some responsible module. This critical transition is used, for instance, when the JFSM

detects an intrusion pattern; it should trigger MJ to report a detection message, containing

FSMid, ReportInfo, and EffExtQue, to the decision module.

For example, if (�1; �2; �3; :::; �n) is the sequence of transitions in the JFSM for a speci�c

intrusion pattern, the last transition, �n, should be de�ned as a Critical Transition.

The JFSM with all the transitions is con�gured by a special con�guration �le. A

critical transition can be also de�ned by a format in which its output string has a pre�x

`~'. An example of a JFSM speci�cation for OSPF/LSA intrusion detection is shown in

Appendix A.1.2. The algorithm for the transition function of the JFSM can be found in

Appendix A.1.1.

De�nition 4.3.10 (Execution of a JFSM) An execution fragment for a JFSM M is a

�nite or in�nite sequence RtS0; RtT1; RtS1; RtT2; RtS3; ::: of alternating states and transi-

tions. An execution is an execution fragment beginning with a start state.

Given an input string, the behavior of M can be represented as a sequence of transitions

such as (RtT1; RtT2; :::). The e�ective execution of M is the sequence of transitions RtTi,

such that each two successive states are di�erent (i.e., 8i, RtTi:RsTfrom 6= RtTi:RsTto).

That is, it does not include execution fragments looping around the same state and only

contains those transitions which can make the JFSM change its state.

4.3.3 JFSMs for Known OSPF attacks

To detect all the attacks mentioned in Section 3.2, three JFSMs for di�erent attacks

were designed: the seq++ attack in Figure 4.10, the maxage attack in Figure 4.12, and the

maxseq attack in Figure 4.13. The de�nitions of the events are shown in Table 4.1. Contents

of the con�guration �le for these JFSMs can be found in Appendix A.1.2.

As an example, a JFSM to detect the Seq++ attack is depicted in Figures 4.10 and

4.11. In this example, JiNao is running on the originator of the monitored LSAs. If the
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(Critical)

N_RESET_

A_RESET_

1 2

*-

2 3

*-

(Normal Automatically Reset)

i_SeqIncr

*-

Init_0

(Alarm Automatically Reset)

o_Update, if T2 < 30mins

(TimeOut Automatically Reset)

Tout_RESET_

*-
*-, if T2 > 30mins

*-, if T2 > 30mins

*-, if T2 > 30mins

o_SeqIncr, if T2 < 30mins i_SeqIncr, if T2 < 30mins

o_SeqIncr, if T2 < 30mins

Figure 4.10: A JFSM for the LSA Seq++ Attack

JFSM receives alternate incoming and outgoing LSAs with increasing sequence numbers

two times, it will raise an alarm. The \o SeqIncr" event by the outgoing LSA from the

originator is intended to \�ght back" the previous malicious one.

Lines 1-2 in Figure 4.11 describe two transitions available for the initial state. Line

1, speci�cally, describes that, if the new incoming LSA's sequence number is bigger than

that of the previous outgoing LSA (with the same LSAid), then an i SeqIncr event will

trigger the transition and the JFSM will then move to State 1. In the attack scenario, this

transition represents the fact that the LSA's originator has received its own LSA instance

with an abnormal sequence number|normally the sequence number should be the same as

or less than the one it just sent out.

However, this unusual event by itself is not enough to raise a red ag for the Seq++

attack. In OSPF, if a router crashes, its LSA instances will still be kept by other routers

for about 30 minutes (i.e., 1800 seconds). Therefore, when this router restarts within the

30 minute limit, it can still receive \old" LSA instances with a bigger sequence number.

Under such a case, the LSA's originator will issue another LSA with an even bigger LSA

to \clean-up" the old copies out there. Line 3 represents this \clean-up" or \�ght-back"

scenario. It is an o SeqIncr event since the originator will increment the LSA by at least

one. Please note that at this state, the originator could receive more than one i SeqIncr

before the o SeqIncr is out. The rationale is that, if the originator has more than one

neighbor, it could receive more than one copy of i SeqIncr. However, after the o SeqIncr
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FSMId: seq++FSM

ReportInfo: For_seq++

logToFileName: seq++AttTest

maxLogQueSize: 300

Transitions:

# fromSt eventIn output toSt MinI MaxI MinS MaxS MinP MaxP

# -----------------------------------------------------

# critical transition is prefixed by `~'

01 init0 i_SeqIncr i_SeqIncr 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

02 init0 *- StayAt_0 init0 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

03 1 o_SeqIncr oFightBack 2 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

04 1 o_Update NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

05 1 *- StayAt_1 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

06 2 i_SeqIncr iSeqIncrAgain 3 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

07 2 o_Update GoBk_init N_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

08 2 *- NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

09 2 *- StayAt_2 2 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

10 3 o_SeqIncr ~oFightBackAtt A_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

11 3 *- NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

12 3 *- StayAt_3 3 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

Figure 4.11: A JFSM Con�guration File for the LSA Seq++ Attack

is out, the current outgoing LSA is updated. It is impossible for an old copy of the LSA

instance to raise another i SeqIncr as the most recent outgoing sequence number has been

updated. Finally, if the originator itself has crashed, then it will not perform the \�ght-

back" within the 30 minute limit. Therefore, it will trigger the Line 4 transition and go

back to the initial state.

Lines 6-9 in Figure 4.11 describe whether this originator receives another unusual

i SeqIncr from one of its neighbors after it delivered an o SeqIncr. If this is indeed a

Seq++ attack, the attacker will keep increasing the sequence number; and, therefore, as

shown in Line 6, we will receive another i SeqIncr within thirty minutes. The transition

in Line 10 is critical, as after another �ght-back from the originator is observed, the JFSM

will raise a red alarm about the Seq++ attack to the decision module.

In the Maxage attack shown in Figure 4.12, the JFSM starts from initial state

Init 0. If the JPAM receives an incoming or outgoing (originated) LSA with the same

sequence number as the previous outgoing LSA, it will be considered as the start of a
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N_RESET_

A_RESET_

Init_0

o_MaxAgeSameOutSeq, or o_MaxAgeRefresh

(Alarm Automatically Reset)

(Normal Automatically Reset)

1 2
(MaxAge)

i_MaxAgeSameOutSeq, or i_MaxAgeRefresh

*-*-*-

Tout_RESET_

i_MaxAgeSameOutSeq, or i_MaxAgeRefresh

(TimeOut Automatically Reset)

o_SeqIncr, if T2 < 30mins

(i_MaxAge, if T2 < 10 mins)

, if T2 < 10 mins

*-, if T2 > 30mins

*-, if T2 > 10 mins

Figure 4.12: A JFSM for the LSA Maxage Attack

suspicious premature process for the current LSA. The JFSM will �rst advance itself to

state 1, then, within 30 minutes the JFSM should receive an outgoing LSA Update which

has a bigger sequence number than the previous one (usually increased by one) to \�ght

back" the last LSA and advance itself to state 2. From state 2, if it receives another

incoming maxage event within 10 minutes, it will advance to an \alarm state," send an

alarm message to Local Decision Module, and immediately reset to the initial state in order

to monitor the next maxage attack pattern. In order to di�erentiate the real premature

aging and attack, we de�ne a threshold of two maxage events. The JFSM can be adjusted

to a certain level of sensitivity to eliminate all false alarms by similar concepts.

In the Maxseq attack shown in Figure 4.13, the JFSM di�erentiates good or bad im-

plementations by two patterns: fMaxSeq, MaxAgeMaxSeq, initSeq, Updateg and fMaxSeq,

initSeqg. If an OSPF router is good, when it receives an incoming LSA with a maximum

sequence number, it should issue an outgoing LSA with a maximum age and a maximum

sequence number to purge the previous LSA �rst, and then issue an LSA with an initial

(minimal) sequence number. After that, the normal update LSAs will occur within every

30 minutes. If the OSPF router has a wrong implementation, when it receives an incom-

ing LSA with a maximum sequence number, it will directly issue an LSA with an initial

sequence number without purging the previous one, and cause an in�nite �ght-back cycle.

Once this situation is detected, the JFSM will report to the Local Decision Module to react
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Init_0

1

1’

N_RESET_

2 3

*-

*-

*-

o_InitSeq, if T1 < 30mins

o_Update, if T2 < 30mins

*-

o_InitSeq, if T2 < 30mins
A_RESET_

o_MaxAgeMaxSeq, if T2 < 30mins

o_MaxAgeMaxSeq, if T2 < 30mins

i_MaxSeq

*-, if T2 > 30mins

(Automatically Reset)

(Normal Automatically Reset)

*-o_InitSeq, if T2 < 30mins *-, if T2 > 30mins

*-, if T2 > 30mins

o_InitSeq, if T2 < 30minso_MaxSeq

(Automatically Reset)

*-, if T2 > 30mins
Tout_RESET_

i_MaxSeq, if T2 < 30mins

Figure 4.13: A JFSM for the LSA Maxseq attack

to this attack by wrapping it with a JiNao wrapper, which will help this router by issuing

an extra maxage LSA for purging purposes.

4.4 Implementation and Experimental Results

We have developed an JFSM generator and a general JFSM object class which is

dynamically con�gurable and can produce any JFSM by setting the transition table in the

JFSM con�guration �le. As shown in Appendix A.1.1, transition functions are represented

as a transition table in that �le. The running state of a JFSM is advanced by the table

lookup mechanism. Each state is associated with several transitions. Because the JPAM is

con�gurable, the con�guration �les need to be constructed �rst, and then the JPAM will

execute online. This section explains the formats of two kinds of con�guration �les, one for

the JPAM and one for the JFSM, in more detail.

4.4.1 A Con�gurable JPAM

The Con�guration File of a JPAM

The format of the con�guration �le of a JPAM is as follows. Each line speci�es
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several �elds; the �elds are separated by white space.

<RouterId> <LSID> <LSType> <CkOutF> <logFile> <NumOfFSM> <FSMconfigfile> ...

For instance, here is an example of the con�guration �le.

192.0.1.1 192.0.1.1 1 1 event192.0.1.1 0

192.0.1.2 192.0.1.2 1 1 NULL 1 JFSM0

192.0.1.4 192.0.1.4 1 0 event192.0.1.4 3 JFSM0 JFSM1 JFSM2

192.0.2.1 192.0.2.1 1 0 NULL 0

192.0.2.3 192.0.2.3 1 0 event192.0.2.3 1 JFSM3

192.0.2.5 192.0.2.5 1 0 event192.0.2.5 0

The �rst three �elds specify the LSA object needing to be monitored. As mentioned in

Section 3.1, an LSA can be uniquely identi�ed by these three �elds. The fourth �eld

decides whether to consider \outgoing" LSA or not. Although JiNao can observe all the

LSAs generated by all the routers in the same AS (because of the ooding), it only can

detect the outgoing LSA that its own router originated. The di�erentiation of \incoming"

and \outgoing" may change the construct of the JFSMs later. The �fth �eld is to specify

the name of the log �le. Note that if the �le name is "NULL" then the JPAM will not

create a log �le. That is, it only processes the events of this LSA online, and when the

program �nishes, there will be no event �le logged for post-execution analysis. The sixth

�eld represents the number of JFSMs needed to analyze this LSA, and the �elds after that

specify the con�guration �le names for each JFSM.

For the example above, the time-stamped events for the �rst LSA (192.0.1.1

192.0.1.1 1) are logged into the �le event192.0.1.1, and no JFSM applies to them. The

events of the second LSA (192.0.1.2 192.0.1.2 1) are not logged into the �le but are pro-

cessed directly to JFSM0. The events for the third LSA are logged to �le event192.0.1.4

and also are processed by three JFSMs: JFSM0, JFSM1, and JFSM2. Note that the event

sequence of each LSA can be processed by di�erent JFSMs at the same time. The fourth

LSA has no log and no JFSM, so the JPAM just acts as an online packet parser.

The Con�guration File of a JFSM

Each JFSM is a timed nondeterministic automata, which can be constructed using

the following �le format.
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FSMId: <FSMname>

ReportInfo: <InfoString>

logToFileName: <ResultOutputFileName>

maxLogQueSize <theSizeKeepInLogQueue>

Transitions:

<FromState><Input><Output><ToState><T1min><T1max><T2min><T2max><T3min><T3max>

...

< FSMname > will automatically be pre�xed with the EvtAbs ID string which uniquely

identi�es which JFSM is reporting the detection results to the Local decision module when

it detects attack. < InfoString > is the string representing the report information when it

detects a positive alarm. If < ResultOutputF ile > is not equal to \NULL", it will output

the result to this �le as well as to the standard output device to provide post-execution

information. < theSizeKeepInLogQueue > is a number which indicates the maximum

size for each log event sequence. Generally, it is impossible to record everything in memory.

A queue will always keep the last several events up to the size of queue. In order to detect

a known attack pattern, the queue size must be at least larger than the size of this attack

pattern.

After "Transitions:", each line speci�es 10 �elds, and the �elds are separated by

white space. These 10 �elds represent one transition of this �nite state machine. JFSM

can have as many transitions as it needs, and each transition is provided as one line in this

format.

The �rst 4 �elds represent the transition of a conventional FSM model. The �fth

to tenth �elds represent the lower and upper bounds for three timers as mentioned before.

In the JFSM model, all input events and states are associated with time-stamps. The

implementation complies with the de�nitions discussed in Sections 4.3.2

(evtTime1, evtStr1)(evtTime0, evtStr0)

(evtTime3, evtStr3)

State_1 State_2
(evtTime4, evtStr4)

(evtTime2, evtStr2)

InTime OutTime InTime OutTime

lastTime lastTime

currentTime: record the current event time for JFSM

Figure 4.14: A simple view of a JFSM

0

a, if 5 < T2

1 2

3

*

*

b, if T1 < 3

*-, if 10 < T2

a, if 1 < T2 < 5
a, if T2 < 1

Figure 4.15: An example of a JFSM con-
�guration �le
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Three timer values have been added to the JFSM State class: InTime, lastTime

and OutTime. InTime is the time for the transition to �rst advance the JFSM into this

current state; lastTime is the time for the very last transition occurring in this current

state. OutTime is the time for the JFSM to step out of this state. So the total time the

JFSM stays in this state is (OutT ime � InT ime). That is, InTime will be equal to the

event time at which the JFSM gets into this state, and OutTime is equal to the event

time at which the JFSM exits this state. There is a global variable currentTime of the

JFSM to record the current event time. When the JFSM transitions stay in the current

state, (currentT ime� InT ime) is the time the JFSM spending at the current state so far.

(currentT ime� InitialState:lastT ime) is the time elapsed from the initial state. It can be

used to specify the time requirement for a successful attack pattern. Figure 4.14 is a simple

view of a JFSM.

For example (as shown in Figure 4.15), state 2 is a dead State (in which the

JFSM will stay there forever unless it is forcibly stopped) for the JFSM transitions and the

transitions are as follows:

0 * always1 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

1 b receive_b 1 0 3 0 inf 0 inf

1 a tooSoon_a 3 0 inf 0 1 0 inf

1 a output_a 1 0 inf 1 5 0 inf

1 a tooLate_a 2 0 inf 5 inf 0 inf

1 *- timeout_a 2 0 inf 10 inf 0 inf

2 * deadState 2 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

Note that "*" is the wild-card string which represents any input string.

From initial state 0, regardless of the input, the JFSM always goes to state 1.

While in state 1, if "b" arrives and occurs within 3 seconds (too soon) from the previous

event, the JFSM will stay in state 1 again and update the lastTime as b's evtT ime, but

InT ime will still remain unchanged. In state 1, if "a" occurs within 1 second (too soon),

then the JFSM will transition to state 3. In state 1, if "a" occurs after 5 seconds (too late),

then it will transition to state 2. After entry into state 2, it will ignore any input thereafter

and stay in state 2 until the JFSM stops. The sixth transition is to prevent the JFSM from

waiting for "a" forever.

Note that in our implementation, three timing conditions must all be satis�ed in

the "and" fashion. That is, for a transition to be triggered, three timers must be within the

corresponding ranges at the same time. Other transitions can be added to represent the
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various \or" relations between the timing conditions. Moreover, the order of the transitions

in the con�guration �le for the same input event may have di�erent results. In the future

work, it could be implemented in such a way that the order of the transition does not a�ect

the results.

4.4.2 Testbed and Experimental Results

The testbed for our demo in the Air Force Base laboratory is shown in Figure 4.16.

Machines are referred to as R1, R2, R3, Middle, Cisco, and R6. R1 is our victim router,

and R2 is the attacker.
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R3 /4 Cisco /6
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Cisco - 172.16.125.13

Traffic Path before Attacks

Traffic Path after Attacks

Figure 4.16: Demo TestBed in Air Force Rome Lab

Before launching any attack, we run traceroute from R3 to Cisco, and observed

that the tra�c path was fR3, R1, Middle, Ciscog. Attacks not only changed the �elds of

the sequence number, the age, and the checksum in LSA, but also changed the cost metrics.

After we launched an attack from R2 to R1 with LSA (172.16.121.1 172.16.121.1 1), the

path was changed to fR3, R2, Middle, Ciscog. That is, after the attack, R2 could get the

tra�c it could not get before the attack. Because the attacks were persistent, the JPAM

could catch them right after the second attack LSA arrived and report the situation to the
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decision module for reaction. After detecting a malicious MaxSeq attack, the JPAM sent a

message to the Prevention module which performed a correct purge action to remove the

MaxSeq attack e�ect.

Results show that all the known attacks are correctly detected. JPAM had 100%

accuracy in the demo. JiNao can even be triggered to start monitoring tra�c after the

attacks have taken place, and detect them right after the next attack pattern occurs. As

long as the attack is persistent, the JPAM can detect it no later than the second occurrence.

Since OSPF's self-stabilization property requires that attacks be persistent, this approach

becomes much more e�ective.

4.5 Summary

This thesis presented the approach taken in the JiNao project for the design and

implementation of the protocol analysis module for detecting attacks to the OSPF routing

protocol. We proposed a framework for real-time protocol-based intrusion detection which

could be extended to work for other network protocols with real-time properties. To enhance

the reusability of JPAM/JFSM for other protocols, our design and implementation is object-

oriented and modularized.

From our analysis and experimental results, the model formalized above is e�ective

in terms of the false alarm rate and the response latency. We have tested our implementation

against event streams collected at both MCNC's and NCSU's routing testbeds. We have

also presented the demo for the DARPA in the Air Force Base laboratory. Both normal

event sequences and three attacks were tested. The JPAM module can successfully detect

all three signi�cant attacks and can be extended to other attack scenarios.

The following is a summary of the advantages of the real-time protocol analysis

approach for intrusion detection:

1. best for known attacks.

2. can catch unknown attacks if the good/expected behavior JFSM is speci�ed.

3. can catch real-time hit-and-run attacks.

4. can reect the real-time network events quickly.

5. can monitor routers' behavior closely.
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6. can verify the implementations of the protocol.

7. can identify the weakness of the protocol.

Although this study has taken a step in the direction of de�ning the real-time

behavior of the intrusion patterns, it is possible that we add more complexity to describe

the attack behavior. For example, in order to distinguish the same event pattern but with

di�erent timing issues, we could end up using more states than the conventional �nite state

machine does. As the conditions of the transitions get more complicated, it is more di�cult

to describe in the speci�cation to avoid the false alarms. We acknowledge that the cost of

the accuracy is the complexity or even the performance of the system, which could limit

the application of this technique.
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Part II

Decentralized Source Identi�cation

for Spoofed IP Packets
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Chapter 5

Towards Tracing the Sources of

Spoofed Denial-of-Service Attack

Packets

Recently, the network security community has made reasonably good progress in

the development of attack prevention and intrusion detection technologies for the protection

of hosts against network-based attacks launched remotely by an intruder. However, because

of the design of the Internet Protocol (IP), identifying the source of such attacks in real-time

remains relatively di�cult.

The current IP network only provides an unreliable, connectionless, best-e�ort

packet delivery service. Datagrams may get lost, duplicated, delayed or arrive out of order.

In other words, because of the connectionless property, each packet is treated independently

of others which may travel over di�erent paths to the same destination, and some may be

lost while others are delivered. Furthermore, it is di�cult to eliminate forged IP packets or

�nd their true sources in a large high-speed network due to the stateless nature of Internet

routing. Similar to our postal service, the intermediate routers only use packet's destination

address to make routing decisions, and the source address is used only when a reply from

the destination is necessary. This property has given hackers a lot of space to play without

any penalty. One serious attack, the denial-of-service (DoS) attack, takes the advantage of

forged IP packets and has become the most popular form of attack.

DoS attacks prevent the targeted site from providing network services by either
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ooding the site with bogus packets, consuming �nite network resources, slowing down the

services which need real-time constraints such as online auctions and stock transactions,

or even causing the site to crash [28]. For instance, many sophisticated distributed denial-

of-service attacks (DDoS) were launched in February of 2000 against major e-commerce

Internet sites including the portal Yahoo, retail giant Amazon.com, electronic auction house

eBay, discount retailer Buy.com, and CNN Interactive. Hackers jammed a Web site with

lots of useless messages that tied up the site's computers and slowed the site's operations for

hours [19]. This kind of DoS incidence will continue to occur unless we have a good defense

strategy. Richard Power, an o�cial of the Computer Security Institute, said "Denial of

service is one of the most di�cult challenges in terms of securing the Internet that we face,

actually, and it will be one of the most di�cult things to address."

Tracking down the sources of a ood-type DoS attack may be even harder. A

victim today can only rely on tools not designed for this purpose, such as traceroute

and finger, which are only suitable for tracing an unsophisticated attacker using his real

source IP address. Another big challenge in attack source identi�cation is to track down

the intruder's location across multiple administrative domains. A simple example would

be to identify an attack source from another RNP (Regional Network Provider) or ISP

(Internet Service Provider). Today, a case like this would usually involve a lot of human

interventions. By the time system administrators from di�erent organizations start to

cooperate, a sophisticated intruder may have escaped either logically or physically.

The objective of the Decentralized Source Identi�cation System (DECIDUOUS) [15,

16] project is to securely, practically and systematically identify attack sources by utiliz-

ing, as much as possible, existing network security protocols and services and to avoid

introducing any new protocol under a single administrative domain. Speci�cally, the IPSec

authentication and encryption services [52, 53, 54] are used by the security management

module to trace the source of an attack. The DECIDUOUS system deduces the source

identi�cation information from the end-point locations of the current security associations

in the attacking packets, and this leads to two key concepts in DECIDUOUS:

1. Every \established" IPSec security association that has been or has not been used by

the attack packet can provide some location information about the true sources;

2. A set of security associations should be strategically established as \trapdoors" such

that the collected location information will be su�cient to decide the true sources.
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In other words, DECIDUOUS will use a Dynamic Security Association Deployment

algorithm to dynamically decide where and when to establish security associations through

IPSEC/IKE in order to e�ciently identify the attack sources. In the second part of this

thesis, we present the intra-domain and inter-domain tracing algorithms for single and

multiple attackers.

5.1 Network-based Intrusions, Attacks

Network-based intrusions can be classi�ed into three types: simple attacks, network

infrastructure/service attacks, and compound attacks. First, for simple network-based in-

trusions (e.g., SYN-Flood), an intruder merely uses the available network services to launch

attack packets against some victim connected to the Internet. Second, an intruder/insider

can directly attack the network infrastructure itself to disrupt or maliciously control the

network services. A good example is the MAI router incident in April 1997, where a faulty

BGP router de-aggregated and advertised thousands of network addresses which caused

much of the Internet to be disconnected from 20 minutes to 3 hours. The MAI incident

implies that an intruder can selectively de-aggregate certain routes to absorb or intercept all

the tra�c destined to those target networks. In our lab environment, we have successfully

demonstrated that, as long as we can intercept OSPF packets coming-in and going-out of

a good router, we can convert this good OSPF router into a very malicious OSPF router

[92, 48, 98, 17] without replacing the router kernel software (such as CISCO's IOS). Third,

a sophisticated intruder can �rst attack the network infrastructure, and then use the com-

promised or controlled network services to attack some other victim hosts. Furthermore,

immediately after the latter attack, the intruder can \restore" the network infrastructure

services back to normal. Under such orchestrated attacks, existing networking utilities like

router �ltering or traceroute will not be able to e�ectively stop the attacks or identify the

attack source(s).

Currently, network based intrusions are not handled systematically, and usually

require human system administrators to be heavily involved. Typically, a system adminis-

trator, after hearing some complaints over the phone or email, needs to spend a signi�cant

amount of time to check various log �les. He then might use existing utilities like traceroute

or tcpdump. If the suspected attack source is in another domain, he most likely will make

a few more phone calls to get some help from the administrators in another organization.
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Even after all these e�orts, it is still not always possible to identify the true attacker.

5.1.1 Hit-and-Run and Persistent Attacks

Network-based attacks can be either persistent or hit-and-run [92]. hit-and-run

attacks such as the WinNuke attack, the Ping 'o Death attack, and recently the TCP-Land

attack require only one bad packet to either crash or seriously slow down a victim system.

Note that even these hit-and-run attacks may require multiple packets to keep a machine

down. On the other hand, for persistent attacks, the intruder must frequently launch attack

packets to invade the victims. For example, the ooding attack needs a constant and rapid

transmission of packets to the victim in order to be e�ective. Because the attacker can forge

the source address of the ooding packets without reducing the e�ectiveness of the attack,

it is non-trivial to determine the true origin of such attacks.

Intuitively, the attack source for a hit-and-run attack is di�cult to identify. By

the time the damage caused by such attacks is discovered, the attacker has hidden itself

by restoring normal behavior on the compromised entities. One possible way to catch such

attacks is to turn on all the intrusion detection or auditing options at all times on all the

possible network entities (routers, subnets, and hosts). This approach is obviously very

expensive and usually slows down the network performance even when no attack exists.

Persistent attacks could be launched by a single attacker or multiple attackers. If

it is by a single attacker, although the source address of the attack packets are spoofed,

the attacker's physical location cannot be changed during the attack. Otherwise it is a

variant of hit-and-run attacks. Multiple attackers can be independent or coordinated. In

independent attacks, multiple attackers can launch the same attack in di�erent places. It

is much like many single-attackers at di�erent �xed locations. They might not have any

relation but just happen to attack the same victim together at the same time using the

same technique.

It is not uncommon for the intruder to simultaneously control many entities dis-

tributed over the whole network system, or even worse, across di�erent administrative do-

mains. The attacker can coordinate all the compromised entities to collaboratively launch

attack packets. For example, the TCP SYN-Flood attack against a web server running on

a Linux PC requires about 200 vicious SYN-Request packets being launched to the victim's

port 80. With only one compromised network entity (i.e., only one attacking point), 200
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attack packets, even with totally randomized source IP addresses, need to be sent from the

same source (e.g., a network interface card). This burst of 200 attack packets, especially if

they are from the same source, might trigger the intrusion detection module running on a

neighboring network entity. On the other hand, if we have 20 compromised network entities,

then each of the 20 entities only needs to inject 10 vicious packets in average. Clearly, the

attack source(s) for the latter case (i.e., a coordinated attack) is relatively harder to iden-

tify and isolate. Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks belong to this category. The

attackers break into several Internet computers (usually attached to high speed networks)

and install attack agents. The attackers then use these distributed agents to launch simul-

taneous DoS attacks against a targeted site. Because attacks come from many domains at

the same time, the high level of tra�c generated by the attacks overwhelms �ltering and

tracing tools, and it increases the di�culties in �ghting DDoS attacks.

5.1.2 Resource Allocation and Denial of Service Attacks

Several e�orts have been put into the formal speci�cation and veri�cation on DoS.

The discussion of the denial-of-service (DoS) was to focus on the loss of availability due to

accidental or malicious user actions, as opposed to random failures that impact functionality,

which are the concern of reliability engineering. That is, regardless of its load at any time, a

system should guarantee a maximum response time for certain speci�c actions; the system

should not be subject to deadlock for certain speci�c actions [66]. Deadlock may be not the

proper focus of denial-of-service policy since none of the processes involved are necessarily

malicious.

Because long delays in service constitute denial, and absolute denial can be viewed

as an in�nite delay, a DoS protection is to limit waiting time for access to some resources.

Gligor [33] characterized the DoS problem as how to provide a shared service with a spe-

ci�c maximum waiting time (MWT) between users' competing requests. Later Yu and

Gligor [102] developed an approach to prevent DoS by introducing the concepts of a \�-

nite waiting time policy (FWT)" as a liveness condition which says that whenever service

has been requested, it will eventually be provided, but there is no �xed upper bound to

the amount of the waiting time. FWT is implemented through a combination of \user

agreements," fairness and simultaneity policies, and service speci�cations. The operations,

\Acquire" and \Release," and the required properties and policies are stated with temporal
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logic formulas. User agreements act as input constraints so that the user must be willing

to accept some additional limitations that would not be necessary if they did not need the

DoS protection.

Extending the Yu-Gligor resource allocator work, Millen [66] proposed a Denial-

of-Service protection Base (DPB) to guarantee that the authorized access to resources is

under its control. No process should hold one resource so long that no other process can

achieve progress. DPB supports probabilistic waiting-time policies for benign processes and

is characterized as a resource monitor closely related to a Trusted Computing Base (TCB)

which is for secrecy and integrity protection. Resource monitor algorithms and policies can

be stated in the context of a state-transition model of a resource allocation system.

All of these works assumed that the attacker cannot spoof its identity within the

same system, so the resource holders can be easily identi�ed, and the resource allocator can

decide who should be revoked. However, it may not be applied to network environments

where no one has a trusted identity. Since DoS attacks may occur even before parties are

authenticated to each other, it is di�cult to rely on the enforcement of proper access control

policies to protect us (as recommended in the classic work of Gligor, Yu and Millen [33,

102, 66]). Meadows [64] presented a formal framework and evaluation method to show some

principles that can be used to make protocols more resistant to network denial of service

such that we can build good defenses as much as possible into the protocols themselves.

Meadows later also described some open issues in the formal methods for protocol analysis

in [65].

5.1.3 Address spoofed DoS Attacks, Examples

One major security problem of TCP/IP design is that there is no unique identity

attached with each machine, and IP address just an arbitrary number which can be con�g-

ured to any thing at any time. Furthermore, in mobile services, an IP address is not even

associated with a particular geological location.

When we review the historical lessons from several DoS attacks, there is one com-

mon point: systems need to provide fair service to every one but cannot verify the identity

and determine the fair share of resources. There is no source accountability in the current In-

ternet. Let us go back to the heyday of the famous TCP SYN ood attack [14, 7, 39, 77, 20].
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Example: TCP SYN attack

In order to provide reliable transmission and to detect delayed or duplication of

acknowledgements, TCP uses a sequence number associated with each packet and performs

a three way handshake as shown in Figure 5.1 before a real connection is established [86, 55].

In the �rst step, an initiator I chooses an initial sequence number (ISN), x, and sends a

TCP SYN packet with this sequence number x to the remote server, R. In the second

step, when the responser, R, receives SY Nx from I, it picks its ISN y and then sends I

a SYN ACK packet that contains R's ISN y and an ACK with x + 1. R then enters a

half-open connection state SYN RECVD. In the third step, I acknowledges R's ISN y by

sending R an ACK with y+1. When R receives this packet, both I and R know each other's

correct ISN, and the connection between I and R then has established. They can begin to

transfer data and guarantee the in-order deliver of data by using these sequence numbers.

Clearly, TCP requires a signi�cant amount of memory resource allocation to maintain all

the pending connections. If I replies to R with an incorrect ACK packet, R will send I a

RESET packet. Once receiving a RESET packet, an endpoint replies a RESET ACK and

drops the connection by cleaning it from the bu�er queue.

The size of half-open connection queue must be limited, otherwise an attacker

could request so many connections that the target machine's physical memory is completely

exhausted, which forms a di�erent DoS attack. When the maximum number of connections

per port is reached, TCP discards all the new incoming connection requests until it either

completed or cleared some timed-out half-open connections.

However, since the queue is of �nite size, the adversary can also cause the queue

to overow by ooding the server with many SYN messages with unreachable spoofed

IP addresses, as shown in the bottom half of Figure 5.1. Because the source address is

unreachable, the receiving host will never receive a response to complete the handshake.

The queue for pending connections will eventually �ll up, and the server can no longer

accept any new incoming request. Although the pending connection will �nally expire, the

attacker can just keep sending spoofed SYN messages faster than the victim can expire the

pending connections. Furthermore, if the attacker uses someone else's valid host address

as the source address, the system under attack will send a large number of SYN ACK

packets to what it believes is the originator of the connection establishment sequence. In

this fashion, the attacker does damage to two systems: the destination target system, as
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Figure 5.1: SYN ooding attacks on TCP three way handshake

well as the system to which the spoofed address rightfully belongs to in the global routing

system. The result of both attack methods is extremely degraded performance or even a

system crash.

SYN ooding had troubled security experts for a long time. It was generally

considered unsolveable. Many solutions have been proposed to this problem. [7, 20, 1]

present a detailed analysis on the TCP/IP Vulnerabilities. [14, 77] provid a detailed analysis

of the SYN ooding attack and a discussion of some existing countermeasures.

FreeBSD implemented a RED (random earlier drop) protection to allow new con-

nections to be established even with a constant SYN-ood taking place. The old bogus

connections would be dropped at the establishment of a new connection, legitimate or not.

The randomness was implemented to be fair to all incoming connections. Although with a

large enough ood this technique may fail, it did provide good results when tested by the

developers. [1]

A brilliant idea proposed by Bernstein and Schenk [8] is to eliminate the queue

by using \SYN cookies." It uses cryptographic techniques to protect against SYN ooding

and is now a standard part of Linux. When a connection is initiated, the server generates

a cookie with the initial TCP packet information and sends the cookie to the client. That

is, the server creates the outgoing sequence number as a one-way hash of the incoming
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information (IP addresses, port number, and sequence number), followed by a secret key,

followed by a counter that changes every minute. When the handshake ACK comes back, the

server computes the same hash using the last few counters, and matches the acknowledged

sequence number with the results of hash. If it matches one of the results, the server then

sets up the TCB (trusted computing base) if it does not already exist. Otherwise, the

packet will be thrown away. Only one secret was stored, the rest of the information is

gathered from the incoming packets during the handshake. This means only one datum for

all incoming connections. With this scheme, an in�nite number of half open connections

could exist.

5.1.4 DoS against Cryptography Security System

A cryptography system usually provides strong security against attackers by us-

ing some computationally intensive techniques such that attacks cannot succeed without

spending a tremendous amount of time and computational e�ort. However, there is a

chicken-and-egg question: performance requires strong security to protect resources, but

strong security causes computation resources and sometimes degrades performance. For ex-

ample, strong authentication can provide an opportunity for denial-of-service attacks, since

the mechanisms used to provide it are computationally intensive. If the SYN message was

protected by a digital signature, an attacker could send a lot of bogus SYN message with

incorrect signatures, and the victim will use up all its resources in verifying the signatures

instead of in storing the SYN, which forms another kind of DoS attack.

It is possible that a DoS attack is directed against some cryptography security

system, such as Di�e-Hellman or RSA, by launching many bogus packets for the server

to check and, in turn, heavily degrading the performance of the protocol engine. The

approach to resolve these conicting requirements is to use a weak authentication when the

protocol is initiated, but stronger authentication as it completes. For example, similar to

SYN cookies, [50] proposes a Photuris key exchange which begins with an interchange of

cookies to make veri�cation easy and light-weight at the �rst stage. After the initiator and

responder exchange cookies, both cookies are included in all the further messages. When

either party receives a message, it veri�es the cookie �rst. Once this level of assurance

is reached, the receiver performs the rest of the veri�cation to achieve a higher degree of

assurance [64]. The di�culty of the protocol execution increases with the level of assurance.
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The cookie generation is intended to be cheap so that the risk to DoS is lessened.

Example: DoS against Di�e-Hellman

The Di�e-Hellman key exchange algorithm is used to generate shared key mate-

rial [24] between two remote identities. Its power relies on the fact that it is extremely

di�cult to �nd the discrete logarithm of an exponentiated number modulo a large prime

number [51, 76].

RChoose {g, p}

X=g^x mod p

Generate x
(1)  X, {g, p}

Generate y

(2)  Y

K = Y^x mod p 
   = g^(xy) mod p 

K = X^y mod p 
   = g^(xy) mod p

Compute Compute

Y = g^y mod p

(2)  X2, {g, p}

(1)  X1, {g, p}

(n)  Xn, {g, p}

randomly

Generate y1
Y1 = g^y1 mod p

Generate y2
Y2 = g^y2 mod p

Generate yn
Yn = g^yn mod p

...

I

Generate X1, X2,..., Xn

DoS attack on a DH responder

Figure 5.2: A basic Di�e-Hellman key exchange and a denial-of-service attack on the
responder

For example, as shown in Figure 5.2, two parties, I and R use the Di�e-Hellman

key exchange protocol to agree on a secret key for the encryption and authentication of

the successive communication session. They must �rst agree on two large prime numbers

p and g, where (p�1)
2 is also a prime. (p; g) is referred to as a Di�e-Hellman group. These

numbers may be publicly known. I and R pick their large random (for instance, 512-bit)

secret number x and y, respectively. In the �rst message, I calculates X = gx mod p and

initiates the key exchange protocol by sending (p, g, X) to R as shown in Figure 5.2. R

then responds by sending I a message containing Y = gy mod p. Now I takes the received

number Y and its secret x to compute the key kI = Y x mod p. Similarly, R takes the

received number X and its secret y to compute the key kR = Xy mod p. By the modular
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arithmetic, both calculations will yield the same K = gxy mod p which is the secret shared

key for their communication. The X and Y are sometimes referred to as Di�e-Hellman

half keys. If there is a middle man to tap the communication, he can, of course, learn both

messages. If he can compute x and y, he can derive the secret key. But the trouble for him

is that given only gx mod p, he cannot �nd x easily, because no practical algorithm exists

to compute discrete logarithms modulo a very large prime.

However, DoS via ooding attacks can have a serious impact upon the responder

of a Di�e-Hellman protocol shown in the bottom half of Figure 5.2. An attacker can

generate a series of request packets, each with a di�erent spoofed address, and send them

to a responder. If the responder cannot tell which is from a legitimate source, he must

perform a computationally expensive exponentiation for each request. Just as in the TCP

SYN ooding attack, if the arrival rate of spoofed packets is great enough, the responder

will not be able to respond to legitimate requests in a timely fashion [9]. There is no general

way to guarantee protection against ooding DoS attacks. However, using \cookies" during

the key exchange can provide a weak form of protection against ooding attacks.

Choose {g, p}

X=g^x mod p

Generate x

Generate y
Y = g^y mod p

K = Y^x mod p 
   = g^(xy) mod p 

Compute
K = X^y mod p 
   = g^(xy) mod p

Compute

RI

Validate cookie

Validate cookie

(1)  Ci

Generate cookie Cr

(3)  Ci, Cr, X, {g, p}

(4)  Ci, Cr, Y

Generate cookie Ci

(2)  Ci, Cr

Figure 5.3: Di�e-Hellman key exchange with cookies

For example, as shown in Figure 5.3, the initiator I generates a random cookie

Ci (64-bit integer) and sends it to the responder R in the �rst message. R also generates

a random cookie Cr, concatenates it with Ci and transmits the result in the message (2)
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to I. All subsequent key exchange messages will contain the cookie pair (Ci; Cr). If either

the initiator or the responder receives a packet from an IP address without that correct

associated cookie pair, the message will be discarded. Although this mechanism does not

prevent ooding attacks altogether (e.g., an attacker may still keep launching a large number

of fake cookies), it makes them more di�cult to perform e�ectively because the attacker

must wait for each exponentiation to �nish before receiving a new cookie for responder.

Similarly, a good idea has been applied into the Internet Key Exchange (IKE)

protocol to make it resistant to the denial-of-service attack by preventing it from requiring

principles to engage in resource-intensive activities until a \reasonable"amount of authenti-

cation has occurred. [9] describes the algorithms and security protocols provided by various

modes of the IPSec Internet Key Exchange (IKE) protocol in more details.

5.2 Traceback problem

De�nition 5.2.1 (Attack Path) Let G = (V;E) be an undirected graph and vt be the

target victim node to be protected. Ai 2 V is a potential attacker which will launch one or

more attack packets to vt through some routers Ri 2 V . An attack path is an ordered list

of nodes along which the attack packets travel between Ai and vt. An attack period patt

is the minimum length of time that the attack requires to execute to successfully bring the

victim down.

R1

R1

R1

R2

R3 R4 R5

R6 R7 R9

R10 R11

R8

A1

A2 A3

A4 A6

A5

V

Figure 5.4: Upstream router map from victim
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The victim V could be a single host under attack or a network border device such

as a proxy �rewall for many hosts. As shown in Figure 5.4, if we represent the upstream

routers from V into a tree map, the leaves fAig are the potential attack origins or attackers.

The attack graph is the graph composed of the attack paths. For example, two potential

attack paths are (A2; R10; R7; R3; R2; R1; V ) and (A6; R9; R5; R2; R1; V ). We refer to the

packets used in DoS attacks as the attack packets. Within a true attack path, we call the

�rst edge that carries the attack packets the attack origin edge (in our previous attack

paths, these are edges (A2; R10) and (A6; R9)). The other edges are only used to relay

the packets. If the attack origin edge could be found, the attack path could also be easily

derived by using tools such as traceroute.

De�nition 5.2.2 (Traceback Problem) The traceback problem is to �nd the attack

path and the associated attack origin for each attacker. The real-time online traceback is to

�nd the attackers within some trace period ptrace such that ptrace << patt.

The e�ciency of a trace system can be evaluated based on the length of the trace time

(i.e., trace period ptrace), the number of attack packets to be observed, and the resource of

network to be used.
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Figure 5.5: An example of the attack path traceback

For example, in Figure 5.5, R0 is the victim and R4 is the attacker which keeps

sending a large amount of attack packets to R0 through the attack path (R4; R5; R2; R0)

(instead of the shortest path (R4; R2; R0)). To �nd an exact attack path is generally com-

plicated and the true attack origin may never be revealed because of the spoofed source
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address. All the hosts hooked up with this compromised router could be suspects. Gen-

erally, we assume that each normal router will choose a shortest route with least number

hops to forward packets, and the routing is fairly stable within the attack period. For ex-

ample, if only R4 is compromised, the possible attack paths that R4 could use to attack are

(R4; R6; R1; R0), (R4; R5; R2; R0), (R4; R7; R3; R0), and (R4; R2; R0). As we can imagine,

the more neighbors the attacker has, the more possible attack paths it can manipulate, and

the more di�cult it is to trace. Note that a router may control the tra�c from its upstream

routers but not its downstream routers. In this example, if R4 is the attacker, the attack

packets must pass through at least one node in the set fR4; R5; R6; R7g and then at least

one node in the set fR3; R2; R1g.

Practically, we may restrict the problem to �nding a candidate ordered list which

contain the attack path as a partial ordered set of nodes. For example, (Ai, R6, R5, R4,

R3, R1, vt) and (Ai; R6; R4; R3; R2; R1; vt) are both candidate paths covering the exact

attack path (Ai; R6; R3; R1; vt). Moreover, it may not be necessary to �nd the whole attack

path. Ideally, the goal is to �nd a router as close to the real attacker's origin as possible

(e.g., R6 here), or the corresponding attack origin edge (Ai; R6), and to do some security

management actions from there. The DECIDUOUS algorithms presented later can trace

down the attack source to a small enough region or even the compromised link (i.e., attack

origin edge) used by the attacker.
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Chapter 6

Related Work of Traceback IP

Spoo�ng Attacks

There have been several e�orts proposed [90, 30, 15, 13, 88, 74, 6, 82] to prevent

and trace IP spoo�ng attacks. [28] provides a good survey on this work. Unfortunately

these e�orts typically ine�cient or ine�ective and not robust against DDoS attacks. Here we

describe some of these approaches which serve as building blocks for more robust methods.

6.1 Ingress and Egress �ltering

One way to eliminate the ability of forging source addresses is to install ingress and

egress tra�c �ltering [30, 13] on every router such that packets with an illegitimate source

address will be blocked. Ingress �lters drop packets arriving from "internal" networks whose

source address was not a member of the set of network addresses that this router serves (i.e.,

not within a range of legitimately advertised pre�xes) and thus prohibit DoS attacks with

forged IP addresses to be propagated from 'behind' an Internet Service Provider's (ISP)

aggregation point. Network administrators should also log information on packets which

are dropped to provide a basis for monitoring any suspicious activity.

Although ingress �ltering may not totally eliminate denial of service attacks, it

could greatly reduce such attacks and increase the possibility for backtracking the packets

to the source subnet. Tracking the source of an attack is simpli�ed when the source is

more likely to be "valid." If the attacker was forced to only create outbound connections

using the legal address space, sooner or later some administrator would discover where the
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problem is. Van's thesis [90] presented an Active Network to build and dynamically deploy

a �lter to �lter out forged packets within the network, thereby foiling the SYN-Flood attack.

ORNL [29] provides a "spoof-tester program" to allow a user to verify if his ISP is using

proper ingress �lters. ICSA NetLitmus [43] provides a tool to test whether or not the ISP's

�lters are actually working.

However, this approach is not e�ective unless all the ISPs agree to implement and

deploy such a �ltering scheme universally. How to unambiguously distinguish between the

normal and illegitimate tra�c is a big challenge. As tra�c is aggregated from multiple

ISPs, it is usually di�cult to determine the legitimate source of a packet. Furthermore,

comparing each packet against a �lter list in a very high speed connection is also a challenge.

For performance issues, backbone routers and edge routers for complex topologies probably

could not be con�gured with such �lters. Even with widespread deployments of ingress or

egress �ltering, the attacker could still use many spoofed addresses from thousands of hosts

within a valid network for a considerable attack period without being caught.

6.2 Hop-by-hop Input Debugging

In hop-by-hop input testing, the victim's intrusion detection system (IDS) �rst

develops a attack signature to describe the common feature of this attack for all the attack

packets and gives this signature to a network administrator to install an input debugging

�lter on the victim's upstream egress port to determine which ingress port the attack

tra�c is coming from and which upstream router originated the tra�c. Starting from the

router closest to the victim, the administrator logs into it and tests which interface or

router the attack is coming from. Once the next adjacent router is determined to test,

the administrator logs into that router to determine next one to be tested, and so forth.

This tracing procedure can be performed manually via telephone communication between

di�erent router operators or via some automated tools and is repeated recursively on the

upstream adjacent routers until the attack source or the ingress adjacency is reached. This

may require up to d tracking hops, where d is the maximum hop diameter of the backbone

network. It is generally impossible to come up with an attack signature that only matchs

the malicious packets. A good attack signature will predominantly match malicious packets

but may also catch a certain amount of legitimate tra�c. CISCO [18] described how to use

CISCO routers and set up access control list (ACL) to characterize and trace packet oods.
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Similar to a phone call tracing, this approach assumes that an attack remains

active until the completion of a interactive trace. However, the considerable management

overhead on communication and coordination may slow down the tracing process and result

in an incomplete task. For tracing across di�erent domains, this task is even more di�cult

because of the political issues, or private administrative rules. Moreover, this approach

requires an input debugging feature universally deployed on every router which will most

likely not occur in the near future.

6.2.1 Hop-by-hop with rerouting

Another way to do input debugging is hop-by-hop with reroute to center. Tra�c

for the victim is rerouted to a router at the top level of the network for analysis and then is

discarded. That router, like a honey pot, e�ectively becomes a victim proxy sucking all the

tracing tra�c for analysis. The tracking process may require d=2 + 1 hops, if that router is

well deployed. Although this approach may mitigate the damage to the victim, it is usually

non-trivial or impossible to change the routing process without a�ecting the whole routing

topology. In addition to the same limitations as of the previous method, legitimate tra�c

will also be discarded along with the malicious tra�c, which is not desired.

CT1

ER2

CT2

ER1

ER3 ER4

TR1 TR2

Figure 6.1: Hop-by-hop tracing with rerouting to CenterTrack network

Stone [88] at UUNET proposed a hop-by-hop with overlay network approach called

CenterTrack, shown in Figure 6.1, by using IP tunnels to reroute the interesting attack ow

from edge routers directly to some instrumented tracking routers which can easily determine
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the ingress edge router by observing which tunnel the datagrams arrive on. That is, an

overlay network is created to link all edge routers to some central tracking router network.

Starting from the tracking router closest to the victim, the tracking process may need up

to dt + 1 tracking hops, where dt is the hop diameter of the CenterTrack overlay network.

However, the overlay network increases the complexity of network administration tasks, and

requires routing changes which could incur a global impact on the operational risk, if not

handled properly. Furthermore, this system is not useful to trace the attacker from within

the backbone itself, a scenario called an insider attack, since the tracking network is only

directly adjacent to edge routers but not the backbone router. Because all the tra�c are

rerouted over an unusual path which is not transparent to the attacker or the victim, the

attacker may realize that he has been tracked by simply using traceroute or a similar tool

and then change his attack behavior or escape before getting caught.

6.2.2 Controlled ooding

Burch and Cheswick [11] proposed a control ooding scheme to let the victim,

using a pregenerated topology map, ood some network selectively along the upstream

route during the attack and check the correlation of the ooding with the attack. Since

router bu�ers are shared, packets traveling across the loaded link carrying the attack packets

have an increased probability of being dropped. By observing the rate of change of received

attack packets, the victim can infer which link they arrived from. However, the controlled

ooding itself is also a DoS attack. Since it introduces a large amount of overhead and

degrades the whole network, so it is not suitable for routine use.

6.2.3 Tra�c ow logging and data mining

As suggested in [88], tra�c ow measurements can be logged on all the edge

adjacencies, and the victim can then use some data mining techniques to determine the

path that the packets traveled. Logged data can provide trace analysis long after the

attack has completed. However, it also requires a large amount of overhead for storage and

processing the huge database.
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6.3 Probabilistic Sampling

When doing traceback from the destination to the packet source, current exist-

ing tools, such as traceroute, cannot detect the asymmetric routes. It generally provides

the forward path from source to destination but not the reverse. [74, 6, 82, 27] propose

probabilistic approaches to learn the path the packets take within the Internet.

6.3.1 Probabilistic Marking and Sampling

Clearly, the simplest way to do traceback is a scheme that works like the IP Record

Route option in which each intermediate router appends its address to the end of the packet

as it travels through the network. The victim can then read the attack path from the packet

without any extra work. However, this approach has a high router overhead and can lead to

unnecessary fragmentation, because the unknown path could be potentially very long such

that the packet size exceeds Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU).

To reduce the overhead, Savage [74] proposed an encoding algorithm to let all the

intermediate routers probabilistically mark in-ight packets with partial path information

as they arrive at routers. Because the attacker generally sends a large number of packets,

each marked packet will represent a \sample" of the path it has traversed. A victim can

then reconstruct the complete path after receiving a modest number of such packets.

Node Sampling

In node sampling scheme, a single \static" �eld is reserved in the packet header

which is large enough to encode the path information (e.g., 32 bit for the router address).

Each intermediate router then chooses to mark each packet by writing its address into this

node �eld with some identical probability p. Assuming that the route is stable for the

duration that the attacker sends its attack packets, each of these packets will follow the

same route. After enough number of packets have been collected, the victim will observe at

least one sample for every router in the attack path. The ordered path can also be deduced

from the relative number of samples per node after a su�cient number of sample packets.

This is true since if the packet has been marked previously, each downstream router may

mark it again by overwriting the node �eld. The probability of receiving a marked packet

from a router d hops away is p(1�p)(d�1) which is monotonically decreasing by the distance

from the victim. Ranking each router by the number of samples it contributes will tend to
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produce the accurate attack path. This approach is easy to implement and is robust against

a single attacker if p > 0:5.

However, this scheme has some drawbacks. First, to produce the total router

order from the sample distribution is not only a slow process but also may lead to a mis-

ordered path unless a huge amount of data is collected. Moreover, it is not robust against

multiple attackers. If multiple attacks happen at the same time, there could be many routers

existing at the same distance making it much harder to �nd the correct attack path even

for one attacker. Both false positives and false negatives could occur in this case. Here a

false positive means that a router is in the reconstructed attack path but not in the true

attack path, and a false negative means that it is in the true attack path but not in the

reconstructed attack path. A robust solution should have a very low false positive and false

negative rate.

Edge Sampling

Another way to do marking is to encode edges of the attack path, instead of

individual nodes, into the packet header. Three �elds may need to be reserved in each

packet header. Two static address-sized �elds, start and end, represent the routers at each

end of a link, and an additional distance �eld for the hop distance of an edge sample from

the victim. When each packet arrives, as shown in the Algorithm 1, a router can decide to

mark the start �eld of this packet, based on an arbitrary probability p, by writing its own

IP address into the start �eld and a zero into the distance �eld. Otherwise, if the distance

�eld is zero, which indicates that the packet was marked by the previous router, it writes

its own address into the end �eld. Finally, if the router doesn't mark the packet and the

distance �eld is non-zero, which indicates one edge has been marked before, it will increase

the distance �eld by one. That is, if an edge has been encoded into a packet, every router

that does not want to overwrite it must increment the distance �eld. When the packet

arrives at the victim, its distance �eld will specify the number of hops traversed since the

edge it contains was sampled. This mandatory increment of the distance works against

spoo�ng since any packet written by an attacker will have a distance �eld greater than or

equal to the length of the real attack path. Similarly, the probability of receiving a sample

from a router is geometrically smaller the farther away from the victim. The victim can use

these edge samples to create a graph leading back to the source(s) of the attack(s). For each
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attack path of length d, the expectation of the number of packets needed to reconstruct the

path is bounded by ln d
p(1�p)(d�1)

.

Algorithm 1 Probabilistic marking and edge sampling algorithm
1: Marking procedure at router R:

2: for all packet w do

3: let x be a randum number from [0...1)

4: if x < p then

5: write R into w:start and 0 into w:distance

6: else

7: if w:distance == 0 then

8: write R into w:end

9: end if

10: increment w:distance

11: end if

12: end for

13:

14: Path reconstruction procedure at victim v:

15: let G be a tree with root v

16: let edges in G be tuples (start; end; distance)

17: for all packet w from attacker do

18: if w:distance == 0 then

19: insert edge (w:start; v; 0) into G

20: else

21: insert edge (w:start; w:end;w:distance) into G

22: end if

23: remove any edge (x; y; d) with d 6= distance from x to v in G

24: extract path (Ri::Rj) by enumerating acyclic paths in G

25: end for

This approach allows the victim to identify the approximate source of an attack

without the assistance of outside network operators, and no extra tra�c is generated. The

trace information is bound to the packets in the same path, so it will not be blocked by

�re-walls or policy routing mechanisms. Moreover, this trace information can be logged and

used to performed post-mortem analysis after an attack has completed.

This approach needs to reserve some additional space in the IP header to record

the path information (72 bits in total: two 32-bit IP addresses and one 8-bit distance �eld

for maximum number of hops in IP) and is not backward compatible with currently deployed

IP networks. For a large number of packets, this overhead is expensive and may lead to

fragmentation. To reduce per packet storage requirements, [74] proposes a technique to

compress the information as a hash and overload it into the 16-bit IP Identi�cation �eld
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currently intended for fragmentation in the IP header, based on the recent argument that

less than 0.25% of packets are fragmented [87]. The ID �eld of IP header should not

be changed if fragmentation is necessary, but their marking procedure could violate this

property. IPSec Authentication Header (AH) [53] provides cryptographic protection for the

ID �eld; if it is modi�ed, the packet will be discarded by the receiving system. Furthermore,

to produce the total router order from the sample distribution is not only a slow process

but also may lead to a mis-ordered path. The analysis of [82] shows that this approach

has a severe computation overhead for the victim to reconstruct the attack paths and has a

large number of false positives when dealing with multiple attackers from di�erent sources.

Advanced Authenticated Marking Schemes

The approach in [74] not only has an inherently high computational overhead

and false alarm rate, but also has vulnerabilities to compromised routers which can forge

markings from other uncompromised routers and lead to false path reconstruction results.

Moreover, the victim cannot tell which router is compromised from the information it

receives because packets are not authenticated. Therefore, Song [82] proposed a similar

approach with improvements on advanced marking schemes and authentication using timed-

released key chains. They also mark the packets by overloading the 16-bit IP Identi�cation

�eld using two sets of independent hashes. This approach claims to have a lower false

positive rate and lower computation overhead for the reconstruction process.

Dean [27] also proposes an algebraic coding approach to reframe the traceback

problem as a polynomial reconstruction problem. It utilizes advances in coding techniques

such that with the same encoding scheme in router hardware, it can get better performance

once when it has a better decoding scheme in software, which is much exible than the

other �xed probabilistic schemes proposed.

All these marking approaches described above use the same probabilistic algorithm

for the marking decision, and di�erent encoding/decoding and reconstruction schemes to

put the edge information into the 16-bit IP Identi�cation �eld. The purpose of these schemes

is to �nd an optimal solution with security and performance tradeo�s such as the number of

marking bits per packet, the number of packets needed to construct the path with a given

limited length, the resource requirement for the computation, and the false alarm rate.

However, these approaches are not interactive or signaling on the marking proba-
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bility. That is, they all have a �xed probability in marking mode and need a large amount

of packets to be collected. By carefully controlling the rate of the attack tra�c, the at-

tacker may deceive these schemes. Moreover, when under serious ooding attacks, even the

sample itself could get lost due to the high packet dropping rate which could yield incorrect

distribution information and false attack paths. Both false positive and false negative could

occur in this case.

6.3.2 Sampling by ICMP Traceback Message

Bellovin [6] proposed that when forwarding packets, routers can randomly gener-

ate a new additional ICMP traceback message (ITRACE) with a low probability (about

1=20; 000) along the path and send to the destination. Each router ITRACE message con-

tains information �elds about back link on the previous hop, forward link on the next hop,

timestamp, traced packet, and authentication for preventing fake Traceback messages. The

initial TTL �eld is 255. If the traceback packet follows the same path as the data pack-

ets, this can provide an unambiguous indication of the distance from this router to the

destination. By comparing the distances with the link �elds, a chain can be constructed

and partially veri�ed to infer the packet path. Additionally, authentication may be needed

to prevent the attacker from generating fake traceback messages. With enough ITRACE

messages from enough routers along the path, the tra�c source and path can be determined.

However, although the additional tra�c arriving at each destination seems negli-

gible, when viewed from a global perspective, the extra tra�c to all destinations could be

signi�cant, and that could worsen the already congested links under the ooding attacks.

In order to avoid increasing the tra�c too much, the probability must be small. However,

under a serious ooding attack, ITRACE message itself could also get dropped due to its

low probability of existence, and this will disturb the distribution and result in an incorrect

inference. Furthermore, because the ITRACE message may not necessarily follow the same

route as the attack packets it is tracing, it is unclear this approach can survive the DDoS

attacks which involve a massive amount of tra�c from many di�erent sources and di�erent

paths, and the plausible-looking fake chains may deceive a victim to frame another innocent

victim.

Note that both marking sampling and ITRACE sampling approaches involve pro-

tocol implementation changes in routers. We must ensure proper deployment and backward
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compatibility with the existing infrastructure.

In summary, sampling techniques generally can scale well for large network tracing

if widely deployed. However, probabilistic sampling techniques requires proper distribution

of a large number of unbiased attack samples and thus may not survive some attacks where

many sample packets are dropped by malicious dropping or natural losses. It also can be

a�ected by the insertion of many fake samples by the attackers intended to be noise to delay

the reconstruction process. Detecting the dropping or insertion attacks and tracing their

locations could be another challenge in this area.

6.4 Tracing through Dynamic Tunneling establishment

Di�erent from the static tracing tunnels approach in [88], we proposed a tracing

algorithm through dynamic secure authentication tunnel deployment using existing IPSec

technology, which does not require changes to the routing process [15, 16]. The Decentralized

Source Identi�cation System (DECIDUOUS) is targeting the same goal as Boeing's IDIP

(Intruder Detection and Isolation Protocol) [75] and the earlier SSGP (Sleepy Security

Gateway Protocol) [100]. The main di�erence is that, within the same autonomous system,

both IDIP and SSGP de�ne a new protocol, while DECIDUOUS uses the existing IPSec

standards for locating the attack sources. IDIP uses IPSec only for IDIP tra�c, while SSGP

uses hop-by-hop authentication. On the other hand, DECIDUOUS only depends on the

availability of IPSec/IKE. Instead of reconstructing the attack path, DECIDUOUS directly

targets on the attack origin edges, which is more e�cient. The advantage of this approach

is that it does not need to modify the infrastructure of the current Internet protocols and

can still provide a reliable tracing even under dropping or coordinated attacks.

6.5 Faulty Component Identi�cation or Fault Diagnosis

In the fault tolerance community, much work has been done in identifying the

faulty components. Many of the existing fault identi�cation strategies can be used in the

DECId (DECIDUOUS daemon). However, one signi�cant di�erence between DECIDUOUS

and some other existing works is that the former may not be able to nail down the exact

faulty component(s). In such cases, DECIDUOUS merely tries to identify a small set of

suspected components. Many existing fault detection schemes (such as the PMC model [72])
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rely on the assumption of perfect detection (i.e., all neighbors of a particular component can

always determine whether the component is faulty or not). This approach may be suitable

for malicious attackers as they can pretend to be normal at any time. Furthermore, the

PMC-like approach usually requires that every network entity will have a perfect detection

component, which can be harder to deploy.
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Chapter 7

Dynamic Authentication Tunnels

and IPSec Security Associations

The attack source identi�cation module in DECIDUOUS requires network topol-

ogy information, which can be provided by either the network administrators or routing

daemons. Furthermore, the router policy information on the routers is useful in optimizing

the identi�cation speed. In this paper, we will not discuss both issues (i.e., the security of

network topology information and the router's policy) and only concentrate on algorithm

design and implementation parts.

7.1 Dynamic Partial Authentication Graph

De�nition 7.1.1 (Communication Channels and Authentication Graph) Let G =<

V;E > be a directed graph, where V is the set of nodes in the network and E describes the

communication channels. That is, for any u; v 2 V , < u; v >2 E if and only if there is a

communication channel between u and v.

If some pairs of nodes in V can form some secret authentication channels,

either by the secret-key system (one key) or the public-key system (two keys), then GA =<

VA; EA > is an authentication graph [5], where EA is the set of the authentication

channels, VA � V is the set of nodes which can do authentication through some eA 2 EA.

An authentication channel is formed by using each node's secret key. That is, if a

message is sent through an authentication channel < u; v >A, an intermediate attacker can
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only drop or damage the message but cannot modify the original message or forge a new

message using u's signature, because he does not know the key. Note that authentication

channel is a logical concept. It can be realized by a physical link connection or a virtual

tunnel which is much cheaper implementation. The computational complexity of authen-

tication and veri�cation depends on the authentication and encryption algorithms. It is

usually required to be robust enough to resist the man-in-the-middle attack.

Attacker

IDS

Vt R1 R5R4R3 R6R2

scheme 1
scheme 2

Figure 7.1: Attacker on a simple topology

Consider a simple attack example on a linear network topology as in Figure 7.1.

Internet routing tables usually remain stable over long periods of time and routers are

assumed to know correct routes. Assume that all the routers can do authentication for the

packets destined to node vt, and with correct network topology information, a good router

should always forward the packets through the shortest path. A compromised router can

choose to drop the packet, to authenticate the packet, or not to authenticate the packet,

but it cannot fake the other router's signature. Within an autonomous domain of a �nite

size, let R be the set of all the routers and di 2 R is a router i with d hops away from vt.

For example, 33 is a router with 3 hops away from vt. Let authV er(pktatt; ni) be a boolean

function of IDS in vt to verify the correct authentication of a given node ni in the given

packet pktatt and � is the set of routers which authenticate this packet correctly. That is,

� = fdi jauthV er(pktatt; 
d
i ) = true;8di 2 Rg;

and ' is the set containing routers which do not authenticate this packet properly.

Given an attack packet pktatt, the attacker's location can then be determined by

a region [d1i ; d2j ] consisting of two routers, i and j, with d1 and d2 hops away from vt

respectively, such that d1 < d2 and

d1 = maxfdj8di 2 �g � 1

d2 = minfdj8dj 2 'g
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For example, if an attacker is at the location between R3 and R4, he can send the

attack packets with spoofed source addresses through two possible ways to victim vt: via

path fR3; R2; R1; vtg or via path fR4; R3; R2; R1; vtg. If an attacker is using the �rst attack

scheme, relaying packets through router R3 �rst, the attack packets will be authenticated by

fR1; R2; R3g, and the attacker's location can be determined by a region [R2
2; R

4
4]; otherwise,

the attack packets will be authenticated by fR1; R2; R3; R4g, and the attacker's location

can be nailed down to the region [R3
3; R

5
5]. Furthermore, by investigating the authentication

interface address, it is possible to nail down exactly which link has been compromised if

none of the routers are compromised. That is, the link address can be known as the �rst

router interface to authenticate with largest hop number away from victim. On the other

hand, DECIDUOUS will not nail down exactly which router or link has been compromised

if some routers or security gateways themselves are compromised. In the latter case, it will

identify the attack source as an small area containing a few routers and links in general.

If all the communication channels are authenticated (i.e., EA = E and G = GA),

we call it a complete authentication graph. Because all the messages are authenticated,

so it is impossible to forge any communication through any channel. Thus it is totally

trusted. However, a complete authentication graph in practice is too costly to construct,

and it degrades the performance of the network. In DECIDUOUS, we use a dynamic partial

authentication graph to approach the attacker's location without raising any attention of

the attacker. Speci�cally, IPSec security associations are utilized to set up authentication

tunnels dynamically in order to �nd out which link is used to carry the attacker's tra�c.

7.2 Security Associations with IPSec/IKE

In order to provide authentication, data integrity and con�dentiality, IPSec [52,

89] consists of three main facilities: an authentication-only function, called the Authen-

tication Header (AH) [53], which provides origin authentication and data integrity; a

combined authentication/encryption function, called the Encapsulating Security Payload

(ESP) [54], which provides data con�dentially and authentication; and a key exchange

function (IKE) [36, 63], which provides manual or automated exchange of keys. Most

implementations are likely to use ESP, because both authentication and encryption are

generally desired.

The key concept in IPSec[52] is the security association (SA) relation between
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two network entities. The basic service options on a particular SA include authentication

and encryption, while IKE [36] is designed for SA establishment, negotiation, and tear-down.

Because a security association is a simplex relationship between a sender and a receiver that

a�ords security services (either AH, or ESP, but not both) to the tra�c carried by it, to

secure bi-directional communication between two hosts, or between two security gateways,

two security associations (one in each direction) are required. A security association can be

uniquely identi�ed by a triple consisting of an IP Destination Address, a Security Parameter

Index (SPI), and a security protocol (AH or ESP) identi�er. The IP destination address

indicates the destination endpoint of the SA, which could be an end-host or a network

system like a �rewall or router. It may be a unicast address, an IP broadcast address, or

a multicast group address. The SPI value assigned to an SA can distinguish the SAs from

one another and only has local signi�cance. Based on the SPI value in the AH/ESP header

of an IPSec packet, the receiving system can select a unique SA to process this packet. The

format of AH and ESP are as in the Figure 7.2

Next Prot (1) Length (1)

Sequence Number (4)

Security Parameters Index (SPI) (4)

Reserved (2)

IP Payload (Variable)

IP Header (20 bytes)

Authentication Data (Variable)

(a) IPSec Authentication Header

Security Parameters Index (SPI) (4)

Sequence Number (4)

Next Prot (1)Pad Length (1)

Authentication Data (Variable)

IP Header (20 bytes)

Encrypted Payload Data (Variable)

Padding (0-255 bytes)

(b) IPSec Encapsulating Security Payload

Figure 7.2: IPSec AH and ESP formats

The next header identi�es the type of the next payload after this Authentication

Header. To protect against replay attacks [83], a 32-bit sequence number is included in

both the AH and ESP header formats. It is a monotonically increasing counter value to

indicate how many packets have been served with this SA. The sender will not allow the

sequence number to cycle from 232� 1 back to zero. That is, when a new SA is established,

the sender's counter and the receiver's counter are initialized to 0. Each time that a packet
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is sent on this SA, the sender increases the sequence number in the packet AH/ESP header.

If the limit of 232 � 1 is reached, the sender should terminate this SA and negotiate a

new SA with a new key which is managed by the Internet Security Association and Key

Management Protocol (ISAKMP). For each received packet, the receiver must verify that

the packet contains a sequence number that does not duplicate the sequence number of any

other packets received during the life of this SA. This will be the �rst check applied to a

packet after it has been matched to an SA, to speed rejection of duplicate packets.

Duplicates are rejected through the use of a sliding receive window of a default

size W = 64 [84, 53, 54]. The "right" edge of the window represents the highest, validated

sequence number N received so far on this SA. Packets that contain sequence numbers

lower than the "left" edge of the window are rejected. Packets falling within the window

are checked against a list of received packets within the window. That is, if the received

packet falls within the window and is new, the authentication data (i.e., Integrity Check

Value Message (ICV) or Authentication Code(MAC)) of this packet will be checked. If the

packet is properly authenticated, the corresponding slot in the window is marked.

If the received packet is to the right of the window and has proper authentication,

the window is advanced so that this sequence number is the right edge of the window, and

the corresponding slot in the window is marked. If the received packet is to the left of the

window, or if authentication fails, the packet is discarded, and this event can be audited.

Because both AH and ESP provide an authentication function, we will use

SA(vs; vd; spi; AH=ESP ) to represent a Security Association with SPI value spi and AH/ESP

protocol from vs and vd in a directed graph G = (V;E), where vs; vd 2 V are two distinct

vertices in our later discussion or SA(vs; vd) for short if we only consider an authentication

tunnel.

IP ESPAH
Trailer AuthHeaderHeaderHeaderHeader

Payload Data
ESPESP

AH
Trailer AuthHeaderHeaderHeaderHeader

Payload Data
Header

ESP ESPESP IPOuter IP Transport

Transport

TUNNEL MODE

TRANSPORT MODE

Figure 7.3: Two modes of IPSec
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AH and ESP security protocols can be employed in two types of SAs: transport

mode and tunnel mode shown in Figure 7.3. Transport mode provides protection mainly

for upper-layer protocols, while tunnel mode encapsulates an entire IP packet within an

IP packet to ensure that no part of the original packet is changed as it moved along a

network. In transport mode, the AH/ESP header appear immediately before the transport

layer headers and do not protect the IP header completely, only AH a�ords some security

to the IP header while ESP does not protect the IP header in any way. In tunnel mode,

the entire IP packet is secured by the AH/ESP and an additional IP header is appended

outside the AH/ESP headers for the intermediate routing processes. Figure 7.4 shows a

example in which TCP tra�c is carried in two di�erent IPSec modes.

Header
IP TCP

Header DATA

IPv4:

(a) Original TCP packet

Header
ESP

Header
IP

IPv4:

TCP
Header

DATA ESP
Trailer

ESP
Auth

Authenticated

Encrypted

(b) TCP packet in Transport mode

Header Header
ESPNew IP ESP

Trailer
ESP

AuthHeader
IP TCP

Header
DATA

IPv4:

Encrypted

Authenticated

(c) TCP packet in Tunnel mode

Figure 7.4: ESP encryption and authentication for TCP packets in two IPSec modes

Typically, a transport mode SA is used for end-to-end (host-to-host) communica-
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tion between two end hosts, while a tunnel mode SA is essentially an SA applied to an IP

tunnel. Whenever either end of a security association is a security gateway, the SA MUST

be in the tunnel mode. Thus an SA between two security gateways is always a tunnel mode

SA, as is an SA between a host and a security gateway. An SA can be bundled to improve

security through transport adjacency or iterated tunneling. Figure 7.5 presents various uses

of tunnel modes.
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SG2SG1

SA2 (tunnel)

SA1 (tunnel)

R1 R2

(a) Same Host-to-Host endpoints
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(b) One common endpoint
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(c) No common endpoint

Figure 7.5: Two SAs in various uses of tunnel modes

The network administrators or designers need to specify the policy and decide

where to set up a particular SA. An important observation is that it depends on where

the SAs have been established to decide the amount of source identi�cation information

being provided by examining the attack packet's IPSec header. For example, if a packet's
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IP source address is 152.1.75.162 and this packet has been authenticated with IPSec/AH

(transport mode) from 152.1.75.162, then we are sure that the source IP address is trusted.

On the other hand, if the same packet is authenticated with IPSec/AH (tunnel mode)

from 152.1.75.129, then we cannot be sure that this packet is really from 152.1.75.162.

However, we do know that this packet must have been forwarded by 152.1.75.129. If

this is an attack, then we need to further investigate this attack from 152.1.75.129 and

beyond. Similarly, if a packet has not been authenticated by 152.1.75.129, then we also

know that it has not gone through that router's IPSec module.

Certainly, one obvious way to ensure trusted IP source addresses is to establish

IPSec security associations (transport mode probably) between any two network entities

that might need to communicate with each other. This approach is too expensive and

static. If we use IPSec everywhere, then we need to pay for the IPSec processing overhead

even when there are no attacks. Ideally, we would like to establish SAs in a more exible

way. This leads to the concept of dynamic security associations: in order to e�ciently

identify the attack sources, the DECIDUOUS module will dynamically decide where and

when to establish IPSec SAs [101, 15].

  IKEd 

PF_KEY or
other API

SPD: 
Security
Policy
Database

SAdB:
Security
Association
Database

  IKEd 

PF_KEY or
other API

SPD: 
Security
Policy
Database

SAdB:
Security
Association
Database

A Security Assocation

     ike     

manually
or SMA/PSMS.

manually
or SMA/PSMS.

Figure 7.6: IPSec Architecture

A network entity supporting IPSec/IKE consists of three conceptual modules as

shown in Figure 7.6: IKEd (IKE daemon), SAD (Security Association database), and SPD

(Security Policy Database). The entries in the Security Policy database are maintained

either manually or by a security management agent (e.g., SMA in the Celestial project [34]
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or BBN's Policy-based Security Management System (PSMS) project [103].

An IPSec SPD implementation de�nes the parameters associated with each SA,

including sequence number counter, anti-replay window, authentication and encryption al-

gorithm, keys, key lifetimes. Periodically, an SA must be replaced by a new SA or it will be

expired. Each SPD entry normally has a \selector" pointing to a \bundle" of SAs de�ned

in the SAD. When a particular SPD entry's selector is NULL, the IKEd will be triggered

to establish a bundle of SAs. The local IKEd will �rst negotiate with a remote IKEd for

security options and secret key exchange. The IKE daemon will then update its local SAD.

At this point, the SA establishment process has been completed. To summarize, a dynamic

SA is established by dynamically updating the Security Policy database.

7.3 DECIDUOUS: Dynamic Authentication Tunnel Deploy-

ment

DECIDUOUS distinguishes the source partition of packets by using the trusted

authentication information. The premise of the DECIDUOUS approach is that if an attack

packet has been correctly authenticated by a certain router, that attack packet must have

transited that router. Given the authentication information, we can partition the possible

packet origins into two disjoint areas: one with the authentication and one without.

Let us consider the seven-node network under a single administrative domain (i.e.,

AS (Autonomous System)) as shown in Figure 8.1. We assume that IPSec security associ-

ations (SA) can be built among these seven nodes. Let node vt represent the victim node

and SA(vs; vd) (dashed line) represent a Security Association (IPSec/AH tunnel) from vs

to vd. This implies that router vs (if it is good) will forward and authenticate (with tunnel

mode) all the packets destined to target vd. When the next attack is detected by IDS, we

need to check whether the attack packet itself has been authenticated by vs or not.

Now IDS has sensed that an attack is ongoing. The question is where the attack

is from. First, DECIDUOUS will choose the trusted boundary router R6 to establish an

SA (IPSec/AH tunnel) between R6 and target Vt. DECIDUOUS then determines, by the

following attack packets, whether it is an intra-domain attack or an inter-domain attack. If

IDS detects a packet with SA(R6; Vt) in its authentication header list, which indicates that

it has been authenticated properly by router R6, then DECIDUOUS can conclude that the
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Deciduous Domain

Attacker−3 Attacker−OutAttacker−2IDS

Vt R1 R5R4R3 R6R2

SA(R6, Vt)

Attacker−1

Attacker−X

Security Control Channel

Security Tunnel

Original Physical Route

DECIDd
CE

Figure 7.7: DECIDUOUS autonomous domain

attack is coming from outside this autonomous domain and will launch the collaboration

protocol described later in Chapter 8.4 to collaborate with other DECIDUOUSs in di�er-

ent domains to do inter-domain tracing. Otherwise, the attack is from this domain and

DECIDUOUS will systematically deploy di�erent SAs to get more information about the

attack path and �nd the attacker within a certain area.

In short, a simpli�ed DECIDUOUS main algorithm can be stated as in Algo-

rithm 2.

Algorithm 2 DecidMain()
1: while attack packet pkti coming and attackAlarmOn == true do

2: if checkIntraDomain(pkti) == true then

3: intraDomainTrace(pkti); // intra-domain search

4: else

5: interDomainTrace(pkti); // inter-domain search

6: end if

7: end while

As shown in Figure 7.8, within the Internet, the attacker's location could sit across

three or four ISP domains from the victim's ISP domain. Using the DECIDUOUS collabora-
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tion protocol through the Collaboration Engine (CE), we can locate each attacker's domain

and do the intra-domain tracing from there. Intra-domain and Inter-domain tracing will be

discussed in more detail in Section 8.1 and Section 8.4 respectively.

R_v4

ISP v
CE

Deciduous

BR_v2

BR_v3BR_x3

CE
Deciduous

ISP x

BR_x2

BR_x1
BR_x4BR_y4

BR_y1

BR_y2

BR_y3

CE
Deciduous

ISP yCE
Deciduous

ISP z

BR_z2

BR_z1

BR_z3BR_z4

CE
Deciduous

ISP a

BR_a2

CE
Deciduous

ISP b

BR_b4

BR_a3

BR_b1

BR_b2

BR_b3

BR_c1

BR_c2

BR_c3
BR_a1

Attack Flow

Secure Control Channel

BR_v1

IDS

CE
Deciduous

ISP c

R_a4

Attacker

Victim

Figure 7.8: An example of Inter-domain tracing
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Chapter 8

Intra-Domain and Inter-Domain

Tracing

8.1 Intra-Domain Tracing

If the attacker is inside the current domain, then DECIDUOUS can do a recursive

binary search in this domain until it can conclude the attacker's location within a certain

range. In the example of Figure 8.1, DECIDUOUS will choose the mid-point R3 to establish

an SA SA(R3; Vt) between R3 and Vt. If the following attack packets are authenticated by

SA(R3; Vt) but not SA(R6; Vt), the attack is between node 3 and 6, which can be represented

by a trace attack zone AZone[3; 6). If it has not been authenticated properly by R3, then

we can conclude that at least one attack source is from either R3, R2, R1, Vt, or the 3 links

among these 4 nodes, i.e., AZone[0; 3). Within AZone[0; 3), DECIDUOUS then chooses

another middle point R1 to establish an SA, SA(R1; Vt), to Vt.

DECIDUOUS has now set up two security associations, SA(R1; Vt) and SA(R3; Vt)

in the domain. If IDS receives packets without any SA in the packet authentication list

header, then the attacker must lie between nodeR1 and node Vt. If IDS receives packets with

SA(R1; Vt) but without SA(R3; Vt), DECIDUOUS will conclude that the attacker's location

is between node 1 and 3 (i.e., AZone[1; 3)). Suppose the attacker is within AZone[1; 3),

then DECIDUOUS will trace this area by establishing another SA from R2 to node Vt. As

shown in Figure 8.1, if attacker is AttackerX , next time IDS will receive attack packets

with SA(R2; Vt) but without SA(R3; Vt). After that, DECIDUOUS can conclude that the
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Deciduous Domain

Attacker-3 Attacker-OutAttacker-2

Security Tunnel

Original Physical Route

IDS

Vt R1 R5R4R3 R6R2

SA(R6, Vt)
SA(R3, Vt)

SA(R1, Vt)

Attacker-1

Attacker-X

Figure 8.1: DECIDUOUS Concept in an autonomous domain

attacker's location is between node R2 and R3 inclusively. This kind of tracing process

can be generalized to handle any network topology with multiple attackers by introducing

the concepts of Protection Cut, CutSet and AZone described in the following sections. We

present an algorithm to convert the general topology into the linear topology we need.

When we deal with a victim of a general graph topology, we must �rst �nd a CutSet on

the graph.

8.2 General Topology and Linear Topology

De�nition 8.2.1 (Shortest Distance Hop, SDH(vx; vy)) Let G = (V;E) be an undi-

rected graph and vx and vy are two distinct vertices. The shortest distance hop between vx

and vy is the number of hops on the shortest path between vx and vy.

De�nition 8.2.2 (Protection Cut pCutdvt and CutSet CutSetvt) Let G = (V;E) be

an undirected graph and vt be the target node to be protected. A d-distance protection

cut for vt is,

pCutdvt = fvx j (vx 2 V ) ^ (SDH(vx; vt) = d)g

That is, given a speci�c node vt, pCut
d
vt is the set which contains all the nodes that lie

exactly d hops away from node vt. d is often referred to as the index of a protection cut.
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The CutSet of vt is an ordered set of the protection cuts of node vt node, such that

CutSetvt = fpCutivt j 0 � i � n� 1; i 2 Ng

where n = jCutSetvt j is the number of the protection cuts of vt. Sometimes, we use

CutSetvt [i] to represent pCutivt which contains all the nodes with i hops away from vt.

In other words, the nodes with the same number of hops from node vt form a

Protection Cut. The CutSet of node vt is the set of these protection cuts.

Algorithm 3 CutSet Linear Topology Translation: CutSetTrans(Nodetarget)
1: Node vt = Nodetarget; // indicate the target root, �rst unexplored vertex

2: Vector QtotalNode; // Initially contains all the network nodes

3: Vector QpCut = new Vector(); // contains nodes in a speci�c Cut

4: Vector QCutSet = new Vector(); // contains all the CutSets

5: int N  jQtotalNodej; // total number of node

6: int curHops 0; // the number of hops from vt

7: int Cntnode  0; // Count how many node have been explored

8: vt:cutId curHops

9: QpCut.add(vt); // Initially only one CutSet0 which contains the target node vt

10: Cntnode  Cntnode + 1;

11: QCutSet.add(QpCut); // Add a protection cut to the CutSet

12: while Cntnode < N do

13: Vector Qtmp = QCutSet.last(); // pick the newest cut from the last element of the CutSet

14: QpCut = new Vector(); // Create a new protection cut

15: curHops curHops+ 1

16: for all Node v 2 Qtmp and (Cntnode < N) do

17: for all Node ni adjacent from v and (Cntnode < N) do

18: if ni:cutId == �1 then

19: ni:cutId curHops

20: QpCut.add(ni);

21: Cntnode  Cntnode + 1;

22: end if

23: end for

24: end for

25: QCutSet.add(QpCut); // Add a protection cut to the CutSet

26: end while

27: print(\Done: QCutSet contains all the protection cuts");

Suppose we have a graph G =< V;E > represented by adjacency lists, in which

each vertex keeps a list of its neighbors. The translation from general topology to linear

CutSet topology can be done like a Breadth-First Search algorithms as shown in Algo-

rithm 3. Every node is associated with a cut index, cutId, which indicates if the node has
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already been counted in some pCutcutId or not. Initially, all the cutIds are set to �1. In

the algorithm, Vector represents a special data structure like a dynamic array or container

with arbitrary size (runtime allocated), and it can contain any class of other data objects.

The statement Cntnode < N is the criterion to stop the algorithm when all the nodes have

been explored. Recall that CutSetvt [i] is a set of nodes which are in the same protection

cut, pCutivt, with a shortest distance hop i away from vt. Each node has its own CutSet

topology which is di�erent from the other nodes' topologies.

8.2.1 An Example of CutSet Translation Algorithm

Target

0

3

2

1 6

4

7

8
5

(a) General topology diagram

2 4 85

1 46

4 87

5 78

2 5 64 7

0 23

0 1 3 4 5

0 2 61

1 2 3

2

7

0

(b) Adjacency List representation of

a general network topology

Figure 8.2: General topology and Adjacency List representation
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An example of the CutSet concept is illustrated in Figure 8.2(a) and Figure 8.3(a).

Assume node 0 is the target node to be protected. Figure 8.2(b) shows an adjacency list

presentation for this network topology.

CutSet0

CutSet1

CutSet2

CutSet3

Attack

0

8

57

4

6

3 2

1

(a) Protection CutSet con-

cept

Attacker

Cut Set 0 Cut Set 1 Cut Set 2 Cut Set 3

{0} {4,5,6,7}{1, 2, 3} {8}

(b) CutSet linear topology

Figure 8.3: CutSet linear topology translation example

1. Initially, only one cut formed in CutSet C. That is,

pCut0 = f0g = C[0] =) C = ff0gg; Cntnode = 1

2. Investigate the adjacency list of node 0, we get

pCut1 = f1; 2; 3g = C[1] =) C = ff0g; f1; 2; 3gg; Cntnode = 4

3. Investigating the adjacency lists of node 1, 2, and 3, we get

pCut2 = f6; 4; 7; 5g = C[2] =) C = ff0g; f1; 2; 3g; f6; 4; 7; 5gg; Cntnode = 8

4. Investigating the adjacency lists of node 6, 4, 7 and 5, then

pCut3 = f8g = C[3] =) C = ff0g; f1; 2; 3g; f6; 4; 7; 5g; f8gg; Cntnode = 9
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5. Since all the nodes have been counted (by checking Cntnode == 9), the algorithm will stop

here. Finally,

C = ff0g; f1; 2; 3g; f4; 5; 6; 7g; f8gg

The CutSet linear topology will be f0g { f1, 2, 3g | f4, 5, 6, 7g | f8g as shown

in Figure 8.3. Any path to node 0 should go through one node contained in each CutSet in

the order of protection cuts of this CutSet. That is, the tra�c from node 8 to node 0 must

visit at least one node of f4, 5, 6, 7g, and then at least one node of f1, 2, 3g.

De�nition 8.2.3 (Authentication Veri�cation Function for CutSet) pCutd authen-

tication is enabled when all of its nodes enable their authentication functions. An authen-

cation veri�cation function for an enabled pCutd can be de�ned as,

authCutV er(pkt; pCutd) =

8<
:

true if 9vi 2 pCutd such that authVer(pkt; vi) = true

false if 8vi 2 pCutd, authVer(pkt; vi) = false

where authVer(pkt; vi) is a function to verify authentication node. Note that

authCutV er(pkt; pCutd) = null; if pCutd authentication is disabled

In other words, an given authenticated packet pkt must transit an enabled protection cut

pCutd, if authCutV er(pkt; pCutd) == true. That is, pkt must go through at least one

authentication node of this cut.

De�nition 8.2.4 (Suspect Attacker Zone AZone) Let Cvt is the protection CutSet of

vt formed by the algorithm 3. Each suspect attacker zone AZone � Cvt can be represent as

a range [pCutdl ; pCutdu), such that pCutdl and pCutdu are two protection cuts, and

dl = maxfij pCuti 2 �g;

du = minfjj pCutj 2 �g

where � = f pCuti j authCutV er(pkt; pCuti) = true; pCuti 2 Cvtg contains cuts which

pkt has gone through , and � = f pCutj j authCutV er(pkt; pCutj) = false; pCutj 2 Cvtg

contains cuts which pkt has not visited.

Note that �[ � may not be equal to C because authentication tunnel SAs are \created-on-

demand", there may be some pCute which has not been enabled, thereby

authCutV er(pkt; pCute) = null.
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Furthermore, given attack packets from a single attacker, if AZone[pCutdl ; pCutdu)

covers the attacker, then

authCutV er(pkti; pCut
dl) = true and authCutV er(pkti; pCut

du) = false ;

where dl is called the minimum cut index, and du is the maximum cut index of this AZone.

Each AZone will continually shrink in size in the tracing algorithm until the suspect area

becomes a reasonable small size. That is, dl and du will be changed dynamically within the

tracing period.

De�nition 8.2.5 (Function chkAttInZone(pktatt; AZone)) Given an attack packet pktatt,

chkAttInZone(pktatt; AZone) =8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

0 if authCutV er(pkti; pCut
dl) = false and

authCutV er(pkti; AZone:pCut
du) = false.

1 if authCutV er(pkti; AZone:pCut
dl) = true and

authCutV er(pkti; AZone:pCut
du) = false.

2 if authCutV er(pkti; AZone:pCut
du) = true.

which veri�es where the attacker's location is related to AZone partitions.

The whole linear topology within one domain is partitioned by several non-overlapping

AZones and some uncovered areas. That is, intra-domain attackers can be identi�ed by

several disjoint attacker zones such that AZonei \ AZonej = �;8 i 6= j, which contains

all suspicious areas of an attacker's location. Algorithm 4 shows how to use one general

strategy to trace attackers and dynamically create a disjoint AZone for a new suspect area

within a DECIDUOUS domain. Di�erent strategies for di�erent types of attacks can be

used for optimization.

In this strategy, we assume the vt itself is trusted so that authCutV er(pkt; pCut0)

is always true. Note that pCutjCj = � due to the index d of pCutd starting from 0, so

authCutV er(pkt; pCutjCj) is de�ned to be always false. Initially the AZone0 must cover the

whole topology so AZone0 = [pCut0; pCutjCj). IDSInfo is a IDS function to retrieve the au-

thentication information associated with each attack packet. In practice, because IDS only

sends IDSINFO messages to DECIDUOUS instead of the whole packet, the function authen-

tication veri�cation should be authV er�(IDSinfo; vi) and authCutV er
�(IDSinfo; pCutd).
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The algorithm will �rst try to �nd which AZone the attacker belongs to, and

then do a binary search on that AZone as shown in Algorithm 5, trying to shrink the

AZone area. If there is no AZone covering this attacker, it will create another new AZone

with a proper range area based upon the information inferred. Therefore, even multiple

attackers in di�erent areas can be caught by di�erent AZones. The stopping criterion for

the BinarySearch is � = 1 which means that this search keep going, and AZone will shrink

until jdu � dlj <= �. The function SetSA(pCutd) will set up security association rules in

every node ni 2 pCutd, and the opposite function TeardownSA(pCutd) will tear down

the corresponding SAs in all the nodes of pCutd.

Algorithm 4 intraDomainTrace(pktatt): tracing algorithm with a general strategy
1: int � 1;

2: int dl = 0; // initial for new AZone.MinCutInd

3: int du = CutSet:size(); // initial for new AZone.MaxCutInd

4: Boolean Newneed  true;

5: Vector AZoneSet; // contains all the AZones

6: IDSINFO infoIDS = IDSInfo(pktatt);

7: for all AZonei 2 AZoneSet and Newneed = true do

8: int Ret chkAttInZone�(infoIDS ; AZonei);

9: if Ret == 1 then fidentify attacker is in this AZoneg

10: Newneed  false; // Don't have to check the other AZones and stop the loop

11: if AZonei:attackerFound == false then fattacker found in this AZoneg

12: AZonei.BinarySearch(infoIDS); // reduce the range

13: else

14: print("Attacker found within AZonei:dl and AZonei:du area");

15: end if

16: else if Ret == 2 then fattacker is beyond MaxCutInd of this AZoneg

17: Newneed  true;

18: if AZonei:du < du then

19: dl  max(dl; AZonei:du);

20: end if

21: else fRet == 0; attacker is within MinCutInd of this Zoneg

22: Newneed  true;

23: if dl < AZonei:dl then

24: du  min(du; AZonei:dl);

25: end if

26: end if

27: end for

28: if Newneed == true then fcreate a new AZone if necessary.g

29: AZoneSet:add(new AZone(dl; du));

30: end if
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Algorithm 5 BinarySearch(infoIDS): search algorithm in AZone for a given attack

packet
1: int � 1;

2: int dtdown  �1; // keep the teardown Cut

3: if pCutdmid 6= �1 then fInitial dmid == �1 and no SA in pCutdmidg

4: if authVer�(infoIDS ; pCut
dmid) == true then fAttacker check-in MidCutIndg

5: dtdown  dl;

6: dl  dmid;

7: else if authVer�(infoIDS; pCut
dmid) == false then fAttacker not check-in MidCutIndg

8: dtdown  du;

9: du  dmid;

10: else fauthVer�(infoIDS ; pCut
dmid) == nullg

11: print("Initial dmid == �1");

12: end if

13: end if

14: // check if attacker has been found in a certain range

15: if jdu � dlj � � then

16: print(\Attacker found within MinCutInd dl and MaxCutInd du");

17: else fShrinking area and keep tracingg

18: dmid = (dl + du)=2;

19: SetSA(pCutdmid ); // Establish SAs for the middle Cut

20: end if

21: if dtdown 6= �1 then fTeardown SA in pCutdtdowng

22: TeardownSA(pCutdtdown);

23: end if
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8.3 An Example of Multiple Intra-domain Attackers

Consider another example again, as shown in Figure 8.4. Three attackers are send-

ing attack packets toward the victim vt in turn. DECIDUOUS has established SA(R6; vt)

and determines that the attack is from within this domain by the packets received.

Deciduous Domain

Attacker−3 Attacker−OutAttacker−2

Security Tunnel

Original Physical Route

IDS

Vt R1 R5R4R3 R6R2

SA(R6, Vt)
SA(R3, Vt)

SA(R1, Vt)

Attacker−1

Figure 8.4: Multiple Attackers within a DECIDUOUS autonomous domain

1. Receive an attack packet pkt0 (assuming from an unknown attacker-1).

DECIDUOUS forms CutSet Cvt and AZone0 for vt,

Cvt = ff0g; f1g; f2g; f3g; f4g; f5g; f6gg, where jCvt j = 7. Thus,

AZone0 = [pCut0; pCut7) = [f0g; �); AZoneSet = fAZone0g:

=) DECIDUOUS SetSA(pCut3).

2. Receive pkt1 (from attacker-2), chkAttInZone(pkt1; AZone0) = 1, and

authCutV er(pkt1; pCut
3) = true. Thus,

AZone0 = [pCut3; pCut7) = [f3g; �):

=) DECIDUOUS SetSA(pCut5), and TeardownSA(pCut0) which has no e�ect.
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3. Receive pkt2 (from attacker-3), chkAttInZone(pkt2; AZone0) = 1 and

authCutV er(pkt2; pCut
5) = false. Thus,

AZone0 = [pCut3; pCut5) = [f3g; f5g):

=) DECIDUOUS SetSA(pCut4), and TeardownSA(pCut7) which has no e�ect.

4. Receive pkt3 (from attacker-1), chkAttInZone(pkt3; AZone0) = 0, so a new AZone is

created,

AZone1 = [pCut0; pCut3) = [f0g; f3g); AZoneSet = fAZone0; AZone1g:

=) DECIDUOUS SetSA(pCut1).

5. Receive pkt4 (from attacker-2), chkAttInZone(pkt4; AZone0) = 1, and

authCutV er(pkt4; pCut
4) = false. Thus,

AZone0 = [pCut3; pCut4) = [f3g; f4g):

Because j4 � 3j � �, attacker-2 is found within the area between pCut3 and pCut4,

inclusively.

=) DECIDUOUS TeardownSA(pCut5).

6. Receive pkt5 (from attacker-3), chkAttInZone(pkt5; AZone0) = 2, and

chkAttInZone(pkt5; AZone1) = 2, so a new AZone is created,

AZone2 = [pCut4; pCut7) = [f4g; �); AZoneSet = fAZone0; AZone1; AZone2g:

=) DECIDUOUS SetSA(pCut5).

7. Receive pkt6 (from attacker-1), chkAttInZone(pkt6; AZone1) = 1, and

authCutV er(pkt6; pCut
1) = true. Thus,

AZone1 = [pCut1; pCut3) = [f1g; f3g):

=) DECIDUOUS SetSA(pCut2).

8. Receive pkt7 (from attacker-2), chkAttInZone(pkt7; AZone0) = 1, and

AZone0:attackerFound = true, so it has been covered.
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9. Receive pkt8 (from attacker-3), chkAttInZone(pkt8; AZone2) = 1, and

chkAttInZone(pkt5; pCut
5) = false, Thus,

AZone2 = [pCut4; pCut5) = [f4g; f5g):

Because j5 � 4j � �, attacker-3 is found within the area between pCut4 and pCut5,

inclusively.

10. Receive pkt9 (from attacker-1), chkAttInZone(pkt9; AZone1) = 1, and

authCutV er(pkt9; pCut
2) = false. Thus,

AZone1 = [pCut1; pCut2) = [f1g; f2g):

Because j2 � 1j � �, attacker-1 is found within the area between pCut1 and pCut2,

inclusively.

=) DECIDUOUS TeardownSA(pCut0) which has no e�ect.

11. After this point, any packet from these three attackers are covered by one of three

AZones and the attacks are caught.

As in the example shown, in a topology with a CutSet of size 7, it requires only

about 10 critical packets to catch all three attackers in di�erent areas. In theory, it requires

only O(lg d) critical packet rounds to catch a single attacker in a CutSet of size d. In

practice, the factors a�ecting the trace time and the actual number of packets needed

include the speed of SA establishment, the number of attackers, the attackers' locations

and the attack schemes.

8.4 Inter-Domain Tracing by a Collaboration Protocol

As evident from the above, the main requirement for this approach is the ability

to establish IPSec security associations with routers/gateways and to be able to correctly

correlate the attack packets with the security associations they traveled on. While it may

be generally possible for a DECIDUOUS daemon to establish SAs with routers within

its domain, this may not be the case with routers in the other administrative domains.

Consequently, there is a need for two or more DECIDUOUS daemons to collaborate with

one another to further trace the origin of an attack. This section describes a protocol to
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provide the communication and collaboration between two DECIDUOUS daemons for the

purpose of attack source identi�cation.

Generally, it may not be possible for the local DECIDUOUS(Dlocal) to establish

SAs with interior routers in a remote domain. This may be because:

1. The border gateway of a domain may have a policy disallowing any encrypted tra�c

through it.

2. The identity of the interior routers may not be obtainable due to administrative policy

issues.

3. The local/remote domains may be using private IP addresses internally and using

NAT at the boundary to perform address translation.

As mentioned before, if the attack packets have been authenticated by one or more border

routers, the attack may be originating from outside of this domain. While it is not possible

to establish SAs directly with the remote domain routers, the local DECIDUOUS daemon

Dlocal will attempt to initiate a collaboration session with the remote DECIDUOUS Dremote

of the remote domain. The remote DECIDUOUS will function as a proxy for the local

DECIDUOUS and will manage the process of further identifying the attack source within its

domain. Once the border router(s) in the local domain have been identi�ed, attack tracing

can continue by collaborating with the domains that are adjacent to the border router(s)

through a special collaboration engine (CE) module of DECIDUOUS. This approach can

be used to iteratively trace down the attackers across several domains. Note that if the

attack packets cross multiple local border routers, multiple collaboration sessions may need

to be established if it appears that the attack(s) may be originating in multiple domains.

Figure 8.5 shows a simpli�ed example of the collaboration protocol. Assume that

the DECIDUOUS daemon of the domain B, DB , has identi�ed that an attack stream has

been authenticated by the local border router LBR1 which is connected to a remote border

router RBR1 of the domain A. The local DECIDUOUS DB then initiates a collaboration

session with the remote DECIDUOUS DA through the communication of CEB and CEA.

When the collaboration session is initiated, the remote CEA will establish n (n = 3 in

�gure above|this number is negotiated between the two collaboration engines) security

associations SA(RBR1; LBR1), SAB1, SAB2, and SAB3, each with a di�erent SPI value,

from router RBR1 to router LBR1. CEA will then communicate the SPI values to CEB.
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Figure 8.5: A collaboration example

CEB will also establish an equal number of security associations SA(LBR1; V ictim), SAC1,

SAC2, and SAC3 from LBR1 to the victim node or the router serving the victim's subnet.

CEB will also install a mapping table in LBR1 such that there is one-to-one tunnel map-

ping from fSAB1; SAB2; SAB3g to fSAC1; SAC2; SAC3g based on SA information and their

associated SPI values. For example, a simple mapping can be setup so that packets coming

in on SAB2 will be forwarded on SAC2. More complex mappings can also be established,

if necessary.

This forwarding technique based on the SA value has not yet been supported by the

current IPSec protocol. We therefore implemented what we refer to as PHIL-Switching with

which an IPSec node is capable of forwarding packets based on the incoming SA SPI values

and other security parameters. What this accomplishes, in e�ect, is a form of authenticated

virtual circuit switching between the attack source and the victim that can be used to

accurately trace the attacker's location. As a result, by observing the SA a packet traverses

in domain B, it is possible to deduce the SA it must have traversed in domain A.

At the same time, DA will begin to trace the attack within domain A, using the

techniques outlined above for intra-domain attack isolation. As far as DA is concerned, it
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is simply tracing an intra-domain attack. All of the collaboration issues are handled by the

two collaboration engines in a manner transparent to DA.

Note that the primary purpose of the collaboration is to be able to correctly

identify the attack origin(s) based on the observations made in the local domain. Intrusion

information from the local IDS will be shared with the remote DECIDUOUS agent, and the

remote DECIDUOUS agent will decide where to set up additional SAs within its domain.

That is, whenDB receives IDSinfo from IDS in domain B, CEB and CEA must translate this

information to what the remote DA can process. For example, when DB receives IDSinfo

containing SAC1, CEB will send IDSinfo with SAB1 by PHIL-Switching table-lookup in

LBR1. Similarly, when CEA receives IDSinfo from CEB containing SAB1 information, it

will translate it by PHIL-Switching table-lookup in RBR1 and send IDSinfo with the SAA1

to DA. In other words, CEA here will act as the IDS in the intra-domain algorithm to send

correct IDSinfo to DA.

In this example, DA decided to set up SAA1 from subnet 1 to RBR1 and SAA2 from

subnet 2 to RBR1. CEA will con�gure the PHIL-Switching table to map SAA1 ! SAB1

and SAA2 ! SAB2. That is, policies at RBR1 state that packets coming in on SAA1 will

be forwarded to SAB1, and packets coming in on SAA2 will be forwarded to SAB2. Policies

at LBR1 state that packets coming in on SAB1 will be forwarded to SAC1 and packets

coming in on SAB2 will be forwarded to SAC2. By dynamically setting up SAs and using

PHIL-Switching, DECIDUOUS can trace the packets' origin across many domains even

with the usage of spoofed IP addresses.

8.5 Implementation, Testbed and experimental Results

DECIDUOUS utilizes the IPSec header information to locate the attack sources.

In the previous isolation examples, we inherently made an important assumption: the IDS

module, when detecting an attack, can access the IP authenticated header of the packet(s)

that carried this attack. For a network layer IDS (e.g., the JiNao network infrastructure

intrusion detection system [46, 48]), the information is usually immediately available. How-

ever, if the attack can only be detected in the application layer, then the IDS is normally

unable to identify the original IPSec AH-tunnel header. We therefore developed a new

socket interface API by which the applications like IDS or SNMP daemon can retrieve a

Packet Header Identi�cation List (PHIL) [71, 15] containing all the IP-layer authentication
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Figure 8.6: The PHIL Kernel Interface

information1 related to this particular attack packet from the kernel (Figure 8.6). Alter-

nately, this application can pass the PHIL identi�er to another process for further attack

handling. Note that in order to isolate application level attacks aimed at an end host, the

end host must be IPSec capable and must have the PHIL-capable IDS module running

locally.

Figure 8.7 shows the architectural diagram of a target host protected by the DE-

CIDUOUS daemon (DECId) process. The DECId talks to one or more IDS components

to collect intrusion information. After obtaining authentication information from the IDS

modules, the DECId will decide whether the attack is in one of the already-established at-

tacker zones. If not, a new zone will be created for tracking a new attacking point. In either

case, the DECId will decide whether a new SA needs to be established or an existing SA

needs to be torn down. The DECId will update the security policy database (SPD) either

directly or through a security management system. The interface between DECId and SPD

is currently implementation dependent. At this point, di�erent vendors will provide di�er-

ent con�guration APIs for access to the SPD. Therefore, in order to port DECIDUOUS to

another platform, we may need to re-implement the DECId/SPD interface.

Moreover, there is a lot of overhead in setting up a security association, and

1Note that with the tunnel mode, an incoming IP packet could have more than one authentication header.
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Figure 8.7: The DECIDUOUS Architecture

maintaining its parameters such as key exchange, SPD and security association database

(SAD) update. Such overhead is acceptable for most network applications, where only a few

SAs are required, and there is network tra�c for most of the SAs established. But consider a

network application, such as DECIDUOUS, which needs to communicate securely, but does

not know in advance the source or destination of the network tra�c. To cover all possible

sources and destinations which may be of interest, such a network application will need to

create a large number of security associations. This will incur unnecessary computational

overheads. Especially, if only a few (possibly none) of the established SAs are ever used,

there is a waste of resources in setting up security associations which will never be used.

Hence, we developed what we so called tra�c-driven SA establishment in DIANA, a policy

management module [38, 16], shown in Figure 8.8, for an existing implementation of IPSec

called FreeS/WAN. DIANA maintains a SPD, which speci�es the policies that determine

the processing of all outbound IP tra�c. By intercepting outgoing IP packets from the

operating system kernel, DIANA matches them with policies speci�ed in the SPD and
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establishes the SAs if a matching policy is found. That is, the network tra�c will thus act

as a trigger for establishing security associations only when there is a match found. This

will eliminate the overhead associated with the creation of unnecessary SAs.

8.5.1 Testbed and Experimental Results

The DECIDUOUS system has been implemented in C/C++/Java on top of Linux

2.0.36 with FreeS/WAN 1.0 support. The kernel has been enhanced to support divert

sockets; PHIL API and PHIL-Switching; and DIANA (dynamic and tra�c driven SAs).

The system has been tested and demonstrated on a testbed network consisting of 8 Linux

PC routers as shown in Figure 8.9. We also built a network-based IDS that will utilize the

PHIL-API to obtain the IPSec header information about the detected attack packets. The

packet header, along with the PHIL information, will be sent to the DECIDUOUS daemon

for locating the true sources. Any machine in the scenario can be the victim as well as the

attacker. As an example presents here, we let the machine norwalk to be the victim with a

PHIL-capable IDS. DECIDUOUS sits on the machine bone. Every router is IPSec capable

and is installed with the policy server DIANA. We have performed various experiments on

our testbed:
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Figure 8.9: The DECIDUOUS Network Testbed Con�guration

Simple Single Source: In this experiment, we randomly choose one router as the attack

source launching spoofed attacks. By the strategy described in Section 8.1, all the

possible attackers can be traced down to their correct origins.

Simple Multiple Sources: The same as the previous experiment except we have more

than one di�erent attack source. The timing race condition in this case is more severe.

Di�erent packets may come from di�erent attackers, interspersed with each other. In

order to correctly identify the true sources, we have to wait for a certain delay to

check all the subsequent packets in order to safely make the decision of where to set

up the next SA.

Coordinated Multiple Sources: We still have two sources but only one of them attacks

the victim, while the other source attacks the DECIDUOUS control messages by

randomly dropping them. This coordinated attack will signi�cant slow down the

performance of source identi�cation, but will not a�ect the correctness of the �nal
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results.

Category Attackers Detection Time Total # of Pkts

Single
Attacker

redwing 25841.7 msec 20
squeeze 26147.7 msec 20.5
sun 20089.2 msec 14.6
stone1 19790.7 msec 14.1

Multiple
Attack-
ers

squeeze
& red-
wing

40914.4 msec 70.2

sun &
redwing

37687.7 msec 63.9

stone1 &
redwing

41742 msec 71.4

3-attacker 43136.4 msec 111.4
4-attacker 46597.5 msec 154.8

Table 8.1: Sample Results for DEMO TestBed

Table 8.1 compares some results of tracing single and multiple attackers in our

testbed of network diameter 5. In this slow spoo�ng attack example, each attacker sends

one packet per second. The 3-attacker case includes attackers from machine stone1 (st1),

squeeze (sq), redwing (re), and the 4-attacker case includes an additional machine sun (su).

The detection time is for the total time on average, to discover the sources of all the possible

attacks. The total number of packets includes the attack packets obtained since the �rst

attack packet has been sensed. This number depends on how fast the attack packets can be

sent and the network speed. Furthermore, for our general strategy, the attacker's location

may also a�ect the results. In single attacker tracing, it takes less than 30 seconds to �nd

the attacker. Each AZone needs about three attack tracing rounds (i.e., O(lg 5)) to lock

out the attacker's location.

Table 8.1 shows that although it takes longer to detect multiple attackers, there

is not that much di�erence from detecting a 2-attacker case to a 3-attacker case, or to 4-

attacker case. Because after all the AZones are formed, they can trace di�erent attackers

in di�erent areas simultaneously. Moreover, in our test samples, DECIDUOUS may not

�nd the attackers in the same sequence because of the interleaved attack packets. Table 8.2

shows a partial test result from the 4-attacker case. Each row represents a test starting

with its test number. DECIDUOUS found the attackeri within �i msec since the trace

started, with a total of �i attack packets arriving+, and only �i packets observed in the
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Attacker0 Found Attacker1 Found Attacker2 Found Attacker3 Found

Testi �0 ms �0 �0 �1 ms �1 �1 �2 ms �2 �2 �3 ms �3 �3
0 23965 69 sq 30057 97 su 36502 124 st1 43522 146 re

3 24106 70 sq 30203 98 su 42645 149 st1 42686 123 re

4 24185 71 sq 30283 99 su 42725 150 st1 42768 124 re

6 25053 73 su 42560 102 re 48349 149 sq 48975 171 st1

7 35543 74 st1 42183 117 re 42613 143 su 49904 176 sq

9 24608 72 su 42138 101 re 47902 148 sq 48534 170 st1

11 24727 72 su 42293 101 re 47964 148 sq 48587 170 st1

Table 8.2: Partial sample results for 4-attacker case

corresponding AZone. For example, in the test 0, DECIDUOUS found the attacker in

squeeze (sq) �rst within 24 seconds, and then the attacker in sun (su) within 30 seconds,

and then the attacker in the stone1 (st1) within 36.5 seconds, and �nally in redwing within

43.5 seconds. But in test 6, DECIDUOUS found the attacker in sun �rst, and then in

redwing, and then in squeeze, and �nally in stone1.
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Chapter 9

Discussion on Tracing Strategies

and Performance Results

DECIDUOUS depends on a good real-time IDS which can detect the attack

promptly and send the correct intrusion and authentication information associated with

those attack packets to it for proper analysis. The major challenge is how to unambigu-

ously distinguish between the normal and illegitimate tra�c. As tra�c is aggregated from

multiple ISPs, it is usually di�cult to determine whether a packet arriving on a particu-

lar interface is legitimate. It is also even more challenging to do this task in a very high

speed network. In our project, we assume that a good IDS does exist and can provide the

necessary information for the tracing process.

Furthermore, network control tra�c should be isolated from congestion caused

by other tra�c types to prevent denial-of-service attacks and to prevent delays in route

convergence in the event of a topology change. This can be achieved by some form of

prioritization or by assigning a minimum bandwidth on each link to network control tra�c.

In the DECIDUOUS system, all of the control tra�c is also assumed to be protected by

the secure encrypted channels which can survive di�erent DoS attacks intended to hinder

the control tra�c channel.

9.1 Timing Issues and Critical Packets

In each tracing round shown in Figure 9.1, IDS sends the packet information in

an IDSInfo message (1) to DECIDUOUS, DECIDUOUS determines where to setup SAs
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Physical link
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Attack packets before SA established

Attack packets after SA established

Figure 9.1: Intra-domain Control messages in a DECIDUOUS tracing round

and then sends the related policies (2) to the policy server (DIANA) of the corresponding

router. DIANA will send the acknowledgement (3) back to DECIDUOUS to acknowledge

that it is ready to enforce the policy. DECIDUOUS may send several retransmissions of

message (2) before this policy setup in the face of a network which drops many packets.

After the SA has been established, DIANA will send back the SAInfo message (4) which

contains the identi�cation information of this SA. A critical packet for a speci�c SA in a

speci�c tracing round is the �rst packet detected in IDS which is associated with that SA

establishment. DECIDUOUS makes a decision to choose the next node to establish SAs in

the following tracing round based on the information of this packet.

Consider the situation shown in Figure 9.1. We assume that all of the control

messages among the DECIDUOUS daemon (DECIDd), policy servers and IDS are through

some secure control channels which can provide reliable communication between entities.

The attacker is from somewhere at pCut3.

After setting up an SA from pCut2 to victim V0, DECIDUOUS could still receive

IDSInfos indicating that attack packets arrive without pCut2's authentication from IDS

for a while, since there are still many attack packets which belong to the previous tracing

rounds and have not been ushed out. Thus, after receiving the SAInfo indicating that the
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SA has been established, the DECIDd needs to wait for a certain delay to purge most of

those noises on the network. That is, the inter-tracing-round time T� must be big enough

to allow most of the false packets to pass. Although our algorithm is robust enough to catch

the true attacker, it will show there are two attackers instead of one. In order to avoid false

alarms which may delay the tracing process, it is critical to select a proper timeout value

T� such that

T� �
1

2
� TRTT (pCuti;V0)

+
1

attPkt�
;

where TRTT (pCuti;V0)
is the round trip time for a attack packet traveling from pCuti to V0,

and attPkt� is the estimation inter-arrival rate of attack packets. That is, T� must be

greater than the sum of the time overhead for the attack packets not belonging to this

tracing round to be purged.
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Figure 9.2: Intra-domain Control messages in Deciduous

For example, as shown in Figure 9.2, the attack packet inter-arrival time is 2 msec

and the transmission delay is 6 msec (i.e., 1
2 � TRTT ). The inter-tracing-round time must

be greater than 8 msec. If a tracing round i starts right after the 6th msec based on the

previous attack packet received, the next tracing round must be no sooner than the 14th

msec, because the only one critical packet covered by this round just arrives at the 14th
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msec.

Moreover, because packets arrive out of order, there may even be a few dirty

packets still bu�ered in some routers along the path from pCuti to V0 which arrive long

after the SA has been established, which may cause unwanted false positives. Using a big T�

is not a good idea to this problem, because it potentially degrades the tracing performance

and still does not guarantee the correctness. For better tracing assurance, we may need

to set a threshold such that negative signals (i.e., packets without an SA) will not cause

too many false alarms. That is, if we receive packets without the expected SAs, we use a

packet rate P� to decide whether the negative signal exists, instead of using just the �rst

packet. For example, if IDS receives more than 10 attack packets within one msec without

transmitting through SA(pCut2; V0), DECIDUOUS may con�rm that there is a second

attacker between pCut2 and V0. This P� could be setup as a multiple of the attPkt�.

In the result as shown in Section 8.5.1 we use a �xed experimental value of 300

msec for T� in the intra-domain tracing and 1000 msec for the inter-domain. However,

di�erent attack behavior could result in various values of T� and P�. The information

should be obtained from IDS or some other tra�c monitoring tool. Because T� and P� can

a�ect the performance of tracing time, we need to carefully choose the suitable values for

them. In our implementation, the estimation algorithm uses the �rst twenty packets or �rst

two seconds (whichever comes �rst) to determine the average of the attack packet arrival

rate, and IDS periodically probes the TRTT to the farthest router. The inter-tracing-round

time then must be great than 3 � (12 � TRTT (pCuti;V0)
) + 1

attPkt�
to avoid the false alarms.

The approach makes the inter-tracing-round delay adapt to the attack packet inter-

arrival time (i.e., attack packet rate) and the longest round trip time from victim's IDS to

the boundary router. After the algorithm is changed to dynamically estimate these values,

the results show a signi�cant improvement as is shown in Section 9.4.

9.2 Teardown or Non-teardown strategies

In order to setup the minimal e�ective SAs during the tracing process, DECID-

UOUS keeps establishing and tearing down SAs. Under DoS attacks, it is possible that

DECIDUOUS will establish an SA which has just been torn down. However, policy pro-

cessing and SA establishment have certain overhead. If we use a non-teardown strategy, it

may have better performance in terms of tracing time, but it could cause a lot of SAs to be
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established everywhere after several tracing rounds, which may degrade the overall network

performance. That is, there is a tradeo� between these two choices.

9.3 Tra�c Driven or Non-Tra�c Driven

Basically, there are several ways to create tunnels: static con�guration, route-

driven, data-driven or tra�c-driven. To save unnecessary SA establishment as mentioned

previously, we use a tra�c driven strategy in the tunnel creation. Since SAs are not setup

in advance, when attack packets arrive, a little time os necessary for IKE processing and

SA establishment. This overhead can vary a lot and may also a�ect the choice of T�, P�

and tracing strategies. For instance, using a tra�c driven strategy in the example shown in

Figure 9.1, the SAInfo message (4) may have never been received by DECIDUOUS if there

is no packet going through this pCut2. We need an extra timer to determine this message

timeout and remove the associated policy after that.

9.4 Performance Comparison of Di�erent Operation Strate-

gies

Using the improved algorithm and di�erent strategies, we repeat the same test

shown in Section 8.5.1. This time, the attacker can be at machine Redwing, Squeeze, and

Stone1, and each attacker can generate attack packets at four di�erent rates,

1. r1: the attack transmission interval is 1 second (i.e. 1,000 ms). That is, each attacker

will send 1 packet per second to the victim.

2. r2: the attack transmission interval is 0.5 second (i.e. 500 ms). That is, each attacker

will send 2 packets per second to the victim.

3. r10: the attack transmission interval is 0.1 second (i.e. 100 ms). That is, each attacker

will send 10 packets per second to the victim.

4. r100: the attack transmission interval is 0.01 second (i.e. 10 ms). That is, each

attacker will send 100 packets per second to the victim.

As mentioned previously, there is a tradeo� between the tracing performance and the ac-

curacy. The false alarm occurs when DECIDUOUS creates an extra tracing AZone which
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does not cover the attacker's location. If the inter-tracing-round time is set too high, it will

take too long to trace the attacker. If the inter-tracing-round time is set too small, we will

end up having too many false alarms. In order to improve the accuracy and avoid the false

alarms, we need to pay some overhead to carefully estimate the inter-tracing-round time.

We would, of course, like to have this overhead as small as possible.

In order to reduce the overhead of the estimation process for the inter-tracing-

round time, in our implementation, the attack packet inter-arrival time estimation uses the

�rst 20 time-stamped packets (or the �rst 2 seconds, whichever come �rst) to calculate the

packet rate, and the TRTT is estimated by IDS. IDS will periodically probe the maximum

TRTT to the farthest router and report this information to DECIDUOUS. DECIDUOUS

then calculates the inter-tracing-round delay adapting to the attack behavior.

The attack packet rate can be accumulated if multiple attackers launch the attack

at the same time. For example, in the 2-attacker cases, if each of them send one packet

per second (r1), it will result in the attack packet arrival rate as r2 (2 packets per second).

If each of them send packets in rate r10, it will result in 20 packets per second in the IDS

estimation on the victim side.

In addition, four previously mentioned operational strategies are evaluated,

� 000: non-teardown, non-tra�c driven

� 001: non-teardown, tra�c driven

� 010: teardown, non-tra�c driven

� 011: teardown, tra�c driven

We have also tried the serious ooding attacks in the 3-attacker case with two

tracing strategies, 000 and 011. In this attack, each attacker can send attack packets as fast

as he can, depending on the capacity and the speed of the current network.

The comparison is based on the attacker's location, the number of attackers, the

inter-arrival rate of attack packets and the operation strategies. The sample results are

shown in Table 9.1 and Table 9.2, and the comparison are illustrated in Figure 9.3 and

Figure 9.4. � is the average of the total detection time in msec to catch all the attackers,

and pkt# is the average of the total packets needed to catch all the attacks.

According to our experiments in the SHANG testbed, the maximum RTT from

norwalk to stone is 2 to 5 msec when the attack rate is low (r1, r2 or r10). So the inter-
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Strategy 000 001 010 011

attacker rate � ms � ms � ms � ms

Redwing

r1 11507.0 24300.5 11334.3 24498.5
r2 7424.1 21250.5 7316.7 21347.0
r10 3994.5 17906.8 3983.6 17899.8
r100 1737.2 15602.6 1747.7 15860.4

Squeeze

r1 11584.0 21420.1 11647.0 21614.6
r2 7372.2 17447.0 7360.7 17423.7
r10 3996.5 13282.8 3999.3 13293.0
r100 2097.6 11175.4 2100.3 11184.4

Stone1

r1 13409.4 18334.1 13656.1 18621.7
r2 10863.6 15862.4 10866.2 15813.8
r10 8188.0 12870.8 8200.3 12883.9
r100 6085.2 10934.6 6086.0 10928.8

Redwing,
Squeeze

r2 13318.8 27526.3 13698.5 27360.6
r10 8264.9 21931.7 8502.8 22373.5

Redwing,
Stone1

r2 14279.9 27393.1 15171.7 27378.9
r10 8522.8 22405.5 8572.5 22430.2

3 attackers
r2 23448.1 28007.2 19622.2 30518.6
r10 13241.8 22404.3 11360.8 21952.6
ooding 32523.0 N/A N/A 48023.0

Table 9.1: Sample results in the average detection time for strategy and attack comparison
in the SHANG TestBed

tracing-round time is about 1=attPkt� msec plus some small overhead for IPSec (and over-

head for the tra�c driven scenario). When the attack rate is high, the maximum RTT

could be as high as 50 msec and the inter-tracing-round time will be around 3� (1=2�TRTT )

plus overhead.

The results show that there are only small di�erences in the data when the attacker

is at di�erent locations. Because this testbed is not very big, the di�erences between

locations result in one or two more tracing rounds, which results in an additional one or

two inter-tracing-round time.

The results also show that the faster the attackers send, the quicker DECIDUOUS

detects their locations. For example, as shown in Figure 9.3(a), the detection time for

catching the attacker with rate r10 is small than that for catching the attacker with rate r1

or r2. For a single attacker with rate r100, using a non-tra�c driven strategy, the attacker

will be caught within 2 seconds.
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Strategy 000 001 010 011

attacker rate pkt# pkt# pkt# pkt#

Redwing

r1 10 19 10 19
r2 13 32 13 32
r10 36 128 36 128
r100 141 1030 142 1047

Squeeze

r1 10 19 10 19
r2 13 32 13 32
r10 36 128 36 128
r100 168 1051 169 1051

Stone1

r1 8 13 8 13
r2 11 21 11 21
r10 31 78 31 78
r100 105 548 105 546

Redwing,
Squeeze

r2 32 89 34 88
r10 63 337 68 345

Redwing,
Stone1

r2 48 88 48 88
r10 97 356 107 357

3 attackers
r2 109 136 86 151
r10 242 558 240 549
ooding 20203 N/A N/A 30883

Table 9.2: Sample results in the average number of packets detected for strategy and attack
comparison in the SHANG TestBed

As is shown previously, the multiple attacker cases need a little more time to

successfully detect all of the attackers. In this case, all the attackers with rate greater than

r1 will be caught within 30 seconds, using any of the strategies. An exception here is for the

ooding types of attacks. Because the attackers can send as many packets as the network

allows, the network will be congested and the RTT becomes very high. This results in a

longer inter-tracing-round time and detection time. As shown in Table 9.2 and Figure 9.4,

the total number of packets detected could be more than 30,000 within 50 seconds.

Generally the tra�c driven strategies (i.e., 001 and 011) entail more overhead

than non-tra�c driven strategies (i.e., 000 and 010). Because the packets will be bu�ered

until an SA has been triggered and setup, there will be a burst of packets coming shortly

after the SA's establishment. This situation becomes more obvious as the transmission rate

increases. For example, the number of packets for the single attack case could be around

1050 when the attack packet rate is 100 per second.
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Finally, there is no signi�cant di�erence between the teardown (i.e., 000 and 010)

or non-teardown (i.e., 001 and 011) strategies because the overhead of the SA establishment

is not really as high as we had expected.

In summary, there is a tradeo� among the optimal number of tracing rounds,

the optimal number of CutSets used, and the optimal number of SA establishments. For

example, using the minimum number of the CutSets is not necessary equal to the minimum

number of SAs, because one CutSet may contain many nodes which result in many SA

establishments.

Using the tra�c-driven strategy can reduce the number of SA establishments given

there is no incoming tra�c, but this also provides extra overhead to bu�er the tra�c and

to wait for the IKE process when there is indeed incoming tra�c. Likewise, using the

teardown strategy can reduce the number of SA establishments, but this may entail more

tracing rounds if there are indeed multiple attackers.

Based on the attack behavior, the best design choice must consider all of these

tradeo� factors and the optimal solution may exist somewhere in the middle.

One limitation of this approach is that if some routers do not cooperate, DECID-

UOUS can only derive the suspicious areas but cannot pin down the exact locations. We

acknowledge that the main cost of this technique is to establish and maintain security asso-

ciations on-the-y. Under a serious DDoS attack, these overhead may be too expensive to

justify. However, this study, if not perfect, does provide a good alternative for the existing

approaches.
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Figure 9.3: Average overhead to catch single attacker in the SHANG testbed
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Figure 9.4: Average overhead to catch multiple attackers in the SHANG testbed
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9.5 Authentication Tunnel Deployment: Dynamic or Static?

DECIDUOUS utilizes authentication tunnels to trace the sources of spoofed pack-

ets. The strategy involves deciding where and how to set up authentication tunnels for

systematic tracing. We have studied the following tracing strategies:

1. Hop-by-hop testing strategy: starting from the routers closest to the victim, DECID-

UOUS establishes authentication tunnels to test which interface or router the attack

is coming from. Once determining the next routers to test, it establishes more authen-

tication tunnels, and so forth, to approach the true attacker in a hop-by-hop fashion.

This approach is generally time a consuming process. The worst case number of trac-

ing rounds is O(d), where d is the maximum number of hops. However, this method

could use fewer SAs than the other strategies if the attacker is near the victim. This

is true since in any round, only one SA is needed to determine the attacker's location.

2. Dynamic AZone strategies: after DECIDUOUS forms a CutSet topology for the vic-

tim, it dynamically creates AZones. Within each AZone, a binary search or a tri-nary

search can be used to dynamically establish authentication tunnels for tracing attack-

ers in this AZone. Although the tri-nary search seems to have better performance in

terms of tracing rounds, it creates more SAs than the binary search. We choose the

binary search as the current approach in DECIDUOUS project. The average number

of tracing rounds is O(lg d) for tracing a single attacker.

In the case of multiple attackers, attack packets from di�erent attackers may be in-

terleaved in a long sequence. In DECIDUOUS, di�erent attackers can be traced by

di�erent AZones at the same time. The worst case number of tracing rounds could be

O(n lg d), where n is the number of the attackers. This will occur when IDS receives

all the packets from one attacker and then all from the others in turn. This may not

be the case in the DDoS attack where all the attackers launch the attacks at the same

time.

In addition to the binary search, we have also tried the randomized version of search

algorithms. That is, instead of choosing the mid-point of an AZone every time, DE-

CIDUOUS will randomly choose a CutSet within this AZone in each round and then

still shrink down the suspected area. The advantage of this fashion is that even the

smart attackers cannot predict in how many tracing rounds they will be caught. How-
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ever, in the worst case, the performance behavior may not be as good as the binary

search.

3. Semi-static tunnel strategy: after the IDS detects attacks, DECIDUOUS sets up many

static tracing SAs (using the tra�c driven approach) with the victim at the endpoint

of each chosen SA at a time. With this setup, DECIDUOUS can determine where the

attacks came from by looking at which tunnels the attack packets were transmitted

on. This approach is a variant of the approach in [88], and it may yield good perfor-

mance if there are only a few SA will be triggered. However, the performance cost

and operational overhead is generally higher than the dynamic version because more

routers must be involved at a time.

9.6 Dropping Attacks and Noise

As mentioned previously in Chapter 6, sampling related approaches may not tol-

erate malicious dropping attacks, so the question remains, given a detected dropper [104],

is it possible to trace the location of this dropper? In DECIDUOUS, we are studying possi-

ble strategies to trace down a dropping attacker's location by using IPSec packet sequence

number correlation.

Consider the following scenarios shown in Figures 9.7, 9.6, and 9.5. There are �ve

DECIDUOUS-capable routers between sender Vs and receiver Vr within an AS domain and

one dropperDx performs a persistent dropping attack for every third packet from Vs. When

the IDS detects the occurrence of a dropping attack, IDS will send the attack information

including the dropping rate to the DECIDUOUS daemon, DECIDd. DECIDd then decides

to establish two security associations (within the area between the sender and the receiver)

to R0, SA(R4; R0) and SA(R2; R0), from routers R4 and R2.

As mentioned in the Section 7.2, the sequence number of an SA is a monotonically

increasing and is always unique value, starting from 0 when a new SA is established. It

counts how many packets have been served by this SA. By observing the sequence numbers

of several packets at the receiving side, we can determine at which SA the packets have

been dropped by the dropper Dx.

For example, lets say the attacker is located at the area beyond these two SAs,

as shown in Figure 9.5, and is dropping the packets covered by these two SAs. After IDS
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Figure 9.5: Tracing the dropping attack beyond two SAs in DECIDUOUS

noti�es the DECIDd of the dropping rate, DECIDd can observe (within a certain window)

that a sequence of packets have both SA sequence numbers dropped at the same (or similar)

rate.

However, if the Dx is located between these two SAs, as shown in Figure 9.6,

DECIDd will observe that the same number of packets will have one SA with the same

dropping rate on sequence numbers but one SA without the same dropping behavior.

Moreover, if the Dx is located covered by these two SAs, as shown in Figure 9.7,

DECIDd will observe that there will be no dropping behavior occurring in the sequence

numbers of both SAs.

By slightly modifying the function chkAttInZone of Algorithm 4 and Algorithm 5,

we can track down the dropper. The strategy follows the binary search scheme as shown

in Algorithm 6. For each AZone, DECIDUOUS �rst tries to identify if the attacker is in

this AZone. If the attacker is found in this AZone, then DECIDUOUS performs a binary

search to further narrow down this AZone. If the attacker was not found in this AZone,

then DECIDUOUS will look at the other get the other AZone. If there is no AZone exists

cover this attack, then DECIDUOUS creates a new one for that attack.

chkAttInZoneDrp(infoIDS; AZonei) is the function to check whether the drop-
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Figure 9.6: Tracing the dropping attack between two SAs in DECIDUOUS

ping attack exists at this AZone or not. The function

SameDrpRate(infoIDS; CutSet;DrpRateFromIDS)

determine if at least one of the SAs in the given CutSet has the same dropping behavior as

the dropping rate detected by IDS. It will return false if no such same dropping behavior, or

-1 if the required number of packets ( i.e., within a window size) have not yet been collected.

Therefore, the function of chkAttInZoneDrp(infoIDS; AZonei) can be de�ned

as,

De�nition 9.6.1 (Function chkAttInZoneDrp(pktatt; AZone)) Given an attack packet

pktatt,

chkAttInZoneDrp(pktatt; AZone) =8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

0 if SameDrpRate(pkti; pCut
dl ; DrpRateFromIDS) = true and

SameDrpRate(pkti; pCut
du ;DrpRateFromIDS) = true.

1 if SameDrpRate(pkti; pCut
dl ; DrpRateFromIDS) = false and

SameDrpRate(pkti; pCut
du ;DrpRateFromIDS) = true.

2 if SameDrpRate(pkti; pCut
dl ; DrpRateFromIDS) = false and

SameDrpRate(pkti; pCut
du ;DrpRateFromIDS) = false.
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Figure 9.7: Tracing the dropping attack covered by two SAs in DECIDUOUS

which veri�es where the attacker's location is related to this AZone's partitions.

The binary search version for the dropping attack, BinarySearchDrp, is shown

in Algorithm 7.
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Algorithm 6 intraDomainTraceDrp(pktatt): tracing algorithm for a given dropper
1: int � 1;

2: int dl = 0; // initial for new AZone.MinCutInd

3: int du = CutSet:size(); // initial for new AZone.MaxCutInd

4: Boolean Newneed  true;

5: Vector AZoneSet; // contains all the AZones

6: IDSINFO infoIDS = IDSInfo(pktatt);

7: for all AZonei 2 AZoneSet and Newneed = true do

8: int Ret chkAttInZoneDrp�(infoIDS ; AZonei);

9: if Ret == 1 then fidentify attacker is in this AZoneg

10: Newneed  false; // Don't have to check the other AZones and stop the loop

11: if AZonei:attackerFound == false then fattacker found in this AZoneg

12: AZonei.BinarySearchDrp(infoIDS); // reduce the range

13: else

14: print("Attacker found within AZonei:dl and AZonei:du area");

15: end if

16: else if Ret == 2 then fattacker is beyond MaxCutInd of this AZoneg

17: Newneed  true;

18: if AZonei:du < du then

19: dl  max(dl; AZonei:du);

20: end if

21: else fRet == 0; attacker is within MinCutInd of this Zoneg

22: Newneed  true;

23: if dl < AZonei:dl then

24: du  min(du; AZonei:dl);

25: end if

26: end if

27: end for

28: if Newneed == true then fcreate a new AZone if necessary.g

29: AZoneSet:add(new AZone(dl; du));

30: end if
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Algorithm 7 BinarySearchDrp(infoIDS): search algorithm in an AZone for given at-

tacked packets
1: int � 1;

2: int dtdown  �1; // keep the teardown Cut

3: if pCutdmid 6= �1 then fInitial dmid == �1 and no SA in pCutdmidg

4: if SameDrpRate�(infoIDS ; pCut
dmid ; DrpRateFromIDS) == false then fAttacker covered MidCutIndg

5: dtdown  dl;

6: dl  dmid;

7: else if SameDrpRate�(infoIDS ; pCut
dmid ; DrpRateFromIDS) == true then fAttacker not covered Mid-

CutIndg

8: dtdown  du;

9: du  dmid;

10: else if SameDrpRate�(infoIDS ; pCut
dmid ; DrpRateFromIDS) == �1 then fnot decided yetg

11: print("Not enough packets yet. Skip.");

12: else fSameDrpRate�(infoIDS ; pCut
dmid ; DrpRateFromIDS) == nullg

13: print("Initial dmid == �1");

14: end if

15: end if

16: // check if attacker has been found in a certain range

17: if jdu � dlj � � then

18: print(\Attacker found within MinCutInd dl and MaxCutInd du");

19: else fShrink area and keep tracingg

20: dmid = (dl + du)=2;

21: SetSA(pCutdmid ); // Establish SAs for the middle Cut

22: end if

23: if dtdown 6= �1 then fTeardown SA in pCutdtdowng

24: TeardownSA(pCutdtdown);

25: end if
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Future work

In this thesis, we have developed two important components in the current real-

time security management society: a real-time intrusion detection system and a real-time

intrusion tracing system.

Distributed network routing protocols typically need to deal with asynchronous

time-related events. In such an environment, it is not surprising that the follow semantics

with intervening events is di�cult to conduct by a conventional Finite State Machine model.

For this reason, in the �rst part of this thesis, an event abstractor (EvtAbs) was developed

to catch the important abstract events according to the target protocol speci�cation (in

our example, OSPF), and an extended timed automata, the JiNao Finite State Machine

(JFSM), was developed to handle timed events and time constraints such as alarms (for

events happening too soon) and deadlines (for events happening too late) according to the

local clock. With such an extension, it is thus possible to analyze the time-related behavior

of routing protocols and to determine whether intrusions occur from a single observation

point (i.e., a router) in the network topology.

From our experience in developing the JFSMs to detect intrusions, an e�ective

event engine is one of the key points for the success of the JPAM. In the future, we would

like to extend our approach to a \Universal Event Abstractor" which can be con�gurable to

any protocol by using con�guration �les. For example, protocol headers can be described

in the �le, and prede�ned events can be speci�ed in the �le using a special language. In

this way, this Universal Event Abstractor along with a suitable protocol packet parser can

generate any event needed for di�erent network protocols.

One limitation about our results presented here is that there are not many routing
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attacks available today. Therefore, we can not formally and quantitatively evaluate the

e�ectiveness of detectability of di�erent JFSM modules for a particular network protocol.

To address this limitation, we are in the process of formalizing an attacker's model for the

link-state routing protocols. Our goal is to develop the comprehensive set of attacks and

to prove that this set actually covers anything that the attacker can do to hurt our system.

Therefore, we can rigorously show the e�ectiveness of our JPAM/JFSM module in detecting

all the intrusions against the target protocols.

The second part of this thesis describes the idea and algorithms of the DECIDU-

OUS security management framework for tracing intrusion sources. We have demonstrated

how to trace multiple intra-domain attackers and how to use the collaboration protocol to

trace inter-domain attackers. DECIDUOUS is designed to work with intrusion detection

systems (IDS) and intrusion damage control systems (IDCS). The integration of DECID-

UOUS, IDS, and IDCS is a powerful architecture for dealing with various network-based

intrusions.

In general, the design of the DECIDUOUS system can support the following,

� Multiple attackers: DECIDUOUS can trace attacks which may be launched from

multiple attack sources, even across di�erent domains, simultaneously toward the

same victim.

� Multiple victims: DECIDUOUS can provide di�erent traces for many victims at the

same time. Each victim owns a tracing session to traceback the origins of its own

attackers. DECIDUOUS processes IDS information for each victim to extract relevant

attack information and utilize appropriate strategies for tracing.

� Multiple attack types: Many di�erent types of attacks may be launched against one or

more victims from one or more sources. DECIDUOUS should be able to distinguish

between multiple simultaneous attack types and launch optimal tracing strategies

based on the attack type.

� Multiple IDSs: As a large corporation or organization may deploy IDS from more than

one vendors' products, DECIDUOUS should be capable of interfacing with multiple

IDSs and process information from all of them.

� Logging and Post-Mortem attack trace analysis: DECIDUOUS has the capability to

log all the intermediate attack zone information and statistical data. In the case of
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a system crashing during the tracing, these logs can provide valuable information for

later o�-line analysis.

Our experiments show that the DECIDUOUS system is reasonably e�cient; ex-

ible in supporting di�erent tracing strategies; robust against certain attacks and failures

directly on DECIDUOUS itself; and correct in determining the true sources even under

more delicate coordinated attacks. Although the algorithms can be optimized further for

better performance, the system described here could serve as the basis for future research

on di�erent tracing strategies for di�erent types of attacks. Hopefully we can build a DE-

CIDUOUS network on top of the Internet to perform large-scale experiments against real

intrusions.
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Appendix A

JPAM Con�guration

A.1 JFSM Con�guration Examples

A.1.1 Transition Function of JFSM

The JFSM can be constructed by the transition table in a �le, in which each row

speci�es a transition �i 2 � as 10-tuple,

�i = (q1; ein; ; q2; T1min; T1max; T2min; T2max; T3min; T3max);

where q1 is the from-state in this transition, ein 2 � is the input event which triggers this

transition and  is the output resulted from this transition. q2 is the next state after this

transition. T imin and T imax are lower and upper bounds for timers T i, i = 1; 2; 3. T1, T2,

and T3 are de�ned as,

T1 = Tcurrent�RtScurrent:Tlast ;T2 = Tcurrent�RtScurrent:Tin ;T3 = Tcurrent�RtSinit:Tlast ;

where RtSinit stands for the initial state of this JFSM; RtScurrent represents JFSM's current

state; Tcurrent is the current time of JFSM; T1 computes the inter-arrival time between the

current and previous events; T2 calculates the time JFSM has spent in the current state

since it entered this state, and T3 computes the elapsed time since the intrusion pattern has

begun from the initial state.

Assume that q1 is the current state of JFSM. When an input event ecurrent occurs,

the transition path from q1 to q2 is possible, if and only if,

�i = (q1; ecurrent; ; q2; T1min; T1max; T2min; T2max; T3min; T3max) 2 �
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Algorithm 8 JFSM Transition Function

1: Tcurrent ( ecuurent:etime

2: T1 ( Tcurrent �RtScurrent:Tlast

3: T2 ( Tcurrent �RtScurrent:Tin

4: T3 ( Tcurrent �RtSinit:Tlast

5: bStateAvailable ( false

6: for all available transitions �i in the current state && bStateAvailableFound 6= true do

7: if �i:T3min � T3 � �i:T3max && �i:T2min � T2 � �i:T2max && �i:T1min � T1 �

�i:T1max then

8: RtSnext ( �i:RtSto

9: RtTcurrent ( �i fRecord the current transitiong

10: bStateAvailable ( true

11: if RtSnext 6= RtScurrent then fAdvance to the next di�erent stateg

12: RtScurrent ( RtSnext fUpdate the current Stateg

13: RtScurrent:Tin ( Tcurrent

14: RtScurrent:Tlast ( Tcurrent

15: else fStay at the same current stateg

16: RtScurrent:Tlast ( Tcurrent

17: end if

18: end if

19: end for

20: if bStateAvailable == false then fNo available transitiong

21: RtScurrent:Tlast ( Tcurrent

22: RtSnext ( RtSfail fAdvance to the \fail" stateg

23: RtTcurrent ( �internal

24: Output the unknown sequence from the initial state as a new pattern.

25: end if
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and exists in the table for this current state, and the conditions are valid in the current

state q1 at this moment. The transition function can be computed by the algorithm 8.

A.1.2 A JFSM Con�guration File Example for OSPF/LSA Intrusion De-

tection

JPAM con�guration �le

172.16.114.3 172.16.114.3 1 0 event172.16.114.3 0

172.16.118.3 172.16.118.3 1 0 event172.16.118.3 0

172.16.121.3 172.16.121.3 1 0 event172.16.121.3 0

172.16.112.1 172.16.112.1 1 1 event172.16.112.1 2 FSMmaxseq.conf FSMmaxage.conf

172.16.121.1 172.16.121.1 1 1 event172.16.121.1 0

172.16.123.1 172.16.123.1 1 1 event172.16.123.1 0

172.16.113.2 172.16.113.2 1 0 event172.16.113.2 0

172.16.115.2 172.16.115.2 1 0 event172.16.115.2 0

172.16.121.2 172.16.121.2 1 0 event172.16.121.2 0

172.16.123.2 172.16.123.2 1 0 event172.16.123.2 0

172.16.123.7 172.16.123.7 1 0 event172.16.123.7 0

172.16.126.7 172.16.126.7 1 0 event172.16.126.7 0

172.16.127.7 172.16.127.7 1 0 event172.16.127.7 0

172.16.119.6 172.16.119.6 1 0 event172.16.119.6 0

172.16.123.6 172.16.123.6 1 0 event172.16.123.6 0

172.16.125.6 172.16.125.6 1 0 event172.16.125.6 0

172.16.125.13 172.16.125.13 1 0 event172.16.125.13 0

172.16.127.13 172.16.127.13 1 0 event172.16.127.13 0

Seq++ JFSM con�guration �le

FSMId: seq++FSM

ReportInfo: For_seq++

logToFileName: seq++AttTest

maxLogQueSize: 100

Transitions:

init0 i_BigJumpSeqIncr iBigJumpSeqIncr 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 *- StayAt_0 init0 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

1 o_BigJumpSeqIncr oFightBack 2 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

1 o_Update ~NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

1 *- StayAt_1 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

2 i_BigJumpSeqIncr iBigJumpAgain 3 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

2 o_Update ~GoBk_init N_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

2 *- ~NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

2 *- StayAt_2 2 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

3 o_BigJumpSeqIncr ~oFightBackAtt A_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf
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3 *- ~NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

3 *- StayAt_3 3 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

MaxAge JFSM con�guration �le

FSMId: maxageFSM

ReportInfo: For_maxage

logToFileName: maxageAttTest

maxLogQueSize: 100

Transitions:

init0 i_MaxAgeSameOutSeq MaxAgeOnce 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 i_MaxAgeRefresh MaxAgeOnce 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 o_MaxAgeSameOutSeq MaxAgeOnce 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 o_MaxAgeRefresh MaxAgeOnce 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 *- StayAt_0 init0 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

1 o_SeqIncr fightBack 2 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

1 *- NotFtBackOnTime Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

1 *- StayAt_1 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

2 i_MaxAgeSameOutSeq ~MaxAgeAttack A_RESET_ 0 inf 0 600 0 inf

2 i_MaxAgeRefresh MaxAgeOnce A_RESET_ 0 inf 0 600 0 inf

2 *- goBackInit0 N_RESET_ 0 inf 600 inf 0 inf

2 *- StayAt_2 2 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

MaxSeq JFSM con�guration �le

FSMId: maxseqFSM

ReportInfo: For_maxseq

logToFileName: maxseqAttTest

maxLogQueSize: 100

Transitions:

init0 i_MaxSeq iMaxSeqOnce 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 i_MaxAgeMaxSeq iMaxAgeMaxSeq 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 o_MaxSeq oMaxSeqOnce 1' 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 o_MaxAgeMaxSeq oMaxAgeMaxSeq 1' 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

init0 *- StayAt_0 init0 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

1 o_InitSeq ~Incorrect A_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

1 o_MaxAgeMaxSeq oPurgeMaxseq 2 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

1 *- NoPurgeTout Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

1 *- StayAt_1 1 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

1' o_InitSeq ~Incorrect A_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

1' o_MaxAgeMaxSeq oPurgeMaxseq 2 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

1' *- NoPurgeTout Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf

1' *- StayAt_1' 1' 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

2 o_InitSeq normalRESET 3 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

2 *- NoInitTout Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf
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2 *- StayAt_2 2 0 inf 0 inf 0 inf

3 o_Update NormUpdate N_RESET_ 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

3 i_MaxSeq iMaxSeqAgain 1 0 inf 0 1800 0 inf

3 *- NormT_Out Tout_RESET_ 0 inf 1800 inf 0 inf
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Appendix B

DECIDUOUS con�guration

B.1 DECIDUOUS con�guration on SHANG testbed

B.1.1 The sample con�guration �le for intra-domain tracing

Domain SHANG

Domain: SHANG

Decid_ip: 172.16.1.177

TotalNode: 7

stone stone1 hychang2 sun squeeze redwing norwalk

GUI_IP: 127.0.0.1

==================================================================

Node: stone

NumOfNbr: 1

stone1

Interface: 1

192.168.5.163 192.168.5.163 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.5.4

DIANA_IP: 192.168.5.163

==================================================================

Node: stone1

NumOfNbr: 3

stone hychang2 sun

Interface: 3

192.168.5.4 192.168.5.4 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.5.163

192.168.4.4 192.168.4.4 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.4.3

192.168.4.4 192.168.4.4 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.4.2

DIANA_IP: 192.168.4.4

==================================================================

Node: hychang2
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NumOfNbr: 3

stone1 sun squeeze

Interface: 3

192.168.4.3 192.168.4.3 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.5.4

192.168.4.3 192.168.4.3 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.4.2

192.168.3.3 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.3.175

DIANA_IP: 192.168.3.3

==================================================================

Node: sun

NumOfNbr: 3

stone1 hychang2 squeeze

Interface: 3

192.168.4.2 192.168.4.2 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.4.4

192.168.4.2 192.168.4.2 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.4.3

192.168.2.2 192.168.2.2 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.2.175

DIANA_IP: 192.168.2.2

==================================================================

Node: squeeze

NumOfNbr: 3

sun hychang2 redwing

Interface: 3

192.168.2.175 192.168.2.175 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.2.2

192.168.3.175 192.168.3.175 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.3.3

172.16.1.175 172.16.1.175 255.255.255.255 <=> 172.16.1.164

DIANA_IP: 172.16.1.175

==================================================================

Node: redwing

NumOfNbr: 2

squeeze norwalk

Interface: 2

172.16.1.164 172.16.1.164 255.255.255.255 <=> 172.16.1.175

10.10.1.164 10.10.1.164 255.255.255.255 <=> 10.10.1.166

DIANA_IP: 172.16.1.164

==================================================================

Node: norwalk

NumOfNbr: 1

redwing

Interface: 1

10.10.1.166 10.10.1.166 255.255.255.255 <=> 10.10.1.164

DIANA_IP: 10.10.1.166

******************************************************************

numOfLBR: 0
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B.1.2 The sample con�guration �le for inter-domain tracing between two

domains

Domain D0

Domain: D0

Decid_ip: 172.16.1.164

TotalNode: 2

redwing norwalk

GUI_IP: 127.0.0.1

==================================================================

Node: redwing

NumOfNbr: 1

norwalk

Interface: 2

172.16.1.164 172.16.1.164 255.255.255.255 <=> 172.16.1.175

10.10.1.164 10.10.1.164 255.255.255.255 <=> 10.10.1.166

DIANA_IP: 172.16.1.164

==================================================================

Node: norwalk

NumOfNbr: 1

redwing

Interface: 1

10.10.1.166 10.10.1.166 255.255.255.255 <=> 10.10.1.164

DIANA_IP: 10.10.1.166

******************************************************************

numOfLBR: 1

******************************************************************

BR: redwing 172.16.1.164

numOfNbr: 1

D1 squeeze 172.16.1.175 192.168.5.4

Domain D1

Domain: D1

Decid_ip: 192.168.5.4

TotalNode: 4

stone stone1 hychang2 squeeze

GUI_IP: 192.168.1.161

==================================================================

Node: stone

NumOfNbr: 1

stone1

Interface: 1
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192.168.5.163 192.168.5.163 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.5.4

DIANA_IP: 192.168.5.163

==================================================================

Node: stone1

NumOfNbr: 2

stone hychang2

Interface: 2

192.168.5.4 192.168.5.4 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.5.163

192.168.4.4 192.168.4.4 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.4.3

DIANA_IP: 192.168.4.4

==================================================================

Node: hychang2

NumOfNbr: 2

stone1 squeeze

Interface: 2

192.168.4.3 192.168.4.3 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.5.4

192.168.3.3 192.168.3.3 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.3.175

DIANA_IP: 192.168.3.3

==================================================================

Node: squeeze

NumOfNbr: 1

hychang2

Interface: 1

192.168.3.175 192.168.3.175 255.255.255.255 <=> 192.168.3.3

DIANA_IP: 192.168.3.175

******************************************************************

numOfLBR: 1

******************************************************************

BR: squeeze 172.16.1.175

numOfNbr: 1

D0 redwing 172.16.1.164 172.16.1.164


